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To freedom

ABSTRACT
The introduction of the Australian ballot in the middle of the 19th century led
the way for ballot secrecy becoming a requirement for conducting free and fair
elections. Since that time, the advancement of technology has made it possible
to use electronic voting systems to cast and tally votes. While convenient, such
systems also make it more difficult to observe the elections. Thus, to assure that
the electronic voting systems function correctly, they must be made transparent
and auditable. However, the measures used to provide integrity and transparency
are often incompatible with the requirement of ballot secrecy. This can lead to a
conflict between the security requirements set for elections, which is one of the
aspects that is studied in this thesis.
A significant threat to the freedom of vote is coercion, which can take the
forms of bribery and intimidation. While in traditional paper-based voting systems, voter’s privacy and coercion-resistance can be provided with the help of a
voting booth, this mitigation measure is not available for remote voting systems.
Thus, if the vote is cast via a postal voting system or a remote online voting system, it becomes more challenging to provide coercion-resistance to the voter.
We analysed seven recently proposed remote online voting systems to assess
whether their coercion-resistance techniques could be applied in real-world conditions. The situation is further complicated due to many voting schemes being
designed to be end-to-end verifiable, making it possible to check whether the ballots were tallied correctly and, in some cases, also whether eligible voters cast
the votes. Our analysis revealed that the systems which aim to simultaneously
achieve coercion-resistance and end-to-end verifiability depend on multiple nontrivial assumptions that are difficult to implement in practice.
Although much of the voting research has focused on electronic voting systems, the advancement of technology has also impacted the security of traditional
paper-based voting. We show that the side-channels which commonly affect electronic systems are also relevant for paper ballots. More specifically, we introduce
two proof-of-concept attacks against ballot secrecy that are based on an acoustic side-channel. However, ballot secrecy can also be violated if coercers request
voters to use smartphones to record their votes. Thus, it becomes evident that
traditional voting systems can not guarantee absolute ballot secrecy.
The designers of the Estonian internet voting (i-voting) system also had to find
a compromise between the transparency and coercion-resistance requirements.
We give an overview of some of the design choices and describe some of the
existing issues in the Estonian i-voting system. In addition, we make recommendations for improving its integrity and privacy guarantees. One of these ideas
manifested itself in creating the first independent microcontroller-based voting
client for the Estonian i-voting system. As the final contribution, we evaluated the
security impact of introducing a smartphone-based voting client for the Estonian
i-voting system.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Democracy originates from ancient Greece, where citizens in some regions were
able to directly vote over decisions. As direct voting does not scale well, over
time, a solution was to elect representatives. However, the specific way how the
representatives are elected depends on the used election system. In turn, the election systems differ from country to country as they depend on legislation and
cultural background.
The requirements and ways how elections are organised have changed through
time. A prominent example is voter’s privacy, which has not always been a requirement. For instance, in France, ballot secrecy was introduced into the Constitution of 1795 but was not fully implemented in practice until 1913 [103]. While
legislation allowing ballots to be used in elections was available in the US and
France in the middle of the 19th century, it did not prevent voters from being observed during vote casting [55]. For instance, it was possible to monitor voters
to check which ballot sheet they picked up. This was possible as candidates were
able to print their own distinct ballot sheets. Thus, by watching voters pick up and
fill uniquely designed ballots, bribers could get proof of the bribed voters holding
up their end of the bargain.
In Britain, the political debate regarding the introduction of the secret ballot
was initiated by Jeremy Bentham at the end of the eighteenth century [305]. However, Britain was not the first to introduce the secret ballot requirement into legislation. The election law regarding the secret ballot was revolutionised in Australia
in the middle of the 19th century. In 1856, the first states of Australia adopted the
new interpretation of the secret ballot [235]. Due to the specific requirements for
the ballot, it became known as the Australian ballot.
The requirements for the secret ballot that we are used to in the modern world
have their roots in the four main requirements of the Australian secret ballot [129].
First, the ballots were printed and paid for by the election organiser. Second,
all officially nominated candidates were listed on the ballot. Third, ballots were
distributed only by election officials at polling stations. Fourth, the voters were
provided with an environment to fill in the ballots privately.
Other countries followed Australia in reforming the way how votes were cast.
Britain introduced similar requirements for a secret ballot in 1872, followed by
Canada in 1874 [103, 57]. Kentucky was first in the United States to trial the Australian ballot in 1888, but the first statewide elections with the new requirements
were held in Massachusetts in the same year [129].
As holding elections with the secret ballot is less convenient for the organisers,
it can be deduced that introducing a more robust version of ballot secrecy was a
necessity. One of the main reasons was to prevent voters from being bribed. For
example, in the second part of the 19th century, it was common in some parts
of New York for voters to be accompanied by party workers to check how they
voted [273]. Britain also had issues with bribery that led to the reform of the
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election legislation in the second part of the 19th century [276]. These issues are
illustrated by the debates in the House of Commons in 1867, which described
corruption and bribery in Great Yarmouth and Lancaster during the elections in
1865 [2]. In the former, close to 32% of the voters had taken bribes, and in the
latter, 64% of the voters were claimed to be corrupt.
While direct bribery is not a significant issue in some democratic societies,
the threat of coercion and bribery has not disappeared [284]. Thus, it is common
for voting systems designed for political elections to provide both ballot secrecy
and coercion-resistance. It has to be understood that ballot secrecy and coercionresistance can be seen as a means for guaranteeing free and fair elections, thereby
making it possible for eligible voters to freely express their will and ensuring that
all voters’ votes carry the same weight [217]. The significance of privacy and the
necessity to provide additional coercion-resistance measures also depends on the
election system and cultural aspects. For example, in Switzerland, coercion is not
considered a significant issue [264].
Over time, the threats to voting systems have transformed by following the
evolution of technology and changes in society. It has become possible to violate
ballot secrecy with recording equipment available to the vast majority of voters in
the form of a smartphone. In addition, the introduction of electronic voting technologies has increased the risk of voters’ privacy being violated. While the threats
to electronic voting technologies have gotten much focus by the researchers, there
is less research about the effects of modern technology on traditional paper-based
ballots.

1.1. Elections and vote privacy
By filling in a ballot in a voting station, the voter is provided with an environment
that is isolated from the prying eyes of other humans. However, this voting method
is not the optimal one for all voters.
For example, the voters who live abroad or in remote locations may not be able
to visit the voting stations. If no remote voting methods are provided, these voters
are not able to participate in the elections. Besides the issues caused by living in
a remote location, there are also other factors to consider. One of these issues is
related to the privacy aspects when assisted voting or proxy voting has to be used.
Therefore, disabled voters can have more privacy when voting from home via a
computer compared to delegating permission to cast a paper vote or being helped
to cast a vote.
Traditional voting systems do not provide the means for every voter to verify
that their vote was included in the tally and that all ballots were correctly counted.
However, such guarantees can be provided by voting systems that rely on cryptography to offer verifiability [188, 50].
In general, the security requirements of a voting system depend on the electionspecific context and are affected by what is being decided or voted upon (see
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Section 2.1 for an overview of election-specific security requirements).
Designing a voting system for political elections is a complex task due to the
conflict between coercion-resistance and the transparency of the voting system.
On the one hand, the voter should not be able to prove how the ballot was filled
in to prevent vote-selling and coercion. On the other hand, to increase the trustworthiness of the elections, the voter needs assurance that the vote was included
in the tally. In addition, the voting systems used for political elections have to be
usable by regular voters [188]. Thus, the designers of a voting system have to find
a way to resolve the conflict mentioned above.
In general, there are two main ways to manipulate the voter into voting for a
specific candidate or abstaining from voting. First, some benefits, i.e., bribes, can
be offered to the voter. Second, the voter can be intimidated and threatened with
a punishment. Either way, coercive behaviour is more effective when the coercer
has the means to check how the vote was cast. This does not mean that a proof
for the cast vote is required for the coercion to succeed, as human psychology can
play a role in favouring the coercer. For example, the voter may have difficulties lying about the cast vote when confronted by a coercer who is also a family
member [109].
While coercive behaviour cannot be eliminated entirely, voting systems can
be designed to reduce the risk of coercion to enable fair elections. This can be
done by making it possible for voters to evade coercion. If the voting system
provides measures that mitigate the threat of coercion, the voting system is said
to be coercion-resistant. For example, many election systems incorporate voting
protocols that are receipt-free, meaning that the voter is not provided with means
to prove how the vote was cast. However, relying on the voting protocol to be
receipt-free may not be sufficient as the voter or coercer can have other means for
capturing the information on the filled-in ballot [195].
The academic community has proposed many i-voting schemes, but only a few
have had trials in real political elections. One of the reasons lies in the difficulty
of balancing the requirements of coercion-resistance, verifiability and usability.
Several i-voting schemes try to find the balance by introducing exotic means to
mitigate coercion. For example, we analysed voting schemes that aim to mitigate coercion by relying on fake credentials, specific hardware, a non-trivial registration process, and anonymous communication channels [195]. Our research
showed that it is difficult to implement some of the coercion mitigation measures
in practice, especially during political elections where every eligible voter must
be able to participate.
In the case of paper-based voting, voters’ privacy is protected in the polling
station with the help of a polling booth that hides the process of filling in the ballot. Incidentally, the protective environment offered by the polling booth provides
cover for a voter to record the vote casting process. The advancement of technology has made it possible for voters to have smartphones and other small smart
devices that can be brought into the polling booth. Although recording the filled-
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in ballot is not allowed in some countries, for example, in Germany 1 and Canada,2
it is difficult to enforce this requirement. Therefore, vote privacy can be violated
by taking a photo of the filled-in ballot or doing a live broadcast of the event.
When such behaviour is forced, it can efficiently prevent the voter from having
free will in deciding who to vote for. As a partial countermeasure, the coerced
voter may invalidate the ballot or not submit the ballot to the ballot box. However,
such a mitigation measure becomes less of an option if the voter is convinced that
the coercer is monitoring the polling station.
In addition to direct coercion, there may be side-channels that can leak information about voters’ choices. For example, a pen in the polling booth may contain
sensors that reveal information about the cast votes [71]. It has been demonstrated
that motion data generated by a smartwatch can be used for text recognition [31].
Moreover, our research has shown that the sound of filling in a paper ballot can
reveal information about voter’s choices [196, 197].
The issues of side-channels are also present in electronic voting systems. A
famous example originates from the Netherlands, where the Nedap ES3B voting
machines leaked the name of a party the voter voted for due to the leakage of
electromagnetic emanation when the screen of the voting machine was switched
to a different mode [142].
Many of the security issues of voting machines are related to the business
model of the companies producing them. The voting machines’ design is usually
considered a trade secret, and thus, audits by third parties are not allowed. The
lack of transparency makes it possible to produce voting machines that depend on
unreliable software and hardware. As auditing the software running on the voting
machines is not straightforward, the clients do not have many means to verify that
the devices work as they are supposed to. However, once in a while, the voting
machines end up in the hands of researchers who can reverse engineer them and
find vulnerabilities.
There are several ways how the problem of vulnerable voting machines can be
solved. One way is to create a secure hardware design and open-source it so that
the vendors of the voting machines can use it. This path is taken in the SSITH
program, which is funded by DARPA [270, 133, 223].
The second option to mitigate the threat of malicious voting machines is to
deploy devices that produce a paper trail. The latter can be used as an input to
risk-limiting audits, which can verify with a high probability whether the voting
machines behaved correctly [211]. In addition, the voting machine could also print
a receipt for the voter that makes it possible to check whether the cast vote was
counted. For example, such an approach is used by ElectionGuard, which aims to
provide end-to-end verifiability for voting machines [220]. While ElectionGuard
and risk-limiting audits can be used to detect attacks against the integrity of the
1 https://www.gesetze-im-internet.de/bwo_1985/__56.html
2 https://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/e-2.01/page-33.html#s-281.6ss
-(3)p-(b)ID0EBBDA
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ballots, they cannot identify attacks that target vote privacy.
The third option for resolving the issues with voting machines is not to use
them at all. Instead, a remote voting system could be deployed for elections that
have a low risk of coercion or where the risk of coercion can be mitigated. In
that case, the main security issues lie in the insecure end-user devices that could
be infected with malware. In principle, malware could cast its own vote, interfere
while the voter is voting, or violate ballot secrecy by leaking how the ballot was
filled. Thus, remote voting systems have to provide the voters with the opportunity
to verify that their ballot reached the voting system. However, it is important
to note that while verifiability creates a possibility to detect attacks, it can not
prevent them. As voters’ devices are used in a potentially hostile environment
not controlled by the election organiser, it is impossible to guarantee that these
computers are free of vulnerabilities.
One solution to this issue is to not rely on regular computers that can contain
malware and instead use dedicated individual voting devices. Our experiments
show that building a personal voting device is feasible given a voting system that
has a public API [120].

1.2. Research questions and tasks
This dissertation focuses on the client-side of voting systems and aims to answer
the following three research questions:
1. How practical are the coercion-resistance measures used in i-voting systems?
2. How has the advancement of technology impacted the ballot secrecy of
traditional paper-based voting systems?
3. What are the existing risks in the client-side of the Estonian i-voting system
and how can they be mitigated?
To answer these questions, we conducted theoretical literature-based studies
and, in several cases, also practical experiments. We defined and solved the following tasks to answer the research questions:
1. Study and analyse i-voting systems with respect to their coercion-resistance.
This task is solved by analysing seven i-voting schemes found in the scientific literature. We identified the assumptions and coercion-resistance measures used by these schemes. It turned out that some of these are difficult to
implement in practice. The analysis is provided in Chapter 3.
2. Investigate how acoustic side-channels could be exploited in paper-based
voting systems. This task is solved by building a proof-of-concept implementation that utilises the acoustic side-channel of filling-in paper ballots.
In addition, we evaluated the accuracy of the proof-of-concept attack. The
way how we solved the task is described in Chapter 4.
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3. Study what voting privacy and integrity related issues are present in the
client-side of the Estonian i-voting system and analyse the potential mitigation measures. This task was solved by analysing the technical architecture
and implementation of the Estonian i-voting system. An overview of the
Estonian i-voting system is given at the beginning of Chapter 5. The issues that we identified are described in Section 5.2. The possible mitigation
measures are described in Section 5.3 and Section 5.4.
4. Analyse the security impact of introducing a smartphone-based voting application for the Estonian i-voting system. This task was solved by studying and analysing the security features of mobile browsers and operating
systems (Android and iOS). As a result of the analysis, we identified multiple security risks, which could negatively impact smartphone-based voting.
The results of the analysis are provided in Section 5.5.

1.3. Outline and the author’s contributions
In this section, we outline the contents of the subsequent chapters and describe
the author’s main contributions in regard to the list of original publications used
in this dissertation.
Chapter 2 gives an overview of security requirements relevant for elections and
methods for protecting voting privacy. It also discusses the difficulty in finding
the balance between verifiability and coercion-resistance in i-voting systems.
Chapter 3 describes the difficulties in achieving coercion-resistance in practice.
The central part of the chapter focuses on analysing the coercion-resistance of
seven i-voting schemes [195]. The author of the dissertation is the main author of
the paper, which the analysis is based on: [195]:
• Kristjan Krips and Jan Willemson. On Practical Aspects of CoercionResistant Remote Voting Systems. In Robert Krimmer, Melanie Volkamer,
Véronique Cortier, Bernhard Beckert, Ralf Küsters, Uwe Serdült, and David
Duenas-Cid, editors, Electronic Voting - 4th International Joint Conference,
E-Vote-ID 2019, Bregenz, Austria, October 1-4, 2019, Proceedings, volume
11759 of Lecture Notes in Computer Science, pages 216–232. Springer,
2019.
Chapter 4 focuses on side-channel attacks. While most side-channel attacks are
discussed in the context of electronic devices, the problems with side-channel
leakages are also present in paper-based voting systems. Namely, it is possible
to listen in to what the voter is writing on the ballot sheet once the microphones
are suitably placed at the voting booth. Two experiments conducted by the author
demonstrated that the sound of filling-in paper ballots leaks information about
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the vote. In the first experiment, we studied how to use the sound emitted while
filling the ballot to recover the candidate number [196]. The description of the
experiment and the findings are provided in Section 4.2. The author contributed
by finding a way to identify the numbers based on the sound, collecting the audio
samples, writing the scripts required for processing the data, analysing the data,
and writing a significant part of the manuscript. In the second experiment, we
tested whether information about the voter’s choice could leak in case checkboxes
are marked on a ballot [197]. The description of the experiment and the findings
are provided in Section 4.3. The author’s contribution was to build the setup that
uses multiple microphones to capture the audio of the ballot being marked, find a
way to determine the coordinates where the sound was emitted, collect test data,
analyse the collected data, and write parts of the paper. The description of the
aforementioned experiments and the analysis of how side-channels could be used
against paper voting is based on the author’s previously published work [196,
197]:
• Kristjan Krips, Jan Willemson, and Sebastian Värv. Implementing an Audio Side Channel for Paper Voting. In Robert Krimmer, Melanie Volkamer, Véronique Cortier, Rajeev Goré, Manik Hapsara, Uwe Serdült, and
David Duenas-Cid, editors, Electronic Voting - Third International Joint
Conference, E-Vote-ID 2018, Bregenz, Austria, October 2-5, 2018, Proceedings, volume 11143 of Lecture Notes in Computer Science, pages 132–
145. Springer, 2018.
• Kristjan Krips, Jan Willemson, and Sebastian Värv. Is Your Vote Overheard? A New Scalable Side-Channel Attack Against Paper Voting. In IEEE
European Symposium on Security and Privacy, EuroS&P 2019, Stockholm,
Sweden, June 17-19, 2019, pages 621–634. IEEE, 2019.
Chapter 5 gives an overview of the Estonian i-voting system and investigates
how the security of the client-side of the voting system could be improved. One
possibility for improving voters’ privacy is to provide alternatives to voting on
a general-purpose computer that may be infected with malware. To achieve this
goal, we described how a microcontroller can be used to build an unofficial voting
client and how such an architecture affects the integrity and privacy of vote casting. The author contributed by kickstarting the project, supporting the development, doing the security analysis, and writing a significant part of the paper [120].
The author did not write the code for the voting client. The description of the
voting client’s architecture and the corresponding security analysis is provided in
Section 5.4 and is based on the work published in [120]:
• Valeh Farzaliyev, Kristjan Krips, and Jan Willemson. Developing a Personal
Voting Machine for the Estonian Internet Voting System. In Chih-Cheng
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Hung, Jiman Hong, Alessio Bechini, and Eunjee Song, editors, SAC ’21:
The 36th ACM/SIGAPP Symposium on Applied Computing, Virtual Event,
Republic of Korea, March 22-26, 2021, pages 1607–1616. ACM, 2021.
Another alternative to the desktop voting application is to run the voting client
on a smartphone. Compared to the microcontroller-based implementation, deploying a voting client on a smartphone would be easier and would serve a more
significant fraction of the electorate. However, before implementing a voting
client either as a stand-alone smartphone application or as a web application,
the security challenges specific to smartphones have to be analysed. We describe
these challenges in Section 5.5 and conclude that introducing a browser-based voting application is not recommended due to the numerous security issues. The author contributed most of the security analysis, testing the security features of mobile browsers, and writing most of the paper that summarised the analysis [162].
Section 5.5 is based on the author’s previously published work [162]:
• Sven Heiberg, Kristjan Krips, and Jan Willemson. Mobile Voting – Still Too
Risky? In Matthew Bernhard, Andrea Bracciali, Lewis Gudgeon, Thomas
Haines, Ariah Klages-Mundt, Shin’ichiro Matsuo, Daniel Perez, Massimiliano Sala, and Sam Werner, editors, Financial Cryptography and Data
Security. FC 2021 International Workshops - CoDecFin, DeFi, VOTING,
and WTSC, Virtual Event, March 5, 2021, Revised Selected Papers, volume
12676 of Lecture Notes in Computer Science, pages 263–278. Springer,
2021.
In addition, some of the security-related shortcomings of the current Estonian
i-voting system are listed in Section 5.2. Proposals for improvements are made
in Section 5.3 to address the deficiencies in the Estonian i-voting system. The
author contributed by analysing the Estonian i-voting system, identifying some of
the shortcomings, proposing mitigation measures, and writing parts of the paper
that summarised the findings [161]. Sections 5.2 and 5.3 are based on the work,
which is published in [161]:
• Sven Heiberg, Kristjan Krips, and Jan Willemson. Planning the next steps
for Estonian Internet voting. In Robert Krimmer, Melanie Volkamer, Bernhard Beckert, Ardita Driza Maurer, David Duenas-Cid, Stéphane Glondu,
Iuliia Krivonosova, Oksana Kulyk, Ralf Küsters, Peter Roenne, Beata MartinRozumilowicz, Mihkel Solvak, and Oliver Spycher, editors, Fifth International Joint Conference on Electronic Voting E-Vote-ID 2020 : 6-9 October
2020: Proceedings, pages 82–97. TalTech Press, 2020.
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2. PRELIMINARIES
The general requirements for conducting elections tend to be the same when considering democratic elections. While it is common for election systems to protect
ballot secrecy and ensure that the ballots are correctly counted, the specific security measures depend on the election-specific context.
In general, voters have to be able to freely participate in elections without being coerced. Thus, third parties must not be able to check how voters voted. The
basis for that is provided by ballot secrecy. Thereby voter’s choice has to remain secret, and it must not be possible to link a voter’s identity with the vote on
the ballot. However, not all elections require ballot secrecy. For example, direct
democracy is still practised in two Swiss cantons, where an open-air assembly
known as Landsgemeinde is used to publicly cast a vote [294, 96]. Besides direct democracy, public vote casting is also commonly used by legislative bodies
while deciding whether to pass laws [173]. However, when voters participate in
parliamentary elections, protecting voters’ privacy and thereby their freedom to
vote can be as essential as the integrity requirements that are aimed to prevent
tampering with the ballots and the election result.
The rest of this chapter is organised as follows. Section 2.1 gives an overview
of the security requirements that are relevant for elections. Next, Section 2.2 lists
the technologies and methods that are commonly used in i-voting systems to provide ballot secrecy, coercion-resistance, and integrity guarantees. It is followed by
Section 2.3, which describes how encryption can be used to protect ballot secrecy
and what are the accompanying risks. Section 2.4 describes the relevant threat actors. Next, Section 2.5 gives an overview of threats to voter’s privacy posed by the
voting environment and Section 2.6 describes different measures that can be used
to guarantee the integrity of elections. Finally, Section 2.7 provides a discussion
on the conflict between coercion-resistance and end-to-end verifiability.

2.1. Security requirements for elections
Each election is unique due to the election type, political landscape, legislation,
cultural aspects of the society, available technology, used voting systems, threat
actors, and risks. In addition, operating procedures play a significant role by defining how the election-specific activities have to be conducted. These also involve
human interaction with technology. Thus, the security requirements for holding
elections have to be adapted to the specific environment.
The means how the security requirements are fulfilled can vary. While voters
can do some checks, there can be tasks assigned to the election observers and
auditors. Next, we give an overview of the common security requirements.
We provide informal descriptions of the security requirements, which have
been compiled based on the properties and security features commonly stated in
the scientific literature [275, 140, 21, 149, 283, 314, 108, 168, 232, 54]. However,
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we do not aim to list all of the security requirements and mainly focus on the
requirements that are relevant for electronic voting systems. In addition, as some
of the requirements are contradictory and depend on the election-specific context,
it is not expected that all election systems fulfil all of the security requirements.
The following list of requirements is provided in alphabetical order.
Accessibility. The voting system must be usable by voters who have disabilities.
Accountability. If a voting protocol participant misbehaves, it must be possible
to correctly determine who is responsible and hold that participant accountable to
resolve the dispute [201].
Availability. The voting system must be available to the voters during the elections. This includes both the client-side voting application and the back-end system. The voting system has to be fault-tolerant and able to handle unexpected
peaks in the workload.
Ballot secrecy / vote privacy. The security measures must ensure that the voter
can cast a vote so that its contents remain secret. The security measures must
prevent the information on the filled-in ballots from being linked to voters’ identities. Some definitions of ballot secrecy also include receipt-freeness and coercionresistance, but we use these terms separately in this thesis. While the term ballot
secrecy is more common, the term vote privacy is sometimes used in the scientific
literature to carry the same meaning. More broadly, ballot secrecy can be seen as
means for guaranteeing free and fair elections [217]. In principle, the information
on the ballot can also be published in case the i-voting system guarantees that the
ballot can not be associated with the identity of the voter who filled it in.
Cast-as-intended verification. The voter must be able to verify that their will
is correctly encoded in the ballot sent to the voting system.
Coercion-resistance. The security measures must prevent a coercer from succeeding in coercing the voter. Voters must have the means to avoid complying
with requests to cast a vote according to the instructions of the coercer. In this
thesis, vote-buying is considered coercive behaviour.
Confidentiality of partial tally. A partial tally must not be published while voters are still able to vote.
Correctness. The election result must be correctly determined based on the
valid votes cast by eligible voters.
Directness. The voter must cast a vote themself without delegating the right to
cast a vote to a third party.
Dispute resolution. There must be a mechanism to resolve disputes. For example, in the case of electronic voting, it must be possible to report irregularities
to detect both bugs and malicious behaviour. When an error occurs during vote
verification, the voter may face a conflict between reporting the details of the issue
and the secrecy of the cast vote. The election organiser also faces a dilemma, as,
without strong proof, they cannot determine whether the voter is being honest or
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trying to issue a false statement. Thus, creating a dispute resolution protocol can
be a non-trivial task that has to be tailored for the specific voting protocol.
Eligibility. Only eligible voters must be able to participate in the elections.
One way to enforce this requirement is to maintain a list of eligible voters and
ensure that non-eligible voters can not cast a vote. However, there must also
be a set of rules on how to update that list. For example, when a person has a
birthday during the elections, which makes the person eligible to vote, should
the list of eligible voters be modified? The same question holds for people who
die during the elections.1 In addition, it should not be possible to add ineligible
persons to the list of eligible voters. However, the election organiser decides the
method for determining eligibility unless it is regulated by law. As eligibility can
be determined by checking voters’ identities, voters should be provided with the
means for proving their identities.
Eligibility verifiability. Anyone must be able to verify that the ballots that
reached the tally originated from eligible voters. This requirement is applied to
electronic voting systems.
End-to-end verifiability. Both the voters and the general public must be able to
verify that the election result was determined correctly. A voting system is endto-end verifiable when it provides cast-as-intended verifiability, recorded-as-cast
verifiability, and tallied-as-recorded verifiability. According to some definitions, it
is also essential to have eligibility verifiability to guarantee that only votes from eligible voters are tallied. For example, individual verifiability and universal verifiability may not be sufficient to provide end-to-end verifiability [202]. In addition,
end-to-end verifiability can not be achieved in case individual verification is susceptible to clash attacks [203, 97]. Although the guarantees provided by cast-asintended verifiability, recorded-as-cast verifiability, and tallied-as-recorded verifiability may not always be sufficient to guarantee end-to-end verifiability, they
form the basis for achieving that.
Generality. All eligible voters must have the right to express their will via
participating in elections. One’s social status must not affect the possibility to
vote. Thus, the means to vote should be accessible to voters regardless of their
wealth.
Individual verifiability. Voters must be able to check that their ballots were correctly encoded and correctly recorded by the voting system. Individual verifiability is represented by the following two verifiability components: cast-as-intended
and recorded-as-cast.
Over-the-shoulder coercion-resistance. A voter must have the means to counter
coercion even if the coercer is physically present during the vote casting process [74]. However, it is assumed that a coercer can not monitor the voter for
the entire voting period. Voting systems that follow this property either allow the
voter to re-vote or provide the voter with an option to cast fake votes that are not
1 To

prevent fraud and misuse of voting credentials.
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included in the tally.
Recorded-as-cast verification. The voter must be able to verify that the voting
system correctly recorded their vote.
Receipt-freeness. The voter must not be able to provide strong proof about the
vote that was cast. More specifically, the voter must not be able to prove that their
vote for the particular candidate was included in the tally. The latter is in direct
conflict with the requirement of end-to-end verifiability [98], which provides the
voter with an option to check whether their vote was included in the tally.
Reliability. There must be a degree to which the voting system functions in an
expected and specified manner during the elections.
Robustness. A voting system must be able to resist attacks and faults. The
level of robustness illustrates how well the voting system adapts to attacks and
faults [283].
Software independence. An error or change caused by software must not result
in an undetectable change or error in the election result [275]. One approach to
achieve this property is to rely on a paper-trail or paper-record, which can be
used to detect irregularities. Some electronic voting systems use cryptography to
provide verifiability, making it possible to detect errors or changes.
Tallied-as-recorded verification. Everyone must be able to verify that all correctly recorded valid ballots are included in the tally. In addition, it must be possible to verify that the tallied votes originate from eligible voters. Thus, the public
can check that the election result is correct and represents the votes cast by eligible
voters.
Tally integrity. The voting system must guarantee that each valid vote is included in the tally.
Transparency. It must be made possible to audit and observe the procedures
related to elections. It must be possible to audit the software that is used to conduct
elections.
Uniformity. Every voter must have an equal opportunity to affect the outcome
of the elections through the voting process. This means that all eligible voters
must have an equal amount of votes, and all the votes must have the same weight
in determining the election result.
Universal verifiability. It must be possible for anyone to verify that the election
result is correctly calculated from valid ballots. Sometimes universal verifiability
is also considered to include eligibility verifiability.
Usability. The voter must be able to understand what has to be done to cast a
vote so that the voter can take part in the elections. In the case of electronic voting,
the voting software must be easily usable. Voters must not face ambiguity when
using the voting software. In addition, voting systems must be made accessible
for voters with disabilities.
Verifiability. Voters must not have to solely rely on trusting the election results.
They must also have the means to check whether the processes work as intended.
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These means are commonly represented with three verifiability components: castas-intended, recorded-as-cast, tallied-as-recorded. The first two represent individual verifiability by allowing voters to check that their votes were correctly encoded
and their ballots correctly recorded by the voting system. Tallied-as-recorded represents universal verifiability, which allows anyone to verify that the election results are correct. An end-to-end verifiable voting system fulfils all of the three
aforementioned verification requirements.

2.2. Overview of technologies and methods for protecting
ballot secrecy and integrity
In the following, an overview is given of technologies commonly used by online
voting systems. However, we do not aim to list all cryptographic technologies that
could be used in election systems.
End-to-end encryption. The secrecy of the ballot has to be protected while it is
being transmitted from the voter to the voting system and from the voting system
to the tallying system. This can be achieved with the help of end-to-end encryption
(E2EE). A straightforward approach is to generate an election-specific key pair
for the chosen asymmetric cryptosystem and make the public key available to
the voting software. The voting software uses the election public key to encrypt
the ballot to protect its contents during delivery. The corresponding private key
is used to decrypt the votes so that they can be counted. However, to protect
ballot secrecy, it is critical to ensure that the private key is protected throughout its
lifetime, including generation, storage, distribution, and destruction. In addition,
it must not be possible to use the private key to decrypt votes while the elections
are ongoing or when the encrypted votes are linked to identities.
Digital signatures. Voters can protect the integrity of the ballots by digitally
signing them. The signatures issued by the voters may be linked to identifying
information that can be used to verify the eligibility of these voters. In the context
of legally binding elections, it is critical to use both a secure signing scheme and
a secure method for managing the signing keys.
Secret sharing. The decryption key used to open the ballots has to be secured
to protect ballot secrecy. One way to prevent the decryption key from being leaked
is to use secret sharing. Secret sharing was introduced by Shamir in 1979 and provided the means to distribute a secret between a selected number of parties [286].
For example, the private key could be secret-shared to be recombined only when a
threshold number of keyholders are present. By choosing trustworthy keyholders,
it is possible to lower the probability of private key leakage. However, if a threshold number of keyholders collude, it may be possible to violate ballot secrecy.
Re-voting. By allowing the voter to change the vote, both coercion and successful vote-buying become more challenging. When a vote is cast under coercion, the voter can re-vote later and invalidate the previous vote. However, this
measure gives malware additional means to interfere with the elections. In case
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malware has access to voter’s voting credentials, it could invisibly re-vote and
thereby invalidate the previously given vote. A voter may not be able to verify
whether the voting system recorded the vote given by the voter or a re-vote by
malware. If the voter would be allowed to verify the vote until the end of the voting period, the verification mechanism could be used as proof for the coercer or
vote buyer. However, when verification would be limited to a certain time period,
malware could safely re-vote without the voter noticing through the verification
system that the initial vote was overwritten.
Code voting. Remote online voting has an inherent problem with vote integrity
and ballot secrecy due to the untrustworthiness of a general-purpose computer.
When the computer used to cast a vote is compromised, it endangers not only
voter’s privacy but also vote integrity. Chaum proposed to solve these issues by
using code voting, which works by pre-distributing unique codesheets to the voters that map codes to candidates [67]. The codes on the codesheet must be kept
secret and must not be stored in the computer that is used to cast a vote. In case the
compromised computer does not have access to the mapping between candidates
and codes, it cannot violate ballot secrecy. Also, malware on the compromised
computer would also not be able to cast a vote for the preferred candidate as it
would not have access to the corresponding code. However, the difficulty of this
approach lies in the logistics of securely printing and delivering the codesheets to
the voters in a manner that keeps the binding between the codesheets and voters
private. The complexity of such a logistical system was illustrated in Norway in
2011, where during the printing of poll cards, the binding between voters and the
poll cards were mixed up in some cases [296]. Furthermore, usability aspects have
to be considered as voters would not be able to directly select or mark the candidate’s name. In addition to the issues mentioned above, the requirement to predistribute physical items means that such a voting system can not engage remote
voters who are travelling or are located in hard-to-reach locations. While using
a local postal service to deliver code sheets might work, it becomes more challenging to guarantee reliability once voters rely on international postal services.
In addition, when using such a delivery method, the security and trustworthiness
of the postal service become paramount.
Return codes. There are two main approaches that have been proposed for
creating cast-as-intended verifiability in the context of i-voting [185]. When the
ballot is encrypted, it is either possible to verify that the correct vote was encrypted
or that the decryption of the encrypted ballot returns the correct vote. The former
can be implemented via the Benaloh challenge [47] or by repeating the encryption
of the ballot on an independent device to compare the ciphertexts. The latter can
be implemented by allowing the verification device to open the vote, which can
be done by sharing the randomness used for ElGamal encryption. Another option
is to use return codes. In this case, a random-looking code is returned to the voter
after casting a ballot. The voter can compare the return code with a pre-distributed
codesheet delivered over an independent communication channel.
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Distribution of trust. In an ideal setting, it should be possible to audit all the
processes that could affect the integrity of the election outcome or the voters’ privacy. However, only a tiny fraction of voters are auditing the election processes.
Thus, some parts of the election systems must be trusted by the voters to behave as
expected. However, the trust assumptions can be somewhat reduced by distributing the critical tasks between multiple parties. For example, Feldman’s secret
sharing scheme can be used to generate an ElGamal key in a distributed manner
so that only at least a threshold number of participants can reconstruct the secret
key [122]. The parts of the voting infrastructure that have to be trusted likely
represent single points of failure of the system. Thereby, such components or
roles could be distributed between multiple stakeholders. For example, when the
voting client software would be vendor-independent and open-source, the voters
could choose which implementation to trust.
Re-encryption mix-nets. David Chaum introduced the concept of a mix-net in
1981 [66]. He described how input messages could be mixed so that the parties
receiving the output messages would be unable to link them back to the inputs.
This can be achieved by both re-encrypting and permuting the input ciphertexts.
In the context of voting, re-encryption mix-nets are often implemented using the
ElGamal cryptosystem due to its homomorphic property. Thereby, it is possible
to re-encrypt the ballots without affecting the integrity of the votes on the ballots. Thus, re-encryption mix-nets can be used to hide the connections between
encrypted votes and voters who cast these votes. One of the most well-known examples is the Verificatum mix-net [319], which has been used in national elections
in Norway, Estonia and Switzerland [153].
Ring signatures. Rivest, Shamir, and Tauman introduced the concept of ring
signatures in 2001 [274]. Ring signatures make it possible to sign on behalf of
a chosen set of ring members without revealing which member produced the
signature. Contrarily to group signatures, there is no manager, and the signer’s
anonymity can not be revoked. Eos is a voting scheme that is built on top of ring
signatures [255].
Zero-knowledge proofs. It is non-trivial to check the integrity of processes
used in an election system without breaking any privacy requirements. However, advanced cryptographic concepts like zero-knowledge can provide answers
to some of these conflicting requirements. Goldwasser, Micali and Rackoff first
published the concept of zero-knowledge in 1985 [141]. Zero-knowledge proofs
make it possible to prove a claim without revealing any auxiliary information
about it. For example, such proofs are commonly used by i-voting schemes to
guarantee that the ballot was filled with a valid value without revealing the vote
itself. In addition, zero-knowledge proofs can be used to prove the correctness of
decryption without revealing the decryption key.
Fake credentials. One of the countermeasures against coercion is to use fake
credentials while casting a vote [181]. This gives the coerced voter a chance to cast
an invalid vote or notify the election officials that the vote was cast under coercion.
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However, the necessity to manage fake credentials can reduce the usability of the
voting system.
Anonymous communication. There are i-voting schemes that provide participation privacy by allowing voters to submit ballots over an anonymous communication channel. Such schemes usually rely on Tor to hide the IP address of the
voter.
Verifiable decryption. To guarantee that decryption was done correctly, it can
be proven that the decrypted information was calculated from the given cryptogram [61]. In the context of voting, verifiable decryption allows auditing of the
decryption process without revealing the decryption key. Thus, third parties can
check that the election result was calculated from the encrypted ballots that were
sent to be decrypted and counted.

2.3. The role of encryption in ballot secrecy
It is important to highlight the threats that could impact a large part of the electorate. One such threat is the possibility of votes being linked back to voters after
the elections are over. 2 If this threat is not mitigated, it is possible to coerce voters
before the elections and persecute them later based on how they voted.
In the case of electronic voting systems, ballot secrecy is often guaranteed
by encryption. However, the commonly used cryptosystems are not designed to
provide everlasting security due to the computational assumptions [310]. Encrypted ballots could be endangered by breakthroughs in cryptanalysis, computer
hardware, weaknesses found in algorithms, advancement of quantum computing,
usage of poor randomness, and the leakage of the corresponding secret key.
Different estimates are given regarding the safety of commonly used cryptosystems and key lengths. For example, NIST’s Recommendation for Key Management, published in 2020, states that for symmetric encryption, 112 bits of
security is sufficient until 2030, while the NSA states that 256 bits are already
required since 2015 [42, 17]. The estimates for the minimum required key sizes
also vary for public-key cryptosystems [11, 42]. Thus, without relying on everlasting privacy, long time storage of encrypted ballots would be risky due to the
uncertainty of how long ballot secrecy would last.
The long-term risks related to encryption are one reason why digital ballots
are destroyed after complaints have been reviewed and the legally set retention
time has expired [6]. However, the requirement to destroy ballots after a legally
set retention period is common practice also for paper-based voting systems [241,
240, 1]. This provides an opportunity for timely legal disputes while preventing
endless challenges about the election results.
2 The

possibility to link votes to voters does not automatically imply that the functionality is
abused. For example, in the UK, the back of the ballot paper contains a serial number that can be
used to link the vote to a voter [269]. Although that option is rarely used, OSCE/ODIHR recommended removing the numbering from the ballot to protect voters’ privacy [128].
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However, it is important to note that electronic voting differs from paper voting
because the destruction of ballots does not provide a guarantee that copies of the
encrypted ballots do not exist.
In the case of remote electronic voting, voters have to send encrypted votes to
the voting system. The communication between the voting software and the server
of the voting system can be secured with the help of transport layer security (TLS).
If the server’s certificate is pinned or mutually authenticated TLS channel (TLSCCA) is used, man-in-the-middle attacks become very difficult to conduct [252].
Thus, we can assume that the traffic protected by a mutually authenticated TLS
channel can only be read by having access to the communication endpoints or the
corresponding private keys. To prevent the vote collector server from violating
ballot secrecy, the ballots must be separately encrypted with the election-specific
public key before they are sent through the TLS channel.
The usage of TLS does not prevent third parties from capturing encrypted traffic. Thus, it becomes relevant whether something useful can be done with the captured traffic. If the voting servers require forward secrecy for TLS connections,
each communication session is negotiated with fresh keys that are not derived
from the server’s long-term private key. Thus, forward secrecy protects the previously negotiated session if the server’s private key gets compromised. However,
current TLS versions do not provide post-quantum security.

2.4. Threat actors
For analysing the security of voting systems, the threats and threat actors have
to be identified. As the dissertation focuses mainly on the client-side of voting
systems, we cover the threats related to coercion and vote integrity. Thus, the
threats that are relevant only to the server-side are considered out of scope.
In general, the threat actors could be classified by their influence. However,
influence is hard to measure as it can be applied indirectly. For example, it is
difficult to distinguish legitimate political advertisements from malicious activities, which may fall under the scope of information warfare. When considering
coercion, we mostly ignore the indirect impact and focus on the threat actors who
have at least some level of control over voters or their devices.
We assume that the aim of an attacker is to influence or change the election
result. Therefore, we could compare the threat actors based on the number of
voters that they could target.
The least impactful of such threat actors is a single person who targets family
members. For example, family members could be pressured or intimidated to vote
in a specific way. It is questionable whether technical measures that aim to provide
coercion-resistance would be effective in such a situation. The social aspects of
coercion-resistance should be studied further.
A more impactful threat actor may have an influential position in a small organisation. In some cases, employers can coerce their employees. However, also
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other dependent parties may be vulnerable to coercion. For example, this may
hold for nursing home employees who can have a significant impact on the people
staying there.
Large corporations or influential people employed there could also be considered a class of threat actors due to their resources, allowing them to influence
politics and technology used in elections. Their resources do not have to be restricted to money, as software, services, and data play a significant role in the
modern interconnected world. For example, consumer data can be repurposed to
profile and influence the voters. In addition, election systems that rely on computers are at least partially dependent on the software vendors. Furthermore, some
service providers like certificate authorities and authentication providers can be
critical for the election system to function correctly.
In addition, political parties and politicians have the motivation to get elected.
Not all of them behave within the limits of the law. Thus, corrupted politicians
could also be considered as threat actors. Furthermore, if corrupt politicians, corrupt officials, or corrupt election administrators can control the election processes,
they may be able to affect the election result. This is one of the reasons why many
i-voting schemes attempt to minimise the amount of trust that is placed on the
election organisers [15, 75].
A threat actor, which has access to a significant amount of resources, is a foreign state. Such resources and capabilities could be used to influence both the
politics and elections of a competing or adversarial state. However, the interference does not have to be executed directly, as it is possible to outsource the task to
friendly groups of cybercriminals. While cybercriminals who act alone could also
be seen as threat actors, they are unlikely to be motivated to attack an election system due to the lack of financial incentives. In addition, as election interference is a
high-profile attack, it is likely to be investigated thoroughly, raising the chances of
an attacker getting caught. Therefore, if cybercriminals are involved in targeting
elections, we assume they cooperate with a state-based threat actor.

2.5. How does the voting environment influence voters’
privacy?
While technology and processes can protect the secrecy of most ballots, it is very
difficult to guarantee that for every ballot regardless of the voting method.
In the case of paper voting, voters could be forced to write unique markings
on the ballots so that malicious election observers could identify them. The same
holds for some electronic voting systems, which allow the voters to use write-in
fields [195]. Furthermore, the polling booth itself is not guaranteed to provide
a private vote casting environment, both due to audio-based side-channels [197]
and voters being able to use small recording devices to capture the vote casting
process [48]. While this could be prevented by searching the voters, it would
be a significant intrusion of voters’ privacy, which could discourage voters from
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voting.
Information could also leak via the electronic services used by the voting system. A good example is OCSP queries, which are used to check the validity of
X.509 certificates. If an electronic voting system checks the validity of voters’
certificates, the OCSP service sees which voters participated in the elections.
Remote electronic voting and postal voting introduce new threats due to the
uncertainties originating from the vote casting environment. The lack of a voting
booth makes it easier to monitor and influence the voter. This can be a significant
issue in the context of family voting. A potentially more severe issue is related to
the vote casting software running in a general-purpose computer. The computer
where the voting software is running can be considered an untrusted environment,
which may contain malicious software [24].
If the voting device is infected with malware, it can no longer be trusted to
behave as expected. Thus, a malicious application could intercept, modify, and
leak the information inserted or selected by the voter [164, 239]. Such a threat is
significant due to the possible amount of voters who could be affected.
Verification mechanisms provided by the voting systems are a mitigation measure designed to detect attacks that may change the outcome of the elections.
However, in general, these procedures cannot identify malware that only collects
information about voters’ choices without interfering in the vote casting process.
Thus, verification does not aim to solve issues with vote privacy in the context of
untrusted end-user devices.
In principle, there are three approaches to solving the privacy issue mentioned
above. The first option is to eliminate the risk so that the end-user devices would
not be vulnerable to malware. However, we do not know how to achieve that. The
second option is to cast a vote in a secure computing device specially designed for
elections. That approach may work, but it is likely to be prohibitively expensive.
The third option is to use an independent communication channel to deliver the
voter a codesheet containing candidate encodings, which the malware cannot link
to the candidates’ names. Thus, the voter would have to enter an encoding of the
candidate while voting. However, implementing code-voting for general elections
is challenging due to financial, usability, and logistics challenges.

2.6. How to guarantee election integrity?
When assessing the integrity of elections, all of the subprocesses have to be analysed. These involve managing the list of eligible voters and the list of candidates,
distributing the ballots, authenticating the voters, keeping a list of voters to guarantee each voter gets one vote, observing the ballot boxes in the polling stations,
monitoring / observing the voting process, transporting the ballots or ballot boxes,
storing the ballots or ballot boxes, counting the ballots, delivering the results, auditing.
Paper-based voting systems usually leave most of these processes monitored
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either by independent observers or officials who help conduct the elections. In
such systems, an individual voter can not control how his vote is processed or
how the rest of the votes are handled. This task is delegated to the observers
and officials who have to be trusted to behave honestly. However, the voluntary
monitoring system that is based on election observers can function efficiently only
if certain preconditions are fulfilled.
It is essential that there would be a sufficient number of observers as otherwise, it is difficult to cover the whole election lifecycle. In addition, the election
observers have to be aware of the risks and should have the means to report the
misconduct so that the findings would be taken into account. The latter relies on
an independent justice system, free media, and election organisers that are politically unbiased. Thus, it is difficult to hold fair elections in a society where there
are limited means of holding corrupt entities accountable. Therefore, all of the
former should be considered a precondition for guaranteeing the integrity of the
elections.
However, some voting channels are more difficult to audit and observe than
others. For example, in the case of postal voting, the vote casting process and the
ballot delivery can not be observed by volunteers. Thus, the risks related to postal
voting have to be studied. For example, this has been done in Switzerland [187].
Furthermore, in some cases, the delivery of traditional ballot papers also depends
on the postal service [110].
Compared to traditional paper-based voting systems, it is relatively easy to
make electronic voting systems verifiable. Thereby, some trust assumptions can
be reduced by giving voters the responsibility to verify their votes and report any
inconsistencies.
There are also partially paper-based voting systems that rely on cryptographic
methods for verifiability [281, 68]. However, it is difficult to use such voting systems in large scale elections as cryptographic material would have to be securely
printed and distributed, which creates a security-critical logistical problem [136].
In some cases, cryptographic checks can be added to existing voting systems
so that they can be used in parallel with the existing systems. This approach is
taken by Microsoft’s ElectionGuard software development kit [220], which was
released in 2019. It provides open-source software and specifications that make
it possible to run verifiable elections. As ElectionGuard’s API can be integrated
into existing election systems, it is possible to add verifiability to voting systems
that rely on electronic ballot marking devices.
ElectionGuard provides means to produce a digital tally so that voters can verify both their votes and the tally’s correctness. Hence, voters are given tracking
codes while casting a vote. To mitigate the threat of a malicious voting client, the
voter can audit the encrypted ballot with the help of the Benaloh challenge [47].
When considering the integrity of the tally, ElectionGuard provides strong cryptographic guarantees, which makes large scale election interference detectable.
However, it does not mitigate the threat of coercion as the tracking code used for
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verification can also be used to prove how a voter voted.

2.7. Finding a balance between conflicting requirements
The notion of security depends on the context. Differences in requirements and
levels of accepted risk make it challenging to create a universally accepted and
secure voting system.
If the vote is cast in an uncontrolled environment, the voting system can only
provide mitigation measures that reduce the risk of coercion. By providing the
voters with coercion-resistance measures, it is attempted to make it impossible for
the coercer to check how the vote was cast.
End-to-end verifiability provides the voter with the means to check how the
vote was cast. This verification method could also be used by a coercer as the
vote can be verified in an uncontrolled environment. Thus, when designing an
online voting system, a balance has to be found between the integrity and coercion
properties. Doing this is neither straightforward nor universal.
It is common for end-to-end verifiable voting systems to publish cryptograms
to a bulletin board along with the cryptographic information required for verification. This allows voters to verify their votes, but it also makes it possible
to remotely observe the elections to detect anomalies. However, publishing such
information on a bulletin board would introduce new risks. For example, the cryptosystems that are commonly used to encrypt the ballots do not provide everlasting
privacy and are not secure against powerful quantum computers.
The debate regarding the privacy and verifiability aspects of voting systems is
no longer confined to academic literature. Until recently, the possibility to verify
cast votes was implemented only in a few i-voting systems. However, technologies like Microsoft’s ElectionGuard have demonstrated that vote verification can
be integrated into existing election systems.
Thus, the discussion about the conflict between verifiability and coercionresistance is likely to expand to existing election systems and thereby become
more prominent. In addition, the increased polarisation of societies, the existence
of echo chambers, and the spread of fake news along with conspiracy theories
highlight the necessity to transparently prove that the election results have not
been tampered with [148, 316, 20, 210, 257, 69, 41]. Trust in the election systems can be increased by allowing voters to verify that their votes were taken into
account and that the election result was calculated correctly. Such an outcome
might have a positive effect on the health of democracy. However, this can only
be achieved when voters trust the verification mechanisms.
In principle, conspiracy theories can be created to undermine the verification
system. Thus, the verification system should be sufficiently simple so that voters
can be convinced that they can check the election outcome. Therefore, it is not
sufficient to just implement end-to-end verification or conduct risk-limiting audits [211] to gain voters’ trust. Also, the principles behind the verification mech-
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anisms and post-election audits should be explained to the voters. This requirement means that the designers of the verification system also have to consider
non-technical aspects like complexity, understandability, and explainability.
As it is not practically feasible to explain complex cryptography to an average
voter, the voting system should be made as transparent as possible. For example,
voters could be given access to open-source tools to verify that the election result
is calculated correctly. The trustworthiness of such tools could be increased by
publishing the source code along with detailed documentation, manuals, and reasoning regarding the design choices. In order to make auditing of the source code
more manageable, the implementation could reflect the pseudo-code documentation as illustrated by the CHVote project [152]. That would allow third parties
to audit and cross-reference the cryptographic protocols with the implementation.
Nevertheless, the trust assumptions can not be completely eliminated. However,
the same holds for the existing paper-based voting systems that do not incorporate
end-to-end verifiability.
In general, any type of vote verification is likely accompanied by threats related to coercion and vote privacy. However, not all coercive behaviour has the
same effect. For example, if the coercer aims to change the election result and can
freely pick targets, the most efficient option would be to force voters from the opposing side to vote for a candidate selected by the coercer. While the coercer can
also force voters to abstain, it requires twice the amount of voters to be targeted to
achieve the same result. In addition, when coercive behaviour is not coordinated
and affects all parties, the changed votes are likely to be dispersed between candidates and parties, making it more challenging to shift a sufficient amount of votes
to change the election outcome. Family voting is one example of such coercive
behaviour. When leaving the motivation of coercion aside, the leakage of one’s
vote may have long-lasting implications for the voter.
The advancement of technology has made it practically impossible to guarantee absolute ballot secrecy for every voter, which means that some coercion
risks have to be accepted. However, academic literature tends to use terms like
coercion-resistance, which does not perfectly reflect the reality where limited use
of coercion is possible and can not be avoided. To overcome this issue, Matthew
Bernhard introduced the term coercion-hardness to describe a voting scheme,
which ensures that changing the election outcome via coercion is difficult [53].
He tied the definition of the term to the margin of the election.
By having a numeric estimate for the election margin, it would be possible to
state the level of required coercion-hardness for a voting scheme. Such metrics
could be used to determine the acceptable level of verifiability provided to the
voters without risking the election outcome being changed. It is apparent that the
margin of the elections can not be precisely determined in advance. However,
opinion polls can give an estimate, which could determine a probable range for
the margin. The rest would be left to the decision of fixing an acceptable risk
level.
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Determining the level of accepted risk is non-trivial as it does not only depend
on the risk of coercion changing the election result but also on the risk of the
election result being changed due to the lack of verifiability. One way to find the
balance between coercion-resistance and verifiability is to estimate the probabilities of an election result being changed by different types of attacks. However, it
is difficult to estimate how coercion could impact voters’ lives.
As the risk to the integrity of the elections is not guaranteed to be constant, the
risk levels would have to be determined before each election. Thus, depending
on the outcome of the risk analysis for the specific elections, the security measures would have to be re-balanced based on the level of risk. While that may
seem doable from a theoretical viewpoint, applying such mitigation measures in
practice would be difficult. First, it may be difficult to obtain reliable data for the
risk analysis. Second, it would require a voting scheme that is easily adjustable
according to the level of risk. Third, both the public and the politicians would
have to trust the risk analysis and the people behind that. Fourth, both the politicians and voters are not accustomed to a dynamic voting system that constantly
changes.
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3. HOW TO ACHIEVE COERCION-RESISTANCE IN
THE REMOTE SETTING?
In a democratic society, every eligible voter should have the opportunity to vote.
However, the changes in society have made voting at a polling station inconvenient or impossible for many people. For example, the last decades have shown
an increase in people who work abroad [309]. At the same time, digital technologies have made the life of people with disabilities easier. In addition, the
COVID-19 pandemic showed that an infectious disease could significantly affect
how elections are organised and conducted [205, 125]. The above shows that alternative voting methods have to be introduced to prevent many eligible voters
from being effectively disqualified [193, 238].
One approach to solving such problems is to allow the voter to cast a remote
vote. For example, this can be done via mail, proxy voting, or by asking the election officials to make a home visit with the ballot box. However, these methods
have issues. Doing home visits does not scale well, carries the risk of infection
during a pandemic, and is expensive for voters who live in remote areas or abroad.
In the case of postal voting, it is difficult to authenticate the voters. Due to postal
service disruptions, some votes may get lost or arrive too late [295, 171]. There
can also be legal issues with the cross-border delivery of voting documents [226].
In addition, some voters may be vulnerable to coercion as there is no protective
polling booth in the remote setting.
The aforementioned problems are amplified due to the spread of disinformation. As voters can not directly verify that postal voting does not contain inconsistencies, it is practically impossible to refute all claims regarding fraud. Regardless
of its issues, postal voting is used all over the globe [187, 267, 226]. One of the
reasons for that is the lack of a suitable replacement.
In general, there are two main ways to mitigate the issues with postal voting.
First, postal voting could be improved. For example, cryptography could be used
to add verifiability to existing systems [49, 101]. Second, postal voting could be
replaced by a different remote voting channel. The research and practical experiences from the past two decades have shown that remote electronic voting can
remedy some of the issues related to the delivery of ballots, the integrity of ballots,
and the disenfranchisement of voters.
While remote electronic voting can provide guarantees regarding the delivery
of ballots, there is no straightforward mitigation for coercion in the remote setting. Although different measures have been proposed in the scientific literature
to counter the issue, there is a lack of practical experience in implementing and
trying these measures. This is partially due to a limited number of countries experimenting or using remote voting solutions and partially due to how research
is conducted. Researchers have few incentives to build and test prototypes, as
this is usually not required to get a publication. Thus, research papers describing
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new voting schemes often only contain an abstract overview of the measures for
mitigating coercion, leaving the details to be figured out by the implementer or
another researcher.
We reviewed a selected number of i-voting schemes that provide at least a partial level of coercion-resistance [195]. It turned out that by going into the details,
cracks started to appear in the proposed mitigation measures. The reviewed anticoercion measures turn out to be either inefficient against some types of coercion
attempts or difficult to implement in practice. The difficulties with implementation are often caused by the assumptions that are made while designing a voting
scheme. For example, the anti-coercion measures of voting schemes sometimes
rely on hardware that is not readily available in the market. In addition, it is often
assumed that voters are able to apply the mitigation measures proposed for the
new voting scheme. However, it turns out that there is a lack of usability studies
to confirm whether voters even understand how the anti-coercion mitigation measures work. Ironically, it is impossible to conduct the usability studies without at
least a working prototype implementation of the voting scheme.
The next section describes how the meaning of coercion-resistance has evolved
in the scientific literature. Section 3.2 gives a general overview of coercionresistant voting schemes. The following sections describe the anti-coercion properties of the selected i-voting schemes studied in [195]. Finally, Section 3.10
summarises the general issues of achieving coercion-resistance.

3.1. How to define coercion-resistance?
The difficulties in determining the abilities of an attacker and the accepted level
of coercion affect how coercion-resistance is defined in scientific literature. In the
nineties, coercion-resistance was mostly covered in the form of receipt-freeness.
This is illustrated by the number of definitions describing receipt-freeness [51,
246, 218, 179, 108, 158, 65].
However, receipt-freeness does not cover all types of coercive attacks. Thus,
the definition for coercion-resistance should be sufficiently abstract to cover all
coercive actions that could influence the election outcome. As there is no universally accepted definition to describe coercion and coercion-resistance [155],
we decided to use a coercion-resistance definition, which covers a broad range of
attacks.
Such an approach comes from Juels et al. [181], who stated that a scheme
is coercion-resistant if it is infeasible for an attacker to find out whether a voter
complied with the request of the coercer. In addition, they stated that a coercionresistant voting scheme should prevent the following three coercion strategies:
• forcing the voter to abstain from elections,
• forcing the voter to cast an invalid vote,1
1 Juels

et al. used the term randomization attack [181].
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• using voter’s credentials to cast a valid vote.2
If we assume that an adversary can continuously monitor the voter from the
registration phase until the voting ends, coercion-resistance in the remote setting
becomes practically impossible to achieve. However, such invasive attacks are
unlikely to scale well. Thus, it is more realistic to analyse coercion in the context
of subprocesses relevant to elections.
Benaloh [48] describes coercion in three temporal settings: before voter registration, between registration and voting, and after voting. It is important to note
that these settings set different limits for the adversary. For example, it is difficult
to prevent coercion when the voter can be coerced before the registration as the
coercer may get access to valid voting credentials. In case coercion is attempted
after voter registration, but before the vote has been cast, the success of a coercion
attack depends on the attacker’s capabilities and the anti-coercion properties of
the voting scheme. However, if coercion is attempted after the vote has already
been cast, a coercion-resistant voting scheme should prevent both the attacker and
the voter from being able to prove how the vote was cast. Thereby the scheme
would protect vote privacy. Thus, the critical part in defining coercion-resistance
lies in the assumptions that limit the capabilities of an adversary.
Some voting schemes are designed to be coercion-resistant against a passive
coercer [200]. This type of adversary is not actively monitoring the voter but aims
to buy votes or intimidate voters into voting according to the provided instructions.
Some other voting schemes also attempt to mitigate active coercion where the
coercer directly interferes with the voting process [181, 255].
It turns out that the issues of voluntary vote selling and coercion have much in
common [48]. For example, if a vote seller has the means to prove how a vote was
cast, the same method could be used to coerce the voter. In general, a coercionresistant voting scheme has to prevent the coercer from finding out how a voter
voted even if the voter is willing to cooperate with the coercer. For systems that
allow voters to re-vote, the coercer should not be able to determine which vote
was cast last.
In some cases, it may be necessary to prevent an adversary from finding out
whether specific voters have voted. If such information leaks, a coercer could
confront the coerced voters to check whether they followed the instructions to
abstain or not to re-vote. Different techniques have been proposed in the scientific literature to provide participation privacy to the voters. For example, voting
systems can hide the information about voter participation by providing means
for the ballot to be delivered over an anonymisation network like Tor [74, 231],
allowing dummy votes to be cast in voter’s name [200], and signing ballots with
ring signatures [255].
Ballot secrecy forms the cornerstone of coercion-resistance. When the voter is
2 Juels

et al. used the term simulation attack to describe an attacker accessing voters’ credentials
to vote on their behalf [181].
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confident that the vote remains secret, it becomes difficult to intimidate and coerce
the voter. However, it turns out that basic ballot secrecy is not sufficient to protect
the voter in case the voter can be forced to prove how a ballot was filled.
Some voting schemes provide receipts to voters to enable vote verification and
thereby increase the auditability of the corresponding voting scheme. The receipt
or the method used for verifying the vote can also be used as leverage by the coercer. In the straightforward case, the receipt leads to cryptographic proof, which
binds the voter and the cast vote [165]. Thus, the voting schemes that attempt
to simultaneously achieve verifiability and coercion-resistance have to either rely
on extra assumptions or use complex anti-coercion measures to reduce the threat
of coercion. In addition, Chevallier-Mames et al. have shown that universal verifiability and receipt-freeness can not be achieved simultaneously unless private
channels are available between voters and voting authorities [70]. The same authors also proved that universal verifiability and unconditional privacy can not be
achieved simultaneously unless all registered voters participate in the elections.
The voting schemes, which do not give the voter means for providing strong
proof of how the vote was cast, are said to be receipt-free. While the concept of
receipt-freeness is easily comprehensible, applying it in practice is not straightforward as voters may also have indirect means to reveal how they voted. For example, a video recording displaying the vote casting process can be sufficient proof if
re-voting is not enabled [48]. Even when a voting scheme is designed not to produce a receipt, it does not always guarantee that a voter can not prove how a vote
was cast. Sometimes the designers of the voting schemes do not consider all possible attacks, as it happened with the Benaloh-Tuinstra scheme [51], whose receiptfreeness was shown to be broken [172]. While receipt-freeness on its own cannot
guarantee coercion-resistance against an active adversary, the reverse holds, as it
has been proven that coercion-resistance implies receipt-freeness [107].
One way how a voting scheme could reduce the impact of coercion is by limiting the time period when it is possible to access the receipts. Another easily
usable mitigation is to allow voters to cast a re-vote, thereby invalidating the previous receipt. However, as a negative side-effect, the possibility to re-vote can
weaken verifiability. In addition, re-voting does not provide a guarantee against
all types of coercion. For example, adversaries could coerce voters at the end of
the voting period to prevent the voters from re-voting. Unfortunately, such a type
of coercion is difficult to mitigate. In addition, network-level monitoring might
reveal whether multiple votes have been cast from the same IP address (unless
anonymisation networks like Tor are used). To protect against such adversaries,
the coerced voter would have to cast re-votes from different IP addresses. Alternatively, the voter can rely either on a trustworthy VPN service or Tor. Neither
of the technology-based alternatives is an option for an average voter unless the
functionality is integrated into the voting software. Even when the threat is not
mitigated, it could be argued that access to network-level monitoring is available
only to very powerful adversaries.
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Another type of adversaries are the coercers who actively monitor the behaviour of the voter. Such an attacker may be physically present while the vote
is being cast. Alternatively, an adversary might be able to monitor voter’s computer. To counter active coercion, voters have to be able to falsely convince the
malicious party that a vote was cast according to the provided instructions. There
are multiple ways to do that, but these measures need conscious participation by
the coerced voter. For example, some voting schemes rely on fake credentials or
pseudo-identities to either cast fake votes or to covertly signal the election officials that a vote was cast under coercion [73, 255, 75]. However, the usability and
effectiveness of such schemes need to be studied before similar measures can be
applied to political elections.
The aforementioned issues, along with the possibility of recording or streaming the vote casting process, make it practically impossible to guarantee absolute
coercion-resistance for every voter. In essence, coercion-resistance is a measure
that is aimed to protect democracy by guaranteeing free and fair elections. To
have fair elections, third parties must not be able to launch large scale coercion
attacks that could change the election outcome. Therefore, voting systems should
be designed to guarantee eligible voters the freedom to vote while limiting the
possibilities for large scale coercion attacks.
Even when the voting scheme cannot protect every single voter from all types
of coercion, the legislation usually provides some level of deterrence. While it
may be possible to prevent small scale coercive attacks from being reported to
the authorities, it is less likely that large scale attacks would remain hidden. Of
course, it has to be understood that the penalties described in the legislation may
not be an effective deterrence in a corrupt country where election-related crimes
are not investigated.

3.2. Overview of coercion-resistant voting schemes
Many e-voting protocols that are either receipt-free or coercion-resistant have
been proposed in the literature [51, 237, 282, 245, 246, 172, 45, 218, 224, 216,
75, 30, 74, 231, 22, 186, 200, 213, 65, 280, 255]. However, not all of them
can be used in practice. For some of these voting schemes [51, 245, 218], the
claims regarding receipt-freeness and coercion-resistance have been shown to be
invalid [172, 246, 182], while some other schemes are not efficient for large-scale
elections [181] or are not easily applicable in practice [231].
In general, it is common for the voting schemes to protect the voters’ identities
in the tallying phase either by relying on mix-nets [66, 282, 176, 15, 165, 266]
or homomorphic encryption [76, 51, 100, 172, 105]. The same goal could also
be achieved by using blind signatures [132, 246] or ring signatures [255], however, implementing these in practice is non-trivial. As we were interested in ways
how coercion-resistance could be applied in practice, we selected some recently
proposed voting schemes to be analysed in detail.
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The following sections give an overview of the seven i-voting schemes that
were studied in [195]. Out of the seven schemes NV-Civitas [231] and Selections [74] belong to the JCJ/Civitas family, while KTV-Helios [200] and BeleniosRF [65] belong to the Helios family. The other three are the Estonian i-voting
scheme known as IVXV [165], Selene [280], and Eos [255]. All of the seven
schemes provide basic ballot secrecy but use different strategies for mitigating
coercion. The two main strategies for a voter to evade coercion are based on fake
credentials and re-voting. The former gives an opportunity to cast a fake vote,
which allows the voter to abide by the wishes of the coercer. The latter allows
the voter to invalidate the vote that was cast while being under coercion. Table 1
gives an overview of the building blocks used by these schemes.
For each scheme studied in [195], we list the coercion-resistance properties
and the assumptions that they are based on. These properties are summarised in
Table 2. We describe the levels of coercion-resistance based on the definition from
Juels et al. To make the comparison of the schemes more explicit, we added two
categories, receipt-freeness and over-the-shoulder coercion-resistance [74]. The
latter describes an attacker who can physically monitor the voter while the vote
is being cast but can not monitor the voter for the whole voting period. While
some of the studied schemes fulfil most of the coercion-resistance properties, they
achieve that by relying on multiple assumptions. However, these assumptions may
not hold in practice either due to the lack of supporting technology or due to the
usability aspects. By identifying the weaknesses of the proposed schemes, we can
move closer to designing voting schemes that balance the verifiability and privacy
properties while being usable in practice.

3.3. Estonian i-voting scheme
Estonia started to use i-voting in 2005 [216]. Since its introduction, the i-voting
scheme has had multiple adjustments. For example, individual verification was
added in 2013. The functionality was provided via a smartphone application that
allowed voters to check whether their vote was cast-as-intended and recordedas-cast [169]. A major change to the voting scheme was introduced in 2017 by
making the server-side processes verifiable [165]. The updated voting scheme
was named IVXV. It is the scheme that we analyse in this section. This section
provides a brief overview of IVXV, with the scheme depicted in Figure 1 and
some of the main properties listed in Table 1. A more detailed overview of IVXV
can be found in Section 5.1.
Before elections, the election organisers generate an election-specific keypair.3
The public key is bundled with the voting client, and the private key is secretshared between a selected number of key managers [89].
From the voter’s perspective, the voting system works in a similar manner as
3 Since

2017, 3072-bit ElGamal keys are used.
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ElGamal encryption
PKI
Benaloh challenge
Threshold decryption
Provable decryption
Casting a re-vote
Proof of vote validity
by voting application
Cast-as-intended
Recorded-as-cast
Tallied-as-recorded
Mix-net
Homomorphic tally
Ring signatures
= is used / supported

1

1

#

#

#

#
H4

#
H
#13

#
6

7

8

#

#5

#
#

# = not used

1

#
#

#
H
#

1

#3

#
H

#11

9

#
#
#

#2

Selections

Eos

Selene

BeleniosRF

KTV-Helios

NV-Civitas

Estonian IVXV

Table 1. The table gives an overview of the schemes studied in [195]. The lower part
of the table contains the categorisation of the means used for protecting the identities of
voters in the tallying phase for the schemes studied in [195].

#

12

12
12

10

#
#

#
H = optional

#

#
#

= unspecified

PKI is not explicitly mentioned, but its functionality is implicitly described.
Usage of Benaloh challenge is not mentioned in [65] and neither in the source code of the
implementation: https://github.com/webmaster128/private-voting/tree/master
/packages/libbeleniosrf.
3 It is assumed that the voter has a trusted HSM for casting a vote [255].
4 Whether re-voting is allowed in Selene depends on the used policy [280].
5 It is assumed that voter’s devices are honest [65].
6 Individual verification can be used to check that voter’s ballot has been received by the Vote
Collector and registered by the Registration Service. However, individual verifiability does not
detect maliciously cast re-votes [161].
7 It is assumed that voters use smart card readers that contain a display and a PIN-pad [231].
8 It is assumed in KTV-Helios that a malicious device can not use the secret key to re-vote [200].
9 Holds only in case registrar and voting server are not maliciously colluding [65].
10 Selene uses a re-encryption mix-net for assigning tracker numbers for plaintext votes.
11 It is assumed that voters cast a vote via trusted HSMs that behave honestly [255].
12 The format of the ballot and the procedure for creating it is unspecified in Selections [74].
13 KTV-Helios can not use such proofs, but invalid votes are removed before tallying [200].
2
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Figure 1. The figure gives an overview of the Estonian i-voting system, which has been
used since 2017. The vote is denoted by cv and randomness used for ElGamal encryption
by r. The dashed arrows describe the processes that happen once the voting period has
ended. In these processes, the collector and the registration service deliver the signed
ballots (DVC ) and the signed timestamps (DRS ) to the processing application. More information about the depicted system can be found from [243, 169, 165]. The illustration is
based on the figure from [33].

it did before the upgrade in 2017. The voter authenticates themself with a stateprovided electronic identity (ID card or Mobile-ID), which relies on public key
infrastructure. Access to the electronic identity is not an issue as the ID card
is mandatory for Estonian citizens starting from the age of fifteen [3]. In addition, it is common in Estonia for people to use electronic identities to access
e-services [290, 308].
After being successfully authenticated, a list of candidates is displayed to the
voter. The voter can select one candidate. After the selection, the voting client
encrypts the vote and asks the voter to use an electronic identity to digitally sign
the encrypted ballot. Subsequently, the ballot is sent to the voting system, which
returns a verification QR-code that is displayed by the voting application. The
QR-code contains a vote reference and the randomness that was used for ElGamal
encryption of the ballot. The former allows querying the corresponding ballot
from the voting system, while the latter makes it possible to verify whether the
vote was cast-as-intended and recorded-as-cast. The voter also has the option to
re-vote to replace the previously cast vote. The amount of re-votes is unlimited.4
4 During

the parliamentary elections in 2011, one voter used the re-voting option more than 500
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IVXV improves the verifiability of the voting system by tracking the ballots
from the time they are submitted to the voting system until the encrypted votes
are decrypted. Since the introduction of IVXV, trust has been divided between
two independent organisations, one running a registration service and the other
running the vote collector servers. The registration service keeps a private appendonly bulletin board that registers all received ballots. Once the ballot is submitted,
it is stored by a vote collector server along with the registration confirmation.
During individual verification, voter’s verification application also checks that the
vote was registered with the registration service.
After the voting period ends, the information stored by the vote collector and
the registration service is moved to the ballot box processor, which verifies the
corresponding information, removes duplicate ballots, and checks whether ballots
were cast by eligible voters. Next, signatures are removed from the encrypted
ballots so that a mix-net can process them. The mix-net shuffles and re-encrypts
the ballots and outputs a list of re-encrypted ballots along with a proof of correct
shuffle. Finally, the set of anonymous encrypted ballots can be decrypted. After threshold decryption, the votes can be tallied. For the decryption, a proof of
correct decryption is generated.
3.3.1. Discussion
While IVXV increases the verifiability of the server-side components, it does not
provide universal verifiability, which would allow voters to check whether their
votes were included in the tally.5 There is no public bulletin board, and the voters
do not have the information that is needed to verify the processes. The main reason
for such a choice is to provide coercion-resistance for the voters. By the design of
the voting scheme, a coercer should not have the means to check how a voter voted
or whether a coerced voter cast a re-vote. The auditing and verification are made
possible for auditors but only on the premises of the election organiser. Thus, the
usage of independent auditors is critical for guaranteeing that the processes were
handled according to the requirements.
Voters themselves are not able to check that only eligible voters participated
in the elections. However, this is done by the vote collection service by querying
different registries managed by the state (for example, the state has an electronic
population registry). On the one hand, such a design protects voters’ identities
and thereby lowers the probability of an attacker forcing a voter to abstain. On
the other hand, voters have to trust that the state handles the registries correctly.
While there is no easily accessible public information regarding the identities of
people who participated in the elections via i-voting, the election officials can
monitor whether a certain voter abstains. The ballots submitted through the ivoting system contain signatures, which uniquely identify the participants. In
times [168].
5 An overview of the verifiability properties and definitions can be found in [165].
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addition, up to 2019, the voter lists in the polling stations contained information
about the voters who cast their votes over the internet during the pre-election
phase. This was necessary to avoid double votes as it was impossible to re-vote
on paper during the election day. However, since 2021 it is possible to cast a
paper-based re-vote also during the election day as the voter list is handled via a
new information system [10, 7].
IVXV does not use zero-knowledge proofs to guarantee vote well-formedness.
However, the official voting client only lets voters to cast valid votes. Still, by
using an unofficial voting client, it is possible to cast an invalid vote. Thus, there
is a theoretical possibility for an attacker to coerce voters into casting an invalid
vote, but that would require the attacker to provide the voter with an unofficial
voting client. As there is no public bulletin board, the invalid vote would not be
published after being decrypted. In theory, the value of the non-existent candidate
number could leak in the tallying phase or while studying anomalies. However,
the spread of such information can be limited by procedural means. Thus, an
attack that aims to force voters to cast invalid votes does not scale and requires
insider access to be successful. Without having insider access, an attacker can not
check whether the coercion succeeded as voters can overwrite the invalid vote by
casting a re-vote.
To run the simulation attack, an attacker would have to access voter’s credentials. According to the current knowledge, it is not possible to extract the private
keys from the ID cards 6 or from the SIM card of the Mobile-ID. Thus, the coercer
would have to physically approach the targets to capture their ID cards or MobileID SIM cards along with the corresponding PIN codes. However, this alone is
not sufficient to guarantee that the simulation attack succeeds as the victim can
use an alternative ID to cast a paper ballot in a polling station, which overrules
i-votes. Thus, the coercer would also have to confiscate the passport, driver’s licence, and other identity documents, which could be used for voter identification
in the polling stations.7 Unless all of these are captured by the coercer, the coercer
would have to monitor the voter during the whole voting period. While such an
attack might work for a carefully selected group of targets, it does not scale well.
In addition, it is questionable whether voters could be persuaded to share their
electronic identities as these can also be used to access bank accounts and issue
legally binding signatures.
It can be argued that IVXV does not have receipt-freeness as individual verification can be used to get a signed proof of the cast vote. Still, as the voter can
re-vote, the coercer does not get a proof that the verified vote will be included
in the tally. The coercer would have to confiscate all of the voter’s identity doc6 It was revealed in 2017 that about 750 000 Estonian ID cards were affected by the vulnerability

in Infineon’s RSA key generation algorithm [227, 25, 254]. The certificates corresponding to the
vulnerable ID cards were suspended, and the card owners were given an opportunity to update their
ID cards.
7 This would be a criminal offence according to §162 of the Estonian Penal Code [5]
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uments to ensure that the voter can not re-vote. However, violating freedom of
election is a criminal offence according to §162 of the Estonian Penal Code [5].
In general, the only anti-coercion measure in IVXV is re-voting.8 One could
argue that the possibility to re-vote also provides over-the-shoulder coercionresistance as the voter can allow the coercer to watch and influence how the initial
vote is being cast. However, this only holds when the coercer cannot monitor the
voter during the whole voting period. Before 2021, the weak spot in the design
was the end of the i-voting period, which allowed the coercer to force a vote to
be cast just before the end of the voting period. At that time, the only mitigation
measure against such an attack was to visit the polling station after the i-voting
period ended as the polling stations were open for two hours longer. Since 2021,
it is possible for i-voters to cancel their i-vote also on the election day by visiting
the polling station and casting a paper vote.
An overview of the assumptions used by IVXV and the achieved coercionresistance properties can be seen in Table 2.

3.4. NV-Civitas and the JCJ/Civitas family
In the nineteen-nineties, receipt-freeness was considered an important property
by researchers who studied voting schemes [51, 282, 246]. However, the other
practical aspects relevant to coercion-resistance were often ignored. That changed
in 2002 with the paper by Juels, Catalano, and Jakobsson [180]. They defined
the concept of coercion-resistance, which included the issues of forcing a voter
to abstain, casting an invalid vote, and getting access to voter’s credentials. In
addition, the paper [180] introduced the JCJ voting scheme, which was designed
to be coercion-resistant while providing verifiability.
JCJ envisioned a voting process where voters are not explicitly identified before they cast a vote. Instead, the validity of ballots is later blindly checked against
a list of voters. Coercion-resistance is achieved in JCJ by allowing voters to use
fake credentials while they are being coerced. The real credentials can be used
to re-vote later. The scheme relies on the assumption that the voter should have
access to an anonymous channel during the voting process. The design of JCJ
ensures that the coercer cannot check whether a voter has cast a ballot, which
should effectively eliminate the threats of forced abstention and forced casting of
an invalid vote.
JCJ was taken as a basis for the Civitas voting scheme, which was introduced
in 2007 and published in 2008 [75]. Civitas extended JCJ in multiple aspects. It
distributed the trusted voter registration authority between a registrar and a mutually distrusting set of registration tellers. Besides that, Civitas introduced ballot
boxes in addition to the bulletin board and added support for approval and ranked
voting. It also specified how credentials are distributed and how cryptographic
8 The list of voters who participated in the elections is not published. This could be seen as a
measure to prevent attackers from being able to check whether voters abstained.
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components are used. Both JCJ and Civitas rely on mix-nets to remove identities
from votes before tallying. It is stated in [75] that a real-world deployment of
Civitas requires public-key infrastructure in order to bind keys to identities. Civitas provides universal verifiability by allowing everyone to verify the tabulation
proofs. In addition, voters can check whether the tabulation tellers receive their
votes.
In 2012 Neumann and Volkamer proposed an improved version of Civitas that
was aimed to resolve some of its issues when deployed in practice [231]. We refer
to this scheme as NV-Civitas. That paper describes the modifications to Civitas
but omits the detailed description of the scheme and refers the reader to [287]
for the details regarding Civitas. NV-Civitas is built upon the recognition that
Civitas uses strong trust assumptions and has issues with usability. One of the
main complexities of Civitas lies in the handling of fake credentials. It is assumed
that voters can manage a set of fake credentials while preventing them from falling
into the hands of the coercer. In addition, the voter has to be able to distinguish
the genuine credentials from the fake ones to prevent casting an invalid vote by
mistake. Neumann and Volkamer proposed to solve the credential handling in
NV-Civitas by relying on smart card-based credentials. A brief overview of the
scheme is given in Table 1.
3.4.1. Discussion
NV-Civitas is claimed to be both receipt-free and coercion-resistant. While it was
designed to improve usability compared to Civitas, it is questionable whether the
design can be implemented in practice. Table 2 highlights the main assumptions
the scheme relies on, which form the basis in achieving the desired anti-coercion
properties.
The cornerstone of the assumptions for NV-Civitas is the existence of voterspecific hardware, which consists of a smart card and a PIN-pad-based card reader
that integrates a display. The latter is considered a trusted device that is not affected by malware. Unfortunately, such devices are not common. In addition,
only some smart card readers provide a PIN-firewall that only allows the PIN to
be inserted from the integrated PIN-pad. In addition, the specific requirements
set on the software also imply that the smart cards featuring non-standard functionalities are not available on the market. Smart card vendors have revealed that
they are reluctant to add non-standard functionalities to their smart cards [195].
The new smart card functionalities would require implementing, testing, and certification. However, the certification that is done according to Common Criteria
or FIPS-140-3 is rather expensive and time-consuming. Thus, the financial burden associated with the new features might not be beneficial unless a substantial
procurement is made. As an alternative, it might be possible to implement the
non-standard functionality in-house. However, that would mean that the whole
life-cycle of the smart cards and the corresponding software would have to be
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supported locally. Doing that just for i-voting would probably make the cost of a
single vote prohibitively expensive. Nevertheless, it was shown in [230] that from
the technical point of view, it is possible to implement NV-Civitas on smart cards
with tolerable performance.
In general, the idea of using special trusted hardware can solve many of the
existing security issues related to i-voting. By extending this idea, it might be
possible to create personal voting devices based on trusted hardware. However,
unless the voters build the devices themselves, it is still necessary to trust the
vendors. The same holds for the vendors of smart cards, but practice has shown
that such trust can not be absolute. Numerous examples show that implementing
the software for smart cards is error-prone [253]. In addition, vendors may violate
the agreements that force private keys to be generated only in the chips of the
smart cards [253].
When designing voting schemes, one of the goals is to reduce single points of
failure that could result in corrupt officials or politicians being able to change the
election result. Thus, it becomes questionable whether voters would trust specialpurpose smart cards produced by the election organiser, especially if they would
be used solely for elections.
An assumption that originates from Civitas is the usage of an anonymous channel to cast votes [287]. The paper introducing NV-Civitas proposes to use Tor as
the anonymisation network [231]. While being rather easily usable, integrating
Tor into a voting system is problematic for several reasons. First, as a large percentage of its traffic is related to illegal activities, it might prevent some people
from using the voting software out of fear that such activities might be tied to
them. Second, the illegal activities and the possibility to access uncensored information have caused multiple states to block access to Tor.9 Such restrictions may
also be used in corporate networks. As a result, it is difficult to estimate where Tor
is blocked and bypassing the restrictions is not straightforward.10 Thus, making
a voting client dependent on access to the Tor network is a questionable decision
as it might prevent some eligible voters from being able to carry out their right to
vote. In addition, relying on Tor creates a single point of failure, which depends
on an external factor that the election organiser does not control. This may lead
to an attacker selectively blocking access to Tor in an attempt to influence the
election outcome.
9 The

most well-known case is the Great Firewall of China being used to block Tor
(https://blog.torproject.org/closer-look-great-firewall-china). As a recent example, it was reported
by OONI that Tor was blocked in Tanzania on the eve of the general election day on the 27th of
October 2020 (https://ooni.org/post/2020-tanzania-blocks-social-media-tor-el
ection-day/).
10 It is difficult to get precise information on the level of blocking happening in the Tor network.
However, some information can be gained by monitoring anomalies, which hint at censorship (ht
tps://metrics.torproject.org/userstats-censorship-events.html). Another metric
is based on the percentage of users who rely on bridges to access Tor (https://metrics.torpro
ject.org/userstats-bridge-table.html).
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NV-Civitas is receipt-free because the coercer cannot distinguish ballots cast
with fake credentials from ballots cast with genuine credentials. The voter is
displayed the hash of the ballot while casting a vote. While this gives the voter
the ability to check whether the ballot was recorded-as-cast, it can not be used
as a receipt as the bulletin board may contain both valid and invalid ballots cast
by the same voter. The receipt-freeness depends on the supervised registration
process being free of coercion, allowing the voter to privately pick a valid PIN
code. By hiding the valid PIN code from the coercer, the scheme becomes overthe-shoulder coercion-resistant. Even when a coercer monitors the voter or asks
the voter to record the vote casting process, the coercer can not distinguish the
usage of a valid PIN from an invalid one. Thus, only the voter knows whether the
cast vote will be counted in the tally. However, the downside of this approach is
the system being fragile to typos, which can cause voters to accidentally cast an
invalid vote. The same can happen with voters who forget or mix up PIN codes
from different smart cards.
NV-Civitas is resistant to all of the three additional coercion factors described
by Juels et al. in [181]. Simulation attack is not relevant as voter’s credentials are
protected by a smart card and a PIN code. In addition, providing a wrong PIN
code to the coercer effectively blocks the simulation attack without the coercer
being able to determine whether the PIN code is valid. However, it is unclear
whether the implementation would allow the voter to change the valid PIN codes.
That functionality would increase the usability of the system but also give the
coercer additional information about a valid PIN code.
NV-Civitas does not allow invalid votes to be cast and tallied as the ballot
contains a proof of well-formedness of the vote [230]. Thus, an attacker will not
succeed in forcing the voter to abstain via casting an invalid vote.
It is impossible to observe the voting event via monitoring the network as votes
are cast over Tor. In addition, the bulletin board does not contain signatures or
other information that identifies the voters. Thus, if the coercer wants the voter to
abstain, he would have to monitor the voter for the whole voting period. The only
reliable way to force the voter to abstain is to confiscate the smart card required
to cast a vote.
An overview of the assumptions used by NV-Civitas and the achieved coercionresistance properties can be seen from Table 2.

3.5. Selections
Selections [74] is a voting scheme that Clark and Hengartner proposed in 2011.
It belongs to the family of voting schemes that are built on the basis of JCJ [181].
Selections differs from JCJ and its derivates in the way how voters’ credentials are
created and used. It uses a system based on panic passwords [73], which allows
the voter to simultaneously signal coercion to the election organisers and cast a
fake vote that won’t be counted in the tally. A brief overview of Selections is
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given in Table 1.
Selections can be divided into six main sub-protocols: registration set-up, voter
preparation, registration, election set-up, vote casting, and pre-tallying.
During the registration set-up, the trustees distributively generate private key
shares and a public key for threshold ElGamal encryption. Voter preparation lets
the voter create a set of passwords out of which the correct password and the
panic passwords will be selected. These passwords will be encrypted with the
public key of the trustees, and the resulting ciphertexts are printed on a piece of
paper in a machine-readable format. The valid password will be selected during
registration, which is done in-person in a private booth. To register, the voter
has to be identified, which is a precondition for using the registration booth. The
booth contains a computer that can read the previously created list of ciphertexts.
The computer re-randomises the ciphertexts and prints the resulting values to a
piece of paper along with the used randomness and initial ciphertext. Each row of
the paper contains the new ciphertext and the information on how the ciphertext
was created. However, the latter is printed on a scratch-off surface, which can be
scratched to delete the randomness and the original ciphertext. The voter selects
one ciphertext, which corresponds to the valid password that can be used to cast
a valid vote and scratches off the information about the used randomness and
original ciphertext. The corresponding re-randomised ciphertext is posted to a
public bulletin board along with the VoterID.
The registered passwords should be usable across multiple elections. To set up
new elections, the ciphertexts in the bulletin board are copied to a new electionspecific bulletin board and blinded by the trustees.
It is important to note that vote casting is supposed to happen over an anonymous channel. The paper that introduced Selections proposed integrating an
anonymous remailer or onion routing into the voting client [74]. To cast a vote,
the voter has to submit a tuple consisting of a ballot, commitment to a password
(or panic password), a re-randomised version of the value posted to the electionspecific bulletin board, and two zero-knowledge proofs. The ballot structure is
left unspecified with the requirement that it should be submittable to a mix-net.
The first zero-knowledge proof shows that the re-randomised version of the election bulletin board value belongs to a set of values chosen from the same bulletin
board. The second proof shows the knowledge of the committed password.
Finally, in the pre-tallying phase, the zero-knowledge proofs are checked, and
invalid submissions are removed. In addition, duplicate votes are removed so
that only the most recent remains. Next, the tuples are sent through the mixnet. The resulting list of anonymous tuples is used to check the validity of the
used password. For each tuple, a plaintext equivalence test is run between the
committed value of the password and the re-randomised value from the election
bulletin board. Finally, the remaining valid ballots are decrypted by the trustees
by using threshold decryption.
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3.5.1. Discussion
Selections is claimed to be end-to-end verifiable and coercion-resistant against a
non-adaptive adversary [74]. However, the paper introducing Selections does not
specify which definition of end-to-end verifiability is followed [74]. In addition,
it is not specified how a voter could verify that a malicious voting device does not
replace the vote while the ballot is formed. When considering eligibility verifiability, the registration process is designed to identify voters, which would allow
the authorities to check eligibility. However, it is unclear how the general public
could verify that the election organisers do not cheat by adding non-existent voters
to the bulletin board.
It is assumed that the voters are coerced after the registration phase [74]. While
registration is done in a controlled environment, the booth does not prevent the
voter from cooperating with the coercer. For example, there is an assumption that
the voter has to erase the randomness used to re-randomise the selected password.
However, it is easy to take a photo or make a video stream in the booth and thus
leak which password was selected. Still, it is stated that the registration process
has to be used only once, and it can be used to participate in multiple elections.
The temporal aspect reduces the options for coercers to interfere with the registration. However, the same temporal aspect raises the question of storing the panic
passwords. It is unlikely that the panic passwords could be memorised as they are
rarely used. Thus, they have to be either written down or stored digitally. Consequently, the possibility of coercion would increase, especially if the coercer is a
family member.
Another unspecified part of the scheme is the meaning of the VoterID. The entries in the public bulletin board contain the VoterID along with the re-randomised
password. Depending on the specification of the VoterID, it may be possible to
identify voters who do not abstain.
As the structure of the ballot and the processes regarding the handling of the
ballot were not described, it is unknown whether voters could be forced to cast
invalid votes. Thus, the possibility of being resistant to casting an invalid vote
depends on the implementation, which means that different implementations of
Selections might behave differently regarding this aspect.
However, the scheme provides resistance to a simulation attack as it allows a
coerced voter to revoke their online voting registration and instead vote in person.
While being introduced with good intent, the same feature could be abused by
a coercer to force voters to abstain. While i-voting is supposed to allow remote
voters to participate in elections, these voters may not have the opportunities to
visit the polling stations. The knowledge of such a situation would increase the
efficiency of the coercion attack.
As a whole, the scheme offers voters a way to evade coercion even in the
presence of the coercer, but this comes with a price to usability. First of all, it is
difficult for voters to understand how the scheme works without having a basic un-
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derstanding of the underlying cryptographic building blocks. Second, the preparation, registration, and handling of the panic passwords is non-trivial. Third, it is
assumed that voters can use an anonymous channel to cast a vote. However, there
are very few options for implementing an anonymous channel in practice, with
Tor being one of the possibilities. But using Tor for legally binding elections is
questionable given the multiple issues described in Section 3.4. An overview of
the assumptions used by Selections and the achieved coercion-resistance properties can be seen from Table 2.

3.6. Helios and KTV-Helios
Helios is a web-based open-audit voting system that Adida presented in 2008 [15].
It allows anyone to audit the integrity of the elections, but only voters themselves
can check whether their vote was cast-as-intended and recorded-as-cast. The latter is implemented via the Benaloh challenge [47] and by allowing the voters to
compare the hash value of their encrypted ballot to the one listed on the bulletin
board. It is important to note that voters cannot cast a re-vote and that the randomness used to cast a vote can be seen as a receipt. The bulletin board contains
the names of the voters along with their encrypted ballots. While such a design
makes it easy for a voter to verify the vote, it does not guarantee on its own that
all of the listed voters are eligible.
Helios is not suitable for elections that have a high risk of coercion as it is
not receipt-free. The authors of Helios explicitly stated that Helios does not attempt to solve the coercion issue [15]. Nevertheless, in a low coercion setting,
it provides an opportunity to run fully auditable elections. Helios achieves ballot
secrecy by encrypting the votes and by using a mix-net before the tallying phase
to separate identities from encrypted votes. Proofs of correctness show that mixing and decryption were done honestly. Third parties can check these proofs by
downloading the full election data to verify that the mixing, decryption, and tally
were done correctly.
There are multiple derivates and extensions to Helios. We focus on the two
schemes, which aim to achieve receipt-freeness. The current section gives an
overview of KTV-Helios [200] and Section 3.7 describes BeleniosRF [65].
KTV-Helios was introduced in 2015 by Kulyk, Teague, and Volkamer [200].
Compared to Helios, it adds private eligibility verifiability and receipt-freeness.
The former allows anyone to check that only votes from eligible votes are included in the tally, thereby eliminating the risk of ballot box stuffing remaining
undetected. Importantly, the method used for eligibility verifiability does not reveal whether the voters participated in the elections. This is achieved by publishing the list of eligible voters on the bulletin board and hiding the valid votes
between dummy votes.
Dummy votes are the central feature of KTV-Helios, which makes it possible
to hide re-votes from the coercer. KTV-Helios allows voters to cast a re-vote,
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which contains a differential vote update. As multiple encrypted votes can be cast
in the name of a single voter, the final vote is found by relying on the homomorphic property of the ElGamal encryption scheme.
After the election period ends, each voter’s final encrypted vote is computed by
performing element-wise multiplication of the ciphertexts cast for the given voter.
As null votes are represented as encryptions of the value 1, they do not change the
multiplication result.
While a voter is able to cast a differential vote update to change the previously
cast vote, it should not be possible for an observer who monitors the bulletin
board to distinguish null votes from valid ones. As it is unlikely for all voters to
understand the system or bother to cast multiple null votes, this task is given to
a separate party called posting proxy. Both valid and null votes are cast over an
anonymous channel, which prevents a network-level observer from distinguishing null votes from legitimate ones. In addition, the posting proxies work in a
randomised manner to avoid timing side-channels (see Section 3.8). The posting
proxies also ensure that each eligible voter receives a sufficient number of null
votes. This results in a receipt-free voting scheme as the voter can not prove that
a differential vote update has not been cast. Still, it is questionable whether the
voters would accept the fact that their vote is computed from multiple encrypted
votes cast by other parties. Although the underlying cryptography requires access
to the voter’s private key to cast valid votes or differential vote updates, it may not
be sufficient to gain the voters’ trust.
The authors of KTV-Helios admit that the scheme is not coercion-resistant as
it is possible to force voters to abstain or to cast an invalid vote [200]. While the
latter is possible, it is difficult for an attacker to check whether the voter followed
the instructions. KTV-Helios uses plaintext equality tests to remove invalid votes
before they are tallied. In addition, if the voter knows the value of the invalid vote,
it is possible to cast a re-vote for a suitable candidate. However, the voter does
not have a counter-strategy if the coercion happens at the end of the voting period.
An active attacker who can monitor the voter at the end of the voting period can
force the voter to cast an invalid vote. The Estonian IVXV scheme faces a similar
issue, but it co-exists with a paper-based voting system, which allows the voter to
cast a paper vote that overrules the i-vote.
When considering the possibility of a simulation attack, KTV-Helios can be
compared to the Estonian IVXV scheme. Both of these schemes rely on a PKI
and store voters’ private keys on smart cards. If the coercer forces the smart card
to be used to vote in a specific way, there is the possibility to re-vote later to
invalidate the vote given under coercion. Actually, KTV-Helios provides the voter
with a counter-strategy, which prevents the coercer from successfully casting a
vote even when getting access to the voter’s smart card along with the PIN codes.
Namely, the voter has to cast a vote at the beginning of the voting period without
revealing the fact that a vote was cast. Thus, the coercer would have to confiscate
the electronic identities before the voting period begins for a successful simulation
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attack. While possible, such an attack does not scale well as it is likely that the
coercer does not want to get caught. In addition, when the voting system provides
an option to overwrite the i-vote with a paper vote, the coercer would also have to
physically monitor the voter to prevent a paper vote from being cast.

3.7. BeleniosRF
BeleniosRF is a voting scheme proposed by Chaidos et al. in 2015 [65]. The
scheme is built on the basis of Helios and aims to provide receipt-freeness while
remaining end-to-end verifiable. While KTV-Helios relies on dummy votes to add
receipt-freeness to Helios, BeleniosRF uses randomisable ciphertexts to achieve
a similar goal. The aim is to prevent the voter from using the randomness as a
receipt. Therefore, a randomisation service is introduced, which re-randomises
the ballots before posting them to the bulletin board. BeleniosRF uses an unforgeable signature scheme that allows signatures to be adapted to re-randomised
ciphertexts.
3.7.1. Discussion
Compared to the other voting schemes reviewed in this chapter, BeleniosRF relies
on the least number of assumptions. It is stated that each voter requires a signature
key pair, which hints at the need for a PKI. The scheme stands out by the way how
the privacy of votes is achieved in the tallying phase. Namely, BeleniosRF allows
the election organisers to choose whether to use homomorphic tallying or rely on
a mix-net to separate voters’ identities from ciphertexts.
While BeleniosRF enables receipt-free voting, it does not achieve coercionresistance. Compared to other schemes, the most significant outlier in the context
of coercion-resistance is the impossibility of casting a re-vote. The authors of
BeleniosRF argue that this is not a significant issue as re-voting is not common in
practice and is not supported by the legislation in most countries. Nevertheless,
the scheme also does not use alternative mitigation measures like the possibility
to cast fake votes, which means that it does not protect the voter against a coercer
who is present while the vote is being cast.
Although the scheme incorporates cryptography to achieve receipt-freeness,
that may not be sufficient in practice. The easiest way for a voter to create a
receipt is to video record the vote casting process. As BeleniosRF does not allow
to cast re-votes, the voter can not invalidate a vote cast under coercion. As a
counterargument, one could claim that video recording is not reliable proof as it
can be done using a mock-up of the voting software. However, it is not realistic
to assume that an average voter can fake the vote casting procedure. At the same
time, if a coercer aims to change the outcome of the elections, it does not matter
if a small percentage of the victims can outsmart the coercer.
BeleniosRF does not protect against the three coercion methods described by
Juels et al. in [181]. It is possible to force the voter to abstain or to share the
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voting credentials. In addition, no specific countermeasures were described to
prevent voters from casting invalid votes. An overview of the issues that enable
such coercive behaviour can be found in the next paragraphs.
The bulletin board contains re-randomised signed ballots and the corresponding public keys of the voters who cast the votes. Thus, by assuming that the public
keys can be tied to voter identities, it is possible to check which voters participated
in the elections. If there is no public database to link public keys to identities, an
adversary could request the public key from the coerced voter. Therefore, BeleniosRF does not provide protection against forced abstention attacks.
BeleniosRF uses homomorphic tallying but does not specify whether there are
any restrictions on casting or tallying invalid votes. While the message space for
encoding the candidates is limited, it may be possible to encode an invalid vote.
Thus, the resistance to the coercer forcing the voter to cast an invalid vote depends
on the scheme’s implementation.
The scheme does not specify whether special hardware should be used to manage voter’s signing keys. In case the keys are stored in the computer’s memory, it
is possible to copy and share them with a coercer. Even when the scheme would
integrate hardware-based key management, it would not prevent the voter from
selling the vote by sharing the hardware token with the coercer.
The only effective counter-strategy against an active coercer is to cast a vote at
the beginning of the voting period, thereby making it impossible for the coercer to
use the voting credentials. Importantly, the strategy does not work when the coercer tells the victim that it is possible to check whether the voter has already cast
a vote. Thus, when the coercer confronts the victims before the voting period, they
either have to ignore the threats (and possibly report them) or allow the coercer
to use their credentials. However, ignoring the threats can have negative consequences for the victim. As a result of the previously stated issues, BeleniosRF
does not protect against a simulation attack.

3.8. Selene
Selene is a voting scheme that was introduced by Ryan, Rønne, and Iovino in
2015 [279, 280]. The main distinguishing factor of the scheme is that the voters
do not have to deal with excessive cryptography. Once votes are decrypted, they
are posted to the bulletin board along with tracking numbers that can be used for
vote verification. To prevent the tracking numbers used as a receipts, the voters
will be told which tracking number belongs to them only after the votes have been
decrypted and tracking numbers published on a bulletin board. That design allows
voters to present wrong tracking numbers to the coercers.
A valid signing key gives the voter eligibility to participate in the elections.
While it is assumed that each voter has a key pair, it is not specified how the
private keys are handled. When voters register for elections, tracking numbers
are committed to a bulletin board by using Pedersen-style trapdoor commitments.
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These commitments are tied to voters’ public keys.
Ballot stuffing is avoided by requesting the encrypted ballots to be signed by
the voters. Once the voting period ends, the signed and encrypted ballots are
posted to the bulletin board next to the previously submitted commitments. Next,
the identifiable information is separated from the encrypted ballots, which are sent
through a mix-net. After the mixing phase, a threshold set of tellers decrypt the
ballots and provide a decryption proof. As a result, pairs of tracking numbers and
votes are published. After a while, the voter is sent the de-commitment value α to
open the commitment and reveal the tracking number assigned during the registration phase. The tracking number can be used to verify that the voter’s vote was
decrypted and thus included in the tally. In case of coercion, the voter can create an alternative de-commitment value that is cryptographically indistinguishable
from the real one.
The scheme is designed to provide receipt-freeness while offering both individual and universal verifiability. However, when considering coercion-resistance,
many of the details are left unspecified. This is probably done on purpose as the
authors state that Selene could be used as an add-on to other schemes. Still, the
vagueness makes it difficult to analyse the coercion-resistance of the scheme. For
example, the vote casting procedure is not specified, and the choice to allow revoting is left open.
3.8.1. Discussion
Although the paper’s title introducing Selene mentions coercion mitigation (“Selene: Voting with Transparent Verifiability and Coercion-Mitigation”), the authors
state that the scheme is designed for low-coercion environments [280].
While the scheme is designed to be receipt-free, this can not be guaranteed
if re-voting is disabled. Similarly to BeleniosRF, the voter could make a video
recording of the voting process to sell the vote.
As the primary anti-coercion measure, the voter is given the possibility to fool
the coercer by producing fake de-commitment values. However, that may not be
sufficient as the coercer can request information regarding the way how the α was
delivered. Thereby, the delivery information could also be used as a receipt. For
example, it is important that the coercer would not be able to monitor the communication channels used to deliver the actual α term to the voter. Thus, the authors
of Selene propose that the α term should be delivered over an unauthenticated and
private channel. However, it is difficult to create such a channel in practice.
One way to prevent the coercer from monitoring the traffic is to rely on Tor.
Unfortunately, this may not provide the required level of reliability as described
in Section 3.4. Another option would be to use email as the distribution channel –
however, the official email addresses and the corresponding metadata like DKIM
signatures [102] function as receipts. Thus, the fake de-commitment values would
also have to be sent from the same email address to convince the coercer. While
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such problems could be solved by using random email addresses, that may create
issues with usability and trustworthiness. The same also holds for other delivery
channels.
Even when the delivery channel would not be an issue, the coercer should not
be able to predict when the α is sent to the voters. Thus, the authors of Selene
suggest that the delivery time should be randomised. However, that would lower
the system’s usability and might end up reducing the number of voters who verify
their votes.
When leaving aside the problems with delivering the α value, the scheme has
issues with the additional coercion methods described by Juels et al. [181].
The basic scheme presented in [280] does not hide the participants’ identities
as voters’ signatures are posted to a public bulletin board. Thus, the basic scheme
does not protect voters against forced abstention. However, an extended version
of Selene is described in the eprint version of the paper [279]. The extended version contains an enhancement, which allows using pseudonymous credentials that
hide voters’ identities. However, it is admitted that the countermeasure provided
by pseudonymous credentials could be bypassed in case the voter is forced to reveal the signing key. The authors of Selene proposed to solve the issue by using
malleable signatures similarly to BeleniosRF [279].
Whether Selene prevents invalid votes from being cast depends on the implementation. Selene can be used as an add-on together with another voting scheme
that prevents invalid votes from being revealed. For example, this property is
present in a scheme proposed in 2017 that combines JCJ with Selene [175].
The description of the scheme does not mention any countermeasures against
a simulation attack. The paper introducing Selene does not specify how voter’s
credentials are handled [280]. Unless the signing keys are stored in a hardware
token in a copy-protected manner, it is possible to share the keys with the coercer.
In addition, by enabling re-voting, it becomes more difficult for the coercer to
guarantee that the simulation attack succeeds.

3.9. Eos
Eos is a voting scheme proposed by Patachi and Schürmann in 2017 [255]. The
scheme relies on conditionally linkable ring signatures to hide the identities of
voters. The ring signature allows voters to cast a vote that is signed anonymously
in the name of the ring. The scheme allows voters to select between a valid identity
and pseudo-identities, which can be used in case of coercion. Eos is designed to
provide universal verifiability and is claimed to be coercion-resistant.
The authors of Eos propose using the hardware wallets designed to store cryptocurrencies’ keys and repurpose them as personal HSM-s. The HSM would be
a trusted device responsible for storing the voter’s private key, authenticating the
voter, encrypting the ballot, generating the ring signature, and handling the randomness used in these processes.
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Eos is designed to allow each voter to have multiple pseudo-identities and one
electoral identity. The scheme integrates the HSM to play a central role when
choosing which identities to use. The input to the authentication method used by
the HSM determines whether a valid identity is used to cast a vote. In case PIN
codes are used for authentication, a voter has one valid PIN code, which can be
used to force the HSM to cast a vote with a valid identity. When any other PIN
code is used, a different pseudo-identity is used along with an invalid electoral
identity, which results in the coerced ballot being discarded.
The scheme allows voters to signal coercion to the election organisers. This is
implemented by the way how the ballot is formed. The ballot consists of three ElGamal tuples. The first tuple contains either an encryption of an election-specific
generator or an encryption of 1. The paper refers to this tuple as the encryption
of envelope colour [255]. The term “green colour” is used when the voter entered
a correct PIN, in which case the election-specific generator is encrypted. However, if the voter entered a wrong PIN, an encryption of one is placed into the
first ElGamal tuple, which is denoted as the red envelope. The second ElGamal
tuple contains an encryption of voter’s electoral identity or an encryption of one.
Similarly, depending on whether the correct PIN code is entered, either a valid
electoral identity or the value one is encrypted. The third ElGamal tuple contains
the encrypted vote.
Eos uses three bulletin boards and two mixing phases to move the information
between bulletin boards. The first bulletin board contains information that the
voters sent to the voting system. For each interaction, it contains an encrypted
ballot, a ring signature and a pseudo-identity assigned by the HSM. Once the voting period ends, the ballots with invalid proofs are discarded along with duplicate
ballots. Next, the encrypted ballots are sent through a mix-net, after which the
first two tuples of the ballots are decrypted by relying on a threshold number of
tellers. The result is posted to a second bulletin board containing the ballot colors,
electoral identities and encrypted votes. Ballots that contain either invalid electoral identities or that are referred to have red colour are discarded. The resulting
encrypted votes are sent through a mix-net and decrypted by a threshold number
of tellers. The outcome is posted to a third bulletin board, which now contains the
decrypted votes. The latter can be used for a public tally.
3.9.1. Discussion
Eos provides mitigation against multiple types of coercion. The usage of mix-nets
prevents a coercer or vote buyer from following the vote on the bulletin board.
Thus, even the voter is not able to prove how the vote was cast. Suppose the voter
has to confront a coercer who is physically present. In that case, it is possible to
use a pseudo-identity, which highlights coercion and results in the coerced ballot
being discarded. Once the voter can vote freely, it is possible to cast a re-vote
with the correct identity, which results in the vote being tallied. Depending on the
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implementation, Eos can also protect the voter from being forced to abstain, from
being forced to cast an invalid vote, and from falling victim to a simulation attack.
These aspects are covered in more detail in the following paragraphs.
Eos protects voters against forced abstention. The bulletin boards do not contain information about the voters’ identities, and the votes are cast over an anonymous channel. Conditionally linkable ring signatures guarantee that the voter’s
identity is not linked to the signature unless it is the voter’s wish. Even when a
voter wishes to claim a signature to sell the vote, the mix-nets prevent the voter’s
identity from being linked to the vote.
Whether Eos prevents voters from being forced to cast an invalid vote depends
on the implementation. The authors admit that the basic scheme would be vulnerable to such an attack and propose a mitigation. Namely, the voting protocol
could force the voting software to provide a disjunctive zero-knowledge proof to
guarantee that the cast vote belongs to a set of valid votes. Based on the validity
of the proofs, only valid votes would be decrypted.
The probability of a simulation attack is low due to the credentials being protected by an HSM. However, if the coercer has physical access, the configuration
of the HSM starts to play a role. The authors mentioned that, in theory, it would
be possible to try out all possible PIN codes to cast a valid vote. They also pointed
out that it is easy to mitigate such an attack by increasing the complexity of the
PIN (or alternative authentication method). However, a more interesting question
is related to the management interface of the HSM. Namely, what will happen if
the real PIN leaks? If the HSM provides a method for changing the valid PIN,
the coercer could also use it to identify a valid PIN. On the other hand, restricting
the possibility to replace PIN codes would hurt usability and increase the cost of
running the voting system. Even when a coercer would eventually be able to use
the HSM, it would require significant effort. Thus, a simulation attack is unlikely
to affect many voters.

3.10. General issues with achieving coercion-resistance
The meaning of privacy and the threat of coercion is not uniform globally due to
the differences in cultures, societies, and how the countries are governed. Therefore, the voting systems have to be tailored to suit the specific context.
The varying meanings of privacy are illustrated by the perceptions of privacy between the western and eastern cultures. For example, in Japan, privacy
is mostly community-oriented, while in western cultures, individual privacy is
paramount [63]. However, the expectations for privacy differ also among the
Western cultures, with Germany being an example of having strict boundaries
and privacy regulations [260].
The historical memories of repressions based on ethnic or social classification
can highlight the necessity to protect ballot secrecy. It is not inconceivable that in
the future, some people could face discrimination based on their historic political
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preferences. Thus, in some contexts, i-voting may only be considered if strong
privacy guarantees can be provided.
The risk of vote-buying is directly related to the welfare of the society and the
level of law-abiding citizens. Thus, rich and old democracies may not consider
vote-buying as a significant risk, which is the position taken by Switzerland. For
example, the specification document for the Swiss Post Voting System describes
requirements for verification, but its threat model omits coercion and vote buying [265, 264].
However, when coercion is considered a threat, it is not straightforward to implement mitigation measures, as seen from the previous sections. It turns out that
the common techniques used for providing ballot secrecy are not sufficient to prevent vote-buying and coercion. For example, i-voting schemes studied in [195]
and described in this thesis protect voters’ privacy in the tallying phase by either
using mix-nets or homomorphic encryption. All of these schemes protect ballot
secrecy by relying on encryption. While these approaches aim to prevent voters’ choices from being leaked, they do not prevent the three types of coercive
attacks described by Juels et al. [181]. Thus, voting schemes that aim at achieving coercion-resistance must include additional mitigation measures against these
attacks. Table 2 summarises the main assumptions and coercion-resistance properties of the voting schemes reviewed in [195]. The selected coercion-resistance
properties correspond to the requirements described in Section 3.1.
It was already mentioned in Section 3.1 that receipt-freeness does not guarantee coercion-resistance. In general, protecting a voter against an active coercer
who is physically present is a difficult task that requires the cooperation of the
voter. Unless the voter is aware of and able to convincingly apply the mitigation
measures like fake credentials or re-voting, the coercer could force the voter to
either abstain, cast a randomised vote, or acquire the voter’s credentials to run a
simulation attack. Deniable encryption [62] could be seen as a partial mitigation
measure as it provides the voter with an option to lie to the coercer about the cast
vote. However, it would not prevent the creation of a receipt if the voter is willing
to cooperate with the coercer while the vote is being cast [172, 182]. It has to be
understood that executing some of the aforementioned attacks is made easier if
an attacker can monitor the bulletin board [182]. This once again highlights the
trade-off between transparency and coercion-resistance.
Applying the anti-coercion mechanisms becomes more complicated if the coercer can remotely monitor the computer used to cast a vote. Such monitoring
could be done via malware or side-channels. For the sake of simplicity, we can
assume that the coercer has full control over the computer. An attacker with such
capabilities could identify whether re-votes are used to cancel the votes given under coercion. Unless code-voting is used, such an attack could also identify which
candidate the voter voted for. Thus, there are no simple solutions for the issues
related to untrustworthy end-user devices.
One approach would be to cast re-votes from a different device, but voters
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Table 2. Assumptions and coercion-resistance properties of the schemes that were reviewed in [195].
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Smart card-based ID cards are mandatory in Estonia and widely in use.
Whether re-voting is allowed in Selene depends on the used policy [280].
3 Information about the registration process of NV-Civitas can be found in [231].
4 Selene’s receipt-freeness depends on the anonymous channel, see Section 3.8.
5 Depends on handling re-randomisation randomness during registration, see Section 3.5.
6 The property depends on how the coercer prevents re-voting, see Section 3.6.
7 The property depends on the re-voting policy in the implementation of Selene [280].
8 The attack can be implemented by an insider, see Section 3.3.
9 KTV-Helios is susceptible to forced abstention only in the case of an active attacker.
10 For information about the implementation of Selene, see Section 3.8.
11 It is not clear whether Selections is resistant to forced abstention, see Section 3.5.
12 Invalid votes can be cast but they are filtered out before tallying, see Section 3.6.
13 See Section 3.7 for information about the coercion properties of BeleniosRF.
14 Vote casting procedure is not specified in Selene, see Section 3.8 for more details.
15 Whether an invalid vote can be cast depends on the version of Eos, see Section 3.9.
16 It is not specified how the vote is encoded and how votes are tallied in Selections [74].
17 The coercer might access the smart card and PIN codes. However, the voter can re-vote.
18 It is not specified how keys are managed in Selene [280], see Section 3.8 for more details.
19 Depends on the configuration of the HSM. For more information, see Section 3.9.
20 It is possible to revoke the registration and vote in person, see Section 3.5.
2
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may not have access to multiple devices. At the same time, using someone else’s
computer to cast a vote raises similar issues with privacy. Another possibility is
to use special trusted voting devices, which are unlikely to be controlled by an
attacker. This kind of a solution was suggested by the authors of Eos [255], who
proposed that a special HSM should be used for voting. Another recent example
comes from our paper published in 2021, which describes how a proof-of-concept
i-voting device was developed for the Estonian i-voting system [120]. However,
even when it would be possible to design a secure, transparent and trustworthy
personal voting device, doing this in practice would be expensive. For example, it
is not sufficient to design a voting device, as also the supply chain would have to
be secured to guarantee that the voters would get unaltered devices.
The latter brings us to non-trivial assumptions, which are sometimes made by
the authors of the voting schemes [195, 199]. When non-trivial assumptions are
made regarding the anti-coercion measures, it becomes questionable whether such
mitigation measures can be applied in practice.
Besides the protocol-level issues, one of the main aspects to consider is the
usability of the anti-coercion measures. While the voter does not necessarily have
to understand the passive privacy measures automatically provided by the voting
system, the knowledge and understanding of the provided anti-coercion measures
is crucial for them to succeed. Unfortunately, there is a lack of usability studies
that focus on coercion-resistance techniques.
The usability aspects of anti-coercion measures were covered in a paper published in 2020 by Kulyk and Neumann. The paper was based on a literature review that listed the commonly used assumptions and identified possible usability
issues [199]. However, user experiments were not part of the research. As a rare
example of practical usability research in the context of coercion-resistance, the
usability of fake credentials was studied in 2018 by Neto et al. [228]. The experiments were based on the CIVIS system [228], which implements the voting
protocol proposed by Araújo et al. [30]. Although the number of test subjects
was rather small (80 in total), 30 participants out of 34, who took part in the third
stage of the study, did not fully understand the purpose of casting fake votes. The
study also revealed significant issues with the participants being unable to detect
typos in passwords and thus not being able to distinguish whether a real or a fake
vote was cast. Thus, the study raises the question of whether fake credentials
can be applied at all in large scale elections. Therefore, the usability aspects of
anti-coercion schemes require further research and prioritisation.
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4. SIDE-CHANNELS IN VOTING ENVIRONMENTS
Security of a computer system has to be viewed as a whole by considering all of
the possible attack vectors. Thus, besides malware and cyber attacks, other aspects
like human errors, faulty procedures, and side-channels must be acknowledged.
There is a long history of side-channel attacks that goes back to World War
II. In 1943, it was discovered that a teletype terminal 131-B2 used for encryption
by the US army leaked the plaintext input due to electromagnetic emanation that
could be intercepted from 80 feet away [131]. During the Cold War, it became a
standard practice to use side-channels in espionage, which created a necessity to
protect classified information against such interception.
While many side-channel attacks exploit the leakage of electromagnetic emanations, there are also other less obvious side-channels. For example, information
can leak due to cache attacks, timing attacks, power consumption analysis, sound
measurements, and detecting vibrations in different materials. In principle, any
indirect event or emitted signal could be used as a side-channel. However, in
practice, it may not be straightforward to measure the signals.
Elections and voting systems are no different in this context as they can also
contain side-channel leakages. A side-channel attack against a voting system
could result in ballot secrecy being violated or cryptographic keys being leaked.
The most obvious sources for such leakages are computers that are used in election systems. These include the electronic voting machines and servers that tally
the results. One well-known example of a voting machine-based side-channel
originates from the Netherlands, where it was common to use electronic voting
machines during elections. But that changed after 2006, once it was shown that
the Nedap ES3B voting machines contained a side-channel that could leak the
party preference of a voter [142, 261].
Although there is a lack of documented examples of side-channels being found
in election systems, this does not mean that the problem is non-existent. First,
the requirements set for the devices used in the election systems often do not
consider side-channels [130]. Second, it is difficult for the researchers to access election equipment to examine the devices. Third, the possible existence
of side-channels depends on the combination of hardware and software, which
can change from election to election. Fourth, faulty implementations of cryptographic algorithms have been a cause of side-channel leakages [207, 19]. Fifth,
prior research has shown that the common components used in computers often
contain side-channels.1 For example, such leakages have been found from keyboards [325, 52, 317], displays [198, 285], cables [289, 135], and printers [39].
In principle, it is possible to design election systems that are not vulnerable to
side-channel leakages, but the process itself would be non-trivial and would have
to be based on strict requirements. A paper published in 2011 by Frankland et
1 Consumer

devices are usually not designed to prevent side-channel leakages.
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al. addressed this issue and defined requirements for voting machines that aim to
prevent side-channel leakages [130].
Although it is possible to limit such leakages in a controlled environment, this
may not be viable for end-user devices, which are used as voting clients in remote online voting systems. More surprisingly, it turns out that even the regular
paper-based voting has acoustic side-channels, which could be used to violate the
vote privacy provided by the voting booth [196, 197]. The acoustic side-channels
against paper voting will be the main focus of this chapter.

4.1. Side-channels in paper voting
There are only a few options for side-channels leakages in regular paper-based
voting systems when assuming that the attacker cannot modify or analyse individual ballot sheets. If other types of attacks are also considered, one could imagine
lifting voters’ fingerprints from the filled-in ballots to violate vote privacy. However, there is an easier way for an attacker to violate vote privacy. Namely, the
content of the vote can be captured while the ballot is being filled in the voting
booth.
The simplest way to do that involves an attacker placing a camera into the
voting booth. However, it is questionable whether this could be done without the
camera being detected, but, in some cases, that may not even be necessary. A
voter can be coerced to use a smartphone to record the vote to prove to the coercer
how it was cast.
Interestingly, vote privacy can be violated by a photo camera even when it is
not possible to record the vote casting process. It turns out that photo cameras
can capture the internal structure of the paper sheet, which can be seen as a fingerprint. The idea to fingerprint blank ballot sheets and find matching fingerprints
from the filled-in ballots was described by Calandrino et al. in 2009 [60]. The attack assumes that it is possible to distribute ballot papers to voters in a manner that
allows an attacker to link the fingerprinted ballot sheets with voters’ identities and
thereby violate vote privacy. The paper fingerprinting techniques were improved
in 2017 by Toreini et al. who showed that the attack does not require expensive
equipment [307]. The paper described that regular devices like an overhead projector and a photo camera could be used to fingerprint paper sheets. This is yet
another example of attacks only getting better over time. In addition, it shows that
the advancement of technology also has to be considered in the context of paper
voting.
However, another approach for capturing the information on the ballot sheet
involves intercepting the sound of the ballot sheet being filled in. In paper voting,
the voters are expected to take a ballot sheet to the voting booth. Usually, the
voting booth contains a pen and a table that allows the voter to either mark the
selected candidates or fill in the write-in forms on the ballot sheet. While the
booth and the curtain are meant to protect the voter, they also provide coverage
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that may allow microphones to be hidden. It turns out that the sound of filling in
the ballot sheets both emits sound and causes the table plate to vibrate slightly.
Therefore, it is possible to attach microphones under the table to measure the
sound of voters filling the ballots.
We hypothesised that it might be possible to use the acoustic side-channel to
identify which candidates the voters are voting for. To check whether the hypothesis holds, a series of experiments had to be performed. However, the approach had
to be tuned for the specific ballot sheet design as there are many different ways
how voters can show their preference. For example, in some cases, the voters
have to mark the checkboxes or preferences next to the candidates, while in other
cases, the voters have to write either the name or the number of the candidate on
the ballot sheet. To verify whether such a side-channel attack would be feasible,
we initially limited the scope of our study to the ballots requiring voters to fill in
the candidate numbers [196]. In the follow-up experiments, we showed that, in
principle, it may also be possible to reveal the vote when the voters only have to
mark the checkboxes next to the candidates [197].
4.1.1. Types of paper ballots
Before describing the experiments that tested the feasibility of using the acoustic
side-channel, we give an overview of the common ballot designs used in different
election systems.
In some election systems, the voters only have to cast a vote for a single candidate. For example, in Estonian and Finland, each candidate is assigned a unique
number, and the voters are asked to fill in their ballot sheets with the number of
the selected candidate. These ballots can be seen in Figure 2.

(a) Ballot paper used in Estonia for the municipal council elections in 2017 [242].

(b) Ballot used in Finland for the parliamentary elections in 2011. The same ballot design was also used for the 2015 elections.

Figure 2. Examples of ballots that are designed to be filled with candidate numbers.

The other types of ballots that often require voters to fill in numbers are used in
election systems that rely on ranked voting. There are multiple preferential voting
systems, but the ones commonly used for elections are single transferable vote
(STV) and instant-runoff voting (IRV), which is also known as the alternative vote
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(AV) [306]. Among other countries, STV is used in Australia, Ireland, Scotland,
Malta, and Northern Ireland, while IRV is used for some elections in Australia,
Ireland, Canada, and United States. An example of a ballot paper used for ranked
voting can be seen in Figure 3. However, in some elections, the ordering of the
candidates on the ballot paper is randomised to prevent giving some candidates an
unfair advantage. This is relevant in countries where it is mandatory to participate
in elections as it can cause some voters to rank the candidates in descending order.

(a) A sample of a filled-in ballot paper for
electing members to the Australian House
of Representatives. Image source: Parliament of Australia website, https://ww
w.aec.gov.au/Voting/How_to_Vote/
Voting_HOR.htm.

(b) Example of a ballot paper used for electing
members to the House of Representatives. Image
source: Parliament of Australia website. Australian electoral systems, https://www.aph.
gov.au/About_Parliament/Parliamentar
y_Departments/Parliamentary_Library/p
ubs/rp/RP0708/08rp05.

Figure 3. In Australia, it is common to use ranked voting, which allows voters to divide
the vote between multiple candidates. In such cases, voters have to write numbers to the
ballot paper to mark the ordering of candidates.

In the context of acoustic side-channels, there are also other interesting ballot
designs, for example, the ones that require voters to use textual write-ins. Such
ballots are sometimes used in referendums and elections that allow the voters to
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write the candidate’s name on the ballot sheet. An example of a referendum ballot,
which asks the voters to write either Yes or No, can be seen in Figure 4.

Figure 4. An example of an Australian referendum ballot. Image source: Parliament of
Australia website, https://www.aec.gov.au/Voting/How_to_Vote/voting-ref
erendum.htm.

Besides the already mentioned ballot types, many voting systems rely on ballots where the voters have to mark checkboxes to show their preferences. These
ballots leak less information than those where the voters have to write numerical
or textual information. However, the voter filling in the ballot can still leak information through vibrations on the surface where the ballot paper is being filled. It
turns out that such leakages may be sufficient to figure out the selections on the
ballot paper. The reason is that many of the ballots that contain checkboxes require
a very large area to fit all of the candidates, and thereby the ballot is likely to fill
a significant amount of the voting booth table. An example of a large checkboxbased ballot sheet can be seen in Figure 5. If the ballot sheet covers most of the
table plate, it may be possible to use the audio channel to locate the signal source
and identify the more and less likely selections. This could be done by relying on
multiple microphones placed under the table to measure the signal’s time difference of arrival (TDOA) [292, 151].
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Figure 5. German local election ballot sheet [315], ©2011 IEEE.

4.2. A side-channel against paper voting – number detection
The idea of using microphones to reconstruct numbers is not new on its own.
Researchers have shown that it is possible to identify the PIN codes based on
the sound of buttons being pressed on the PIN-pad [106]. Similarly, it has been
demonstrated that smartphone’s microphones can be used to recover the typed in
PIN codes due to the tapping events emitting sound [288]. However, there are also
more exotic results, like the possibility to recover the text that is being printed out
by listening to the sound of a dot-matrix printer [39].
Our study aimed to determine whether it would be possible to identify numbers based on the sound emitted when a pen is used to write numbers on a sheet
of paper. To check the feasibility of such an approach, we used a readily available conference speakerphone Jabra Speak 410, containing a decent microphone.
We placed the device on top of the table along with a piece of paper and started
recording the audio emitted from writing numbers. Playing the recording proved
that, in principle, such a side-channel may be possible as the sound of writing was
clearly identifiable from the recording. An example of the recorded waveform can
be seen in Figure 6.
4.2.1. Description of the data collection
Based on the initial results, we moved to the next phase of our study, which was
to automate the number detection. As the audio recordings contained a pattern for
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Figure 6. Waveform representations of numbers zero to four.

each number that was detectable by a human ear, it was likely that an algorithm
could recognise these patterns. Thus, we continued the work to find a classifier
that could label the audio samples with the corresponding numbers.
As a first step, we had to collect data, which could be used to test and train
the classifiers. This meant that the configuration for the data collection had to
be specified so that the recordings would be done under similar conditions. To
compare the samples, the recordings would have to be captured with the same
microphone and by having similar levels of background noise.
Thus, we had to select a suitable microphone for collecting the audio samples.
We tested four different recording devices, and surprisingly the initially used Jabra
Speak 410 did the best when capturing the emitted signal. We expected the semiprofessional Rode VideoMic Pro to outperform Jabra Speak 410, but this was not
the case. The reason may lie in Jabra Speak 410 having built-in digital signal
processing (DSP), which removes noise [34]. Regardless, all of the tested microphones could only pick up a sufficiently good signal from a relatively close range.
An overview of the tested devices can be seen from Table 3.
Table 3. Comparison of the tested recording devices. No technical specification was
available for the microphone on the HP laptop and for the iPhone SE microphone. This
table originates from [196].
Recording
device

Number of
microphones

HP laptop

2

iPhone SE

3

Jabra
Speak 410
Rode
VideoMic
Pro

1
1

Type
omnidirectional
omnidirectional
omnidirectional
directional

Range

Sensitivity

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

100 Hz - 10 kHz

N/A

40 Hz - 20 kHz

-38dB re 1V/Pa
± 2dB @ 1kHz

We used a quiet office room for the recordings and a printed template for data
collection. Volunteers were asked to fill in the printed sheets with numbers. There
were two types of templates, each containing ten rows. In the first template, the
rows had to be filled with sequential numbers starting from zero and ending with
nine. In the second template, the row number determined which numbers had to
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be written to the corresponding row.
Testing showed that the available microphones could only capture the signal
from a close range, so we decided to place the microphone next to the template
sheet. More specifically, it was placed on the table so that 15 centimetres would
separate the microphone from the edge of the paper sheet.
In total, we had 11 volunteers, and some of them filled in both of the template
sheets. The volunteers were asked to make a small pause before filling in each
cell in the sheet. This request was made so that it would later be possible to
automatically split the recording into separate audio files such that each file would
contain one labelled sample.
As a result of the data collection, we created a dataset, which consisted of 1676
samples. One of the recordings was corrupted, which allowed only 76 samples to
be extracted.
4.2.2. Processing the dataset
Before the recordings could be split into labelled samples, they had to be manually reviewed. We used Audacity to preprocess the recordings. Each recording
captured the audio of a volunteer filling in one template sheet. However, the
recordings sometimes also contained loud noises and non-relevant audio, which
had to be cut out. In addition, we removed the redundant parts from the beginning
and end of the recording.
Next, we created a Python script to process the files. We used Pydub library [277] for silence detection to split each recording into samples. As the
volunteers wrote the numbers in a predetermined manner, the script could automatically label the samples. In case the recording was split into an invalid number
of samples, it was obvious that the recording contained noise, which was not removed by the silence detection algorithm. Thus, it was easy to review and remove
the problematic noise from the recordings. Once such issues were resolved, the
audio files were split and the resulting samples labelled.
However, that was insufficient to make the samples comparable as the volunteers were not writing the numbers at a uniform pace. Therefore, the length of the
audio files that had the same label was not constant. To solve this issue, we had
to time-stretch the audio files to make them comparable to each other. For that,
we used the WSOLA algorithm [312] provided by the PySOX library [56]. While
processing audio with WSOLA can add minor artefacts, it does not change the
pitch of the sound [114, 312]. This was an important factor when choosing the
suitable algorithm, as the change in pitch would distort the digit’s representation.
We resized the samples such that all of them would have a length of 0.55 seconds,
which was close to the average length of the samples.
To classify the samples, they have to be made easily comparable. The straightforward idea is to convert them into the frequency domain by applying fast Fourier
transform (FFT). However, the sample also contains the time dimension, which
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carries the information about the movement of the pen on the paper. Therefore,
to also capture the time dimension, we processed the samples with the help of
the SciPy library [313] to create their spectrogram representations. A spectrogram is created by running FFT on the audio fragments, which results in a twodimensional array that represents both the time and frequency domains. A visual
example of spectrograms representing digits can be seen in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Spectrogram representations of sequential numbers starting from zero at the
top and ending with nine at the bottom. The horizontal axis represents time.

4.2.3. Finding a suitable classifier
The limited size of the dataset discouraged us from applying advanced classification techniques that rely on neural networks. Thus, we approached the classification problem with the common k-nearest neighbors algorithm (k-NN) [99],
which can produce good results even with a small dataset. The algorithm works
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by finding the distance between the samples and deciding the classification based
on the majority vote on the k nearest samples.
To run k-nearest neighbors, we had to flatten the arrays, which were created
when the samples were converted into the spectrogram representations. This resulted in each of the samples being described by a one-dimensional array. We
did not write the classification algorithm on our own; instead, we used the readily
available scikit-learn [256] implementation.
Before measuring the accuracy of the classifier, the optimal parameter values
had to be selected for k-NN. To do that, we split the dataset into a training set and
a test set. We relied on the implementation from scikit-learn, which contains a
function train_test_split that allows samples to be split so that the labels are
distributed uniformly. Still, as the splitting was done on the dataset level, it was
not guaranteed that the individuals who contributed to the dataset were uniformly
distributed between these sets. We used 90 percent of the samples for training and
the remaining 10 percent for testing.
Next, we had to determine how to measure the distance between the spectrogram representations of the samples. We used trial and error to determine the
most suitable distance metric. It turned out that Canberra distance [204] clearly
outperformed the other commonly used metrics.
Finally, we had to select the optimal value for the k parameter to measure
the classification accuracy with k-NN. We selected the value for this parameter
by running the classifier using different odd valued integers. More specifically,
we applied cross-validation to identify that the k value that gave the best out-ofsample accuracy was 7.
4.2.4. Determining classification accuracy
The accuracy of the classifier had to be determined to check whether the acoustic
side-channel-based number detection would be feasible. A good overview of the
classifier’s performance is given by running cross-validation, which iteratively
runs the classifier on the same dataset. More specifically, the dataset is split into
n equally sized non-overlapping subsets. Cross-validation is done in n iterations
such that in each round, a new subset is used for validation, and the remaining
ones are used for training. Thus, the parameter n determines how many iterations
are done. As there were ten labels in our dataset, we selected n to be equal to ten.
In addition, the ratio of labels would have to be similar in each of the subsets for
the results to be comparable. This property is provided by cross-validation that
uses stratified KFold partitioning.
We used the cross-validation implementation provided by scikit-learn as it applies stratified KFold by default. Running the cross-validation with the previously
described configuration gave an average accuracy of 60.14%. To visualise the
error rates, we also ran cross-validation predictions for each of the labels. The
resulting confusion matrix can be seen in Figure 8.
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Normalized confusion matrix
0

0.71 0.03 0.05 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.14 0.00 0.04 0.00

1

0.04 0.72 0.05 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.03 0.08 0.01 0.01

2

0.09 0.03 0.49 0.03 0.01 0.04 0.26 0.02 0.02 0.01

3

0.08 0.04 0.05 0.62 0.02 0.02 0.04 0.00 0.06 0.07

4

0.00 0.08 0.01 0.05 0.75 0.07 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.03

5

0.00 0.02 0.03 0.09 0.18 0.62 0.01 0.04 0.00 0.02

6

0.10 0.00 0.14 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.72 0.00 0.01 0.01

7

0.00 0.07 0.08 0.02 0.05 0.11 0.02 0.62 0.00 0.01

8

0.13 0.04 0.08 0.16 0.01 0.02 0.10 0.00 0.41 0.07

9

0.06 0.10 0.02 0.17 0.13 0.06 0.05 0.00 0.07 0.35

0.7

True label

0.6

0.5

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.1

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

0

0.0

Predicted label

Figure 8. The image originates from [196] and contains a confusion matrix that was
created from the output of cross-validation. The color scale shows the accuracy of the
classification. We can see the correctly classified numbers on the diagonal of the confusion matrix. The accuracy of cross-validation was 60.14%.

The diagonal of the confusion matrix represents the correctly classified samples. It shows that only three digits had a classification accuracy that was below
50%. The label corresponding to the sound of number two being written was
classified correctly in 49% of the cases. Out of the incorrect classifications in
26% of cases, number six was predicted. The other two digits that had low classification accuracy were eight and nine. There can be multiple reasons for their
lower accuracy. One of these reasons may be related to the placement of the microphone when the samples were collected. Namely, the template paper was in
landscape mode, and the microphone was placed next to the top middle part of
the sheet. Thus, the audio signal that originated from the cells in the middle of the
sheet probably had a slightly better quality. Another reason for the low accuracy
of these two digits could be caused by the way how the scikit-learn’s implementation of the classification algorithm breaks ties. This is done according to the
ordering of the classes. For example, if there is a tie between digits three and
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eight, the former would win and lower the prediction accuracy for the latter.
When considering the practical applicability of audio-based number detection,
the results should be generalisable. In the context of a side-channel attack, it
is unrealistic to assume that an attacker has access to personalised training data.
Thus, two other measures are of interest to us: prediction accuracy in case training
data is available for the same subject and prediction accuracy in case such data is
unavailable.
To measure the prediction accuracies, we took one dataset from each of the
eleven volunteers. Thus, each person contributed 100 labelled samples. First, we
measured the classification accuracy based on personalised training data. For that,
we took 10% of the stratified samples from each volunteer and used the rest of the
samples for training. As expected, this resulted in significantly higher accuracy so
that, on average, 70.5% of the samples were classified correctly. This result can
be compared to the 65% accuracy of the handwriting detection experiments done
by Yu et al. [324].
Finally, we measured the classification accuracy in case there was no training
data available for the subject whose samples had to be labelled. To run these tests,
we split the datasets of the volunteers such that ten datasets were used for training
and the remaining one for validation. Thus, the training set consisted of 1000
samples and the validation set of 100 samples. We iterated this process eleven
times. This resulted in an average classification accuracy of 49%, with the best
case having an accuracy of 65% and the worst case 37%.
Testing revealed that by increasing the size of the training set, the average accuracy gradually increased. Thus, it might be possible to improve the accuracy by
getting training data from a larger set of volunteers. However, this may also have
the opposite effect if the volunteers who contribute the data have very different
cultural backgrounds. Namely, we found out that one of our potential volunteers
used a completely different technique for writing numbers due to having a different cultural background. Therefore, the cultural background also has to be taken
into account when creating such a dataset.
4.2.5. Discussion
The conducted experiments showed that, in principle, it is possible to use the
audio channel to identify the digits written on a piece of paper. However, a proofof-concept implementation does not guarantee that such an attack would work in
real-life conditions.
A voting booth in a polling station is likely to have a significant amount of
background noise, which would have to be removed from the recordings. This
also means that the microphone would have to be very close to the audio source
as otherwise the sound emitted by the pen would not be captured. We see that
there are two ways how an attacker could solve this problem. One option would
be to place the microphone under the voting booth table. It would still be possible
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to capture the sound as the table plate vibrates when the pen touches its surface,
thereby making it possible to measure the signal. Another more theoretical option
would be to use a laser microphone to capture the sound remotely [225]. However,
a laser microphone would require a direct line of sight to a reflective surface close
to where the sound is emitted, but in case a direct line of sight is available, a
camera could be used instead.
The possibility of using such a side-channel depends on the design of the ballot
sheet. There are a few countries where candidate numbers are directly written to
the ballot and some countries where candidates have the be enumerated. In the
former case, the candidate numbers usually consist of several digits, but not all
combinations of digits are assigned to candidates. In addition, the predictions
from the classifier could be used to eliminate a large set of candidates, which the
voter very likely did not vote for. An attacker could use such auxiliary information
to improve the accuracy of an attack that targets vote privacy.
In the case of preferential ballots, the exploitability of the side-channel depends on the structure of the ballot, how the ballots are printed and how voters are
supposed to fill in the ballots. For example, it may be possible to detect donkey
voting, in which case the voter ranks the candidates according to their position on
the ballot [250]. However, suppose the candidates are printed to the preferential
ballot sheets in random order. In that case, it becomes impossible to exploit the
acoustic side-channel as the attacker cannot connect the candidate names to the
choices made by the voter.
There are two main options for limiting the risk from acoustic side-channel
leakages. First, it should be made difficult to hide microphones in the voting
booths and the voting booths should be inspected to make sure that there are no
hidden microphones. Second, in principle, it is possible to change the design of
the ballot sheet to reduce the amount of information that can leak. However, as the
likelihood for such an attack is rather low, it is unlikely that the design of the ballot
would be changed just to reduce the leakages from the acoustic side-channel.

4.3. A side-channel against paper voting – mark detection
The amount of information that could be leaked through an acoustic side-channel
heavily depends on the design of the ballot. For example, only a few countries use
ballots where the candidate numbers have to be written on the ballot sheets [272].
Instead, voters are often asked to show their preference by marking the candidates
listed on a ballot. In such cases, the acoustic side-channel that allows reconstructing digits does not apply as the voters mark checkboxes instead of writing
numbers.
When checkboxes are used to mark the preferences, all candidate names have
to be printed on the ballot sheet. However, in some elections, there can be hundreds or thousands of candidates. On these occasions, the ballot sheet has to be
quite large to fit all of the names.
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Examples of such candidate lists can be seen in Figures 5 and 9, which depict
ballots that have been used in some German and Dutch elections. Both of these
list hundreds of candidates. Ballots with similar sizes have also been used in
Australia, e.g., for the Victorian Senate elections in 2013 [77].

Figure 9. Dutch general election ballot sheet from 2017. Image author: 1Veertje, licence:
CC BY-SA 3.0, source: https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Ballot_2
017_Dutch_general_elections_-_1.jpg.

The large ballot sheets that cover most of the voting booth table lead to a
new side-channel leakage. Although the sound of filling the checkboxes does
not directly reveal anything about the vote, it turns out that the source of the
sound gives information about the voter’s selection. For example, the Dutch ballot
sheet depicted in Figure 9 lists party candidates in columns. Such a design allows
determining the location where the sound is emitted to predict which party the
voter voted for. More importantly, the information could be used to eliminate
a majority of the candidates and parties from the possible choices that the voter
made.
These observations led us to the question of how feasible it is to implement
a proof-of-concept attack against the privacy of paper-based voting. It turned
out that with suitably placed sensors, it is possible to determine the origin of the
signal and use it as a side-channel [197]. An overview of the experiments that we
conducted while investigating the side-channel is given in the next sections.
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4.3.1. Finding an optimal setup
Multiple sensors are required to pinpoint the origin of the signal. We had already
observed in the previous experiments that the sound of a pen scratching the surface
travels in the table plate through vibrations in the material. Therefore, we knew
that it should be possible to use sensors attached to the corners of the table plate
to capture the signal of the pen or pencil touching the ballot paper.
Our initial idea was to attach multiple microphones to the table to locate the
signal by using time difference of arrival (TDOA) [292, 151]. Thus, we created
a setup, which allowed us to conduct experiments. As we did not know how
the structure of table material would affect the results, we decided to build two
tables out of different materials. One of the table plates was built from melaminecovered chipboard, and the other was from glued timber. Both had dimensions of
80×60 cm.
Next, we needed to find suitable sensors to capture the signal. Literature review revealed that piezoelectric elements might work in such a scenario [271].
However, we only had access to cheap piezoelectric elements, which could not
capture the signal.
Before purchasing more expensive sensors, we decided to test the approach
that relied on microphones. It turned out that the cheap electret microphone amplifier MAX4466 could capture the signal when attached to the table plate.
We used Arduino Due as the computing platform due to the processing power
of its ATMEL SAM3X8E ARM Cortex-M3 CPU, which ran at 84 MHz. The
scheme for the microphone connection to Arduino Due can be seen in Figure 10.
We had to use at least three microphones to identify the location of the signal.
However, we decided to include also the fourth one in our setup as it allowed
for their symmetrical placement to the corners of the table. While it would have
been possible to add more microphones to increase the accuracy of locating the
signal’s origin, such an approach would also have its downsides. Namely, there
is only one analog-digital converter (ADC) in Arduino Due, which prevents the
signals from multiple microphones from being processed in parallel. This creates
a time delay before the ADC can process the signal from the next microphone.
Thus, by increasing the number of microphones, it takes more time for the emitted
audio signal to be read by all of the microphones, which may result in a decreased
accuracy. Fortunately, the ADC does not have to wait between the conversions as
it can work in the free-running mode, which allows starting the next conversion
right after the previous one has finished. For our device, the free-running mode
had a working frequency close to 600kHZ.
Next, we had to attach the Arduino Due and the microphones to the table
plate. As we aimed to build a proof-of-concept device to measure the information
leaked through the acoustic side-channel, we did not conceal the device. Instead,
we decided to tape our setup to the table plate.
There are two possibilities for attaching the microphones. First, it is possible
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Figure 10. Connection scheme for Arduino Due and four MAX4466 microphone amplifiers. The image originates from [197].

to tape them to the surface of the table plate. Second, the microphones could be
placed into holes that are specially drilled into the table plate. The latter approach
would provide cover for the microphones, which would both hide the devices and
possibly also reduce the amount of background noise. In addition, we thought that
such a placement would allow for better contact with the table plate, which would
help to pick up faint signals.
We decided to test both approaches. Thus, the first experiments were performed with the microphones taped to the surface of the table plate and the following experiments with drilled-in microphones. The microphone on MAX4466
has a diameter close to 1cm, while the circuit board has dimensions of 1×2cm
(see Figure 11). Therefore, we decided to drill a hole only for the microphone
and not hide the circuit board of MAX4466. Although one of our motivations was
to increase the quality of the captured signal, the following experiments did not
show such results. It turned out that the table plate materials made it difficult to
place the microphones in the drilled holes so that the whole microphone would
touch the table plate.
Finally, the experimental setup consisted of a custom-built table and four electret microphone amplifiers connected to Arduino Due based development board.
The setup can be seen in Figure 12.
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Figure 11. Both sides of the MAX4466 electret microphone amplifier are placed next to
a 10 cent coin. This image originates from [197].

Figure 12. Experimental setup from below (melamine-covered chipboard). The image
originates from [197].
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4.3.2. Determining the origin of the sound
Using the experimental setup, it was possible to figure out how the captured data
could be processed. The signal coming from the microphone shows the voltage
level at the time of the measurement [16]. However, as the microphone is continuously listening, there is always some background noise. So the first task was to
isolate the signals that we wanted to capture. To do that, we decided to compare
the output from the microphones with a reference value that acts as a threshold for
identifying a sufficiently strong signal.
We considered two methods for determining the origin of the signal. As the
first option, we considered using signal strength as it is likely to correlate with the
proximity of the microphones. If this is the case, measurements should show that
the signal’s strength decreases with the increase of the distance from the location
where the sound was emitted. We planned to capture these differences by measuring the total energy of the signals for each of the microphones. The energy of the
signal x(t) can be calculated with the formula
Z ∞

(x(t))2 dt ,

−∞

which can be approximated by
N−1

∑ (x(i))2

i=0

where i marks the reading and x(i) the amplitude of the sampled signal during the
i-th reading.
The other option for locating the origin of the signal is to measure the time difference of arrival (TDOA). The measurement is triggered by the first microphone
that captures the signal. That time-point is taken as a baseline to determine how
much time it takes for the signal to reach each of the other microphones.
Although the information gathered by measuring TDOA could be used to find
an analytical solution, it requires knowledge about the speed of the signal. However, the speed of sound in wooden materials varies. Furthermore, if the structure
of the material is non-uniform, the speed of sound may differ depending on the
direction the signal moves. Thus, instead of finding an analytical solution, we
decided to collect test data so that it would be possible to approach the problem
with classification algorithms.
We ran experiments and concluded that measuring the TDOA outperformed
measuring the amplitude of the signal. We are not fully sure what were the reasons
for this, but one of the guesses is that the signal might reflect from the edges of
the table plate [278] and thereby add noise. Importantly, this type of problem does
not significantly affect the approach that is based on measuring the time delays.
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4.3.3. Data collection and classification
Once the optimal method for pinpointing the signal’s location was determined, the
next step was to measure its accuracy. For that, we needed to collect labelled test
data so that each data point would consist of the readings of all of the microphones
along with the coordinate where the sound was emitted. Thus, we had to select a
coordinate system for the table plates while considering the physical limitations
like the speed of sound.
The speed of sound in wood is approximately 3 . . .6 km/s depending on the
type and density of the wood, its moisture level, and the movement direction [311,
38]. However, wood-based composite materials have slightly lower speeds, which
usually fall into the range of 2 . . .3 km/s[46]. In addition, the structure of the
composite materials is more uniform compared to wood planks, which causes the
sound velocity to be less dependent on its movement direction.
The ADC in our setup works with a frequency close to 600kHz, but the four
sequentially read microphones have to share the ADC. Thereby, each of the microphones is read with a frequency close to 150kHz.
Based on that information, it is now possible to calculate the minimum distance
that can be measured between two consequent reads with our setup. To find an
estimate for the minimal measurable distance value, we assumed that the speed of
sound in wood-based composite materials is equal to 3 km/s, which results in a
distance of
3 km
s
150000 1s

=

3000m
= 2cm .
150000

Due to the uncertainty of the speed of sound in our setup and also to cover for
additional measurement errors, we decided to split the table plate into 4 × 5 cm
cells. Thereby, the 80 × 60 cm plate was divided into a 20 × 12 grid, which we
used as a basis for determining the coordinates.
As the setup was complete, we could start collecting test data. For that, we
mimicked the process of using a pencil to mark a field on a ballot sheet. As a first
approach, we wrote the marks on a paper sheet that was placed in a suitable place
on the table plate. By looking at the measured time delays, the signal quality
seemed to be sufficient. However, it turned out that using a paper sheet is not
the optimal way to capture thousands of data points. Moving the paper sheet
thousands of times would hurt the precision, add noise, and slow down the data
collection. Thus, to simplify the process, we decided to write the marks directly
to the table plate.
We drew the grid to the table plate, resulting in 240 cells. Each time a cell was
marked, the microphones captured the corresponding timing information. More
specifically, for each such event, we captured the values t1 ,t2 ,t3 ,t4 , which represent the times when each of the four microphones detected the signal. As our
goal was to compare the time delays, we were interested in the time deltas with
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respect to the time when the first microphone picked up the signal. Thus, for each
data point, we stored the following tuple (t1 − t,t2 − t,t3 − t,t4 − t, x, y), where
t = min{t1 ,t2 ,t3 ,t4 } and x, y represent the coordinates of the cell in the table plate.
In total, 10 . . . 15 marks were made to the centres of each of these cells. The
resulting table plate can be seen in Figure 13.

Figure 13. Cells and markings on a table (glued timber plate). The image originates
from [197].

Once we had the data, we were able to begin with the classification task to
predict in which cell the data point was created. We tried out five classification
algorithms: k-Nearest Neighbour (k-NN), a weighted version of k-NN, Gradient
Boosting Classifier, Multi-Layer Perception Classifier and Random Forest Classifier [124]. It turned out that k-NN-based classifiers gave the best accuracy. An
overview of the results is given in Table 4.
Table 4. Accuracy of the classifiers which were tried out while building an acoustic sidechannel in [197].

Method
Weighted k-NN
k-NN
Random Forest Classifier
Gradient Boosting Classifier
MLP Classifier

Accuracy
90.4%
89.2%
87.3%
84.6%
16.3%

To run k-NN, we had to select a suitable distance metric and the value for the
parameter k, which determines how many neighbours are considered when classifying a new data point. Based on the structure of the data points, we decided to
compare the following three distance metrics: Canberra, Euclidean, and Bray Curtis. Testing revealed that the Bray Curtis metric resulted in the highest prediction
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accuracy when used with k = 5.
Given two data points u = (u1 , u2 , u3 , u4 ) and v = (v1 , v2 , v3 , v4 ), their Bray
Curtis distance is defined as
dBC (u, v) =

∑4k=1 |uk − vk |
.
∑4k=1 (|uk | + |vk |)

For the weighted version of k-NN, weights have to be set. These were defined
in the form of 1/d e , such that d is the selected distance metric and e represents
the weight. Before determining the optimal value for the weight exponent, we
experimented with values of e being taken from the set {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}.
The initial step of weighted k-NN works similarly to regular k-NN as the new
data point v is compared to the values in the training set according to the selected
distance metric. This results in k closest data points u1 , u2 , . . . , uk being identified.
As a next step, the data points are grouped according to their labels, which in
our case means the cell coordinates. In the case of weighted k-NN, the weights
are determined for the found data points according to the formula
ni

1

∑ (d(ui, j , v))e ,

j=1

where ui denotes the data point, which belongs to group i and e is the weight
exponent. Thus, {ui,1 , ui,2 , . . . , ui,ni } is the set of tuples in the ith group, which
means that they all have the same label. After calculating the weights for different
groups, the group with the largest weight is selected as the winner. Thus, the label
associated with the winning group is assigned to the data point v that was being
classified.
4.3.4. Prediction accuracy
Having found the optimal classification algorithm, the next step was to evaluate
the accuracy of predicting the coordinates for the data points.
Our setup consisted of two table plates, which were made of different composite wooden materials. We had the option to either tape the microphones to the
surface of the table plate or drill them in. This resulted in four possible combinations for the setup, and we collected test data for each of these.
To evaluate the applicability of such a side-channel, we wanted to know how
accurately could the origin of a recorded signal be determined. As the candidates
from the same party are commonly placed into the same column in the ballot
sheet, we were interested not only in determining the correct cell but also the
correct column. Thus, we measured the accuracies of
1. predicting the correct 4 × 5 cm cell,
2. predicting the correct column,
3. predicting the area that includes the correct cell and the eight neighbouring
cells (i.e. 3 × 3 cells that form a 12 × 15 cm rectangle).
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We used 10-fold cross-validation to measure the accuracies, which meant that
the dataset was iteratively distributed into 10 subsets. Nine of these were used for
training and the resulting one for validation. The experiments were run 500 times.
The resulting average accuracies are presented in Table 5.
Table 5. Prediction accuracy for the experiments that were used to evaluate the acoustic
side-channel for mark detection [197].

Test setup
Chipboard, drilled mics
Chipboard, taped mics
Glued timber, drilled mics
Glued timber, taped mics

1 × 1 cell
90.44%
81.07%
71.29%
77.61%

3 × 3 cell
98.77%
94.14%
87.89%
89.62%

Column
93.71%
85.23%
75.42%
80.35%

We can see from Table 5 that the highest accuracy was achieved with a chipboardbased table plate that had the microphones drilled in. The prediction accuracy of
this setup was close to 90% when considering the exact location of the signal. The
same prediction for the table plate made of glued timber had significantly lower
accuracy, which was probably caused by the less uniform structure of the wooden
planks that were glued together.
Interestingly, with the glued timber plate, the accuracy was higher if the microphones were taped to the surface of the table plate. The reason was probably in
our inability to drill flat-surfaced holes due to the structure of the wood and also
due to the shape of the used drill bit. Thus, the microphone was probably not fully
in contact with the surface of the plate.
Finally, we measured the error rate of our predictions to see whether the prediction accuracy is uniformly distributed in the cells on the table plate. For that,
we calculated the ratio of incorrect classifications and used heatmaps to visualise
the results. The heatmaps displayed in Figure 14 do not seem to show systematic
classification errors.
4.3.5. Discussion
The experiments showed that, in principle, it is possible to reconstruct the location
where the voter marks the ballot sheet. However, this does not automatically mean
that such an attack is practical.
First, the microphones would have to be placed into the voting booths, which
requires physical access. Second, the recording equipment would have to be
stealthy so that the voters would not detect it. Third, the noise level in the real
world may make the attack impractical. Fourth, the voter would have to be identified to tie an identity to a vote. Fifth, the risk could be probably mitigated by
building the voting booth tables out of materials that are bad at carrying sound
waves.
Although our study did not consider all of the real-world scenarios, we can
make some educated guesses. For example, when considering how to place and
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(a) Chipboard, drilled mics

(b) Chipboard, taped mics

(c) Glued timber, drilled mics

(d) Glued timber, taped mics

Figure 14. The heatmaps illustrate the error ratio distribution across the experiments. The
axes represent the coordinates of the 80×60 cm plate, which was divided into a 20×12
grid. The lighter coloured cells represent low error ratios, while the darker coloured cells
represent higher error ratios. The image originates from [197].

hide the microphones, there are two main attack scenarios. One involves an insider
who has access to the voting booth, which significantly simplifies the deployment
of recording equipment. On the other hand, an external attacker would have to
modify the voting equipment either while it is in storage or after it has been deployed to the voting station. The latter requires access either during off-hours or
the ability to attach the microphones while election officials are present. This process is somewhat simplified if the voting booth contains a curtain that hides what
is being done inside the booth.
It is unclear how much the noisy environment would affect such an attack. This
could be measured by setting up a study, which involves asking people to vote in
mock-up elections. However, noise reduction would likely have to be applied for
the attack to work.
The issue related to identifying voters once again depends on who is the attacker. In the case of a malicious election official, it may be possible to use the
information provided by the voter to connect the name to the vote. However, an
external attacker would have to either monitor the voting station or find a way
to automate this process. A small-scale coercion attack may work even when a
single attacker monitors the people who enter the voting booths. To scale up the
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attack and observe multiple voting stations, the attacker would have to hire more
observers or use technology for this task.
One option is to use face detection to check which voters enter the voting
booths. However, there are multiple difficulties in using this approach in practice.
For example, an attacker would need to have a camera in the voting station. Interestingly, it turns out that sometimes it can be trivial to capture such information
in case web cameras are placed in the voting stations with the aim of increasing
transparency [229, 170]. Still, a camera on its own is not sufficient to match faces
with names as it is unlikely that a coercer can access a database that contains
high-quality images of voters.2 Although, this assumption may not hold in case
the election organiser is involved in the attack. However, an attacker who plans to
buy votes may ask the willing voters to upload their photographs. It may also be
possible to scrape social media profiles to gather voters’ photographs. Our experiments have revealed that once reference photos are available, facial recognition
can be implemented by using simple, readily available components [197].
Unsurprisingly, it turns out that technology can be applied to attack regular
paper-based voting systems, although they are often considered superior to electronic voting systems. Furthermore, as it has become possible to use smartphones
and other devices to record the vote casting process, it is questionable whether a
voting booth can provide privacy for a coerced voter [48].
The aforementioned attacks against vote privacy once again highlight the need
to re-evaluate the security of existing voting systems. The proof-of-concept acoustic side-channel attacks targeted the vote privacy of paper-based elections, but
these are not the only issues with existing voting systems. For example, the lack
of cryptographic integrity checks puts pressure on election observers to guarantee
that the results are not tampered with. However, modern cryptography makes it
possible to improve integrity guarantees of voting systems, including paper-based
voting systems [281]. One of the reasons why such voting protocols are not used
by default lies in the conflict between vote privacy and integrity guarantees. If
the legislation requires votes to remain secret, it becomes questionable whether
end-to-end verifiable voting systems can be implemented. The advancement of
technology further complicates this issue and adds another controversy. As it is
possible to record the vote casting process in the voting booth, absolute vote privacy can not be achieved, at least not when the voter is willing to record the vote.
Thus, it has to be analysed whether implementing verifiability measures would
introduce additional privacy leakages compared to privacy leakages in existing
voting systems.
We can see that achieving absolute vote privacy and coercion-resistance is in2 As

a counterargument, it could be said that the photos may be bought from hackers. For
example, it was revealed in 2021 that a hacker downloaded close to 280 thousand document photos
from an information system belonging to the Estonian state [318]. Similarly, a hacker managed
to breach the Argentinian governmental database in 2021 and copy information related to national
identity cards, including document photos [72].
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feasible in practice. Thus, some level of coercion has to be considered acceptable.
This raises the question of what is the acceptable level of privacy and coercionresistance that the voting system must provide. For example, one reason why
end-to-end verifiability is sometimes disregarded when considering remote voting
systems is that it increases the risk of coercion and vote buying. However, the
coercion risks introduced by end-to-end verifiability may not significantly differ
from the risks in existing voting systems, especially if postal voting is considered.
If the election organisers accept that absolute vote privacy and coercion-resistance
can not be provided, it may lead to end-to-end verification being introduced also
for paper-based election systems. For example, in 2021, Benaloh described how
verification could be added to postal voting [49].
Both in paper-based voting systems and electronic voting systems, one of the
main threats comes from insiders. By introducing end-to-end verification, the
insider threat to the vote integrity would be significantly reduced, while voters
would be given an opportunity to prove how they voted. In general, it is important
to prevent large scale coercion attacks, regardless of whether the vote privacy is
violated in voting stations, via malware, or by the voters themselves by abusing
the functionalities offered by the voting protocol.
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5. IMPROVING VOTING PRIVACY AND VOTE
INTEGRITY IN THE ESTONIAN I-VOTING SYSTEM
In this chapter, we give an overview of the i-voting system used in Estonia, describe the client-side issues of the Estonian i-voting system, and analyse the possible mitigation measures. We show that some of the client-side risks can be reduced by creating a microcontroller-based voting application. Finally, we analyse
the security aspects of introducing a smartphone-based voting application.

5.1. Overview of i-voting in Estonia
The Estonian i-voting system has been in continuous development since the beginning of the first decade of the 21st century. It has its origin in the supporting
legislation, which led the path to the adoption of i-voting. Passing of the Digital
Signatures Act in 2000 laid the groundwork for introducing ID cards [4]. In 2002,
Riigikogu Election Act was passed and, among other things, it mentioned vote
casting over the internet [7]. In 2005, legislation was passed that allowed i-voting
to be used for the municipal elections [8] and in 2006, Riigikogu Election Act was
amended such that i-voting could be used for parliamentary elections in 2007 [9].
In 2001, two analyses were published that covered the feasibility of implementing an i-voting system in Estonia. One of these analyses concluded that, in
principle, it was possible to introduce i-voting already in 2002 [304]. The other
analysis recommended doing research in the field of i-voting so that i-voting could
be introduced in four to eight years [212].
In 2003, Estonian National Electoral Committee (NEC) initiated a project to
introduce i-voting [126]. As a part of the project, an i-voting scheme was created [83, 84]. In addition, a security analysis was published, which stated that an
optimal solution had to be found between the targeted security level and implementation complexity [24, 164]. As a compromise, the scheme relied on strong
trust assumptions. More specifically, the security analysis stated the following
(translated from Estonian): “The other side of the compromise or, in principle,
the weak point of the scheme, is the need to trust central servers and computers of
the voters. Is such a compromise reasonable? In our opinion – yes.” [24, 164].
I-voting was first used in Estonia during the municipal elections in 2005 [164].
Starting from 2007, it has been used for parliamentary elections and since 2009
also for the European Parliament elections. Over the years, i-voting has become
one of the main vote casting channels. While in the municipal elections in 2005,
only 1.9% percent of votes were cast over the internet, in the municipal elections
in 2021, the percentage rose to 46.9% [93].
Estonian i-voting system has strong foundations in electronic identities (e-IDs)
and e-services provided by the Estonian state. The Identity Documents Act states
that an ID card is mandatory for Estonian citizens who are at least 15 years old [3].
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Figure 15. A screenshot of the Estonian i-voting application used in 2007. The screenshot displays a voting application that is configured for mock elections. Image source:
archived website of the Estonian National Electoral Committee [81].

The usage of ID cards made it possible to reliably authenticate voters.
ID card is a smart card-based identity document issued by the state. It can be
used to authenticate the card owner digitally and to issue legally binding digital
signatures. The chip of the ID card contains two key pairs, one for issuing legally
binding signatures, and the other one is mainly used for authentication. By default,
the card is issued with two valid certificates, one for each key pair. However, the
certificates can be revoked if the card owner does not want to use the electronic
functionalities provided by the ID card.
In addition to the ID card, it is possible to acquire the following non-mandatory
electronic identities: Mobile-ID, digital identity card (digi-ID), e-resident’s digiID, diplomatic ID, residence permit card and Smart-ID 1 [36]. These electronic
identities can be used to issue legally binding signatures and digitally authenticate
the owner of the e-ID. While it has been possible to use the ID card for i-voting
since 2005, this has not been the case for Mobile-ID. The option to use Mobile-ID
to cast a vote was introduced for the parliamentary elections in 2011 [138]. As
of 2021, the Estonian i-voting system supports the ID card 2 and Mobile-ID for
authenticating the voters and signing the ballots.
Out of the e-services and infrastructure provided by the Estonian state, a few
are required for the i-voting system to function. For example, national public key
infrastructure (PKI) forms the basis for electronic identities, making it possible to
issue digital signatures and identify voters. In addition, an e-population register
is used to create and update the list of eligible voters. Starting from the local
municipal elections in the autumn of 2021, a new election information system
1 Smart-ID

is not state-issued. As of 2021, it has not been possible to use Smart-ID for i-voting.
some cases, other electronic identities can also be used. For example, from the technical
point of view, the digi-ID and residence permit card function as an ID card. Thus, if a permanent
resident is eligible to vote, the residence permit card can be used for authentication and signing the
ballot.
2 In
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(VIS3) is used. Among other things, it unifies the handling of voter lists between
polling stations and the i-voting system by replacing paper-based voter lists with
an electronic version [321].
The software used for i-voting has been significantly modified over the course
of time since i-voting was introduced. Between 2005 and 2009, one of the voting
clients was based on ActiveX component running in Internet Explorer [80, 82, 32].
However, as Internet Explorer lost its dominant market share, it was replaced
with a stand-alone voting application that the voter had to download from the
election website. For MacOS and Linux users, this had already been the case since
2005 [79, 78]. The user interface of the stand-alone voting application has seen
minor changes since i-voting was introduced. This is illustrated by Figures 15,
16, 17 that display the voting clients used in 2007, 2010, and 2021.

Figure 16. A screenshot of the Estonian i-voting application used in 2011. The screenshot displays a voting application that is configured for mock elections. Image source:
archived website of the Estonian National Electoral Committee [85].

The first major change to the Estonian i-voting system was introduced in 2013
by adding smartphone-based individual verifiability [169]. The smartphone-based
verification application allows the voter to scan the QR-code displayed by the voting application after the vote is cast. By using the information read from the QRcode, the verification application downloads the voter’s ballot and displays the
candidate’s name.3 The motivation to add individual verifiability originated from
the parliamentary elections in 2011, which was subject to a proof-of-concept attack that aimed to highlight the issues related to untrusted end-user devices [169].
The next major upgrade to the Estonian i-voting system (codenamed IVXV)
was introduced in 2017, resulting in the server-side of the i-voting system being
3 More

detailed information about the verification application is given in Section 5.1.1.
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Figure 17. A screenshot of the i-voting application that illustrated the guidelines for
the elections held in 2021. In practice, the voting application used in 2021 was almost
identical to the one shown here. Image source: archived website of the Estonian National
Electoral Committee and the State Electoral Office [92].

rewritten [165]. The upgrade aimed to add verifiability to the back-end of the
voting system such that the integrity of elections would not depend on procedural
security measures. While the changes in 2013 were motivated by the proof-ofconcept attack conducted in 2011, the changes in 2017 were partially motivated
by the security analysis of the Estonian Internet Voting System by Springall et al.,
which was published in 2014 [293].
The upgrade in 2017 added four significant changes to the back-end system.
First, an independent registration service was introduced to register all received
ballots to an append-only private bulletin board. Second, a re-encryption mix-net
was added to the voting system to separate identities from encrypted ballots while
issuing a cryptographic proof that the ballots were not modified. Third, verifiable
decryption was added, which makes it possible to cryptographically verify that
decryption was performed correctly. Fourth, the private key for the elections was
threshold secret-shared between several trustees.4
The functionalities that were added in 2017 allow external auditors to verify
that no votes are added or removed by the back-end system. In addition, it can be
cryptographically verified that all valid registered votes are correctly counted. As
the usage of a mix-net made it possible to anonymise the ballots, it was no longer
4 Before

2017, the election private key was generated and stored in an HSM [84]. Several National Electoral Committee members had to use their keycards to activate private key operations in
the HSM.
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required that the ballots be decrypted in an HSM,5 and instead, it was permitted
to use an air-gapped computer [244].
5.1.1. Architecture of the Estonian i-voting system
The Estonian i-voting system consists of client-side components and server-side
components. The client-side is composed of a voting application and a verification application. The main components of the back-end are the following: the vote
collector service, the vote registration service, the vote processing application, the
mixing application, the key application (used in the vote-counting server), the audit application, the vote signing service, and the voter identification service [90].
An overview of the Estonian i-voting system’s architecture is depicted in Figure 18.
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Figure 18. The figure gives an overview of the Estonian i-voting system, which has
been used since 2017. The vote is denoted by cv and randomness used for ElGamal
encryption by r. The dashed arrows describe the processes that happen once the voting
period has ended. In these processes, the collector and the registration service deliver the
signed ballots (DVC ) and the signed timestamps (DRS ) to the processing application. More
information about the depicted system can be found from [243, 169, 165]. The illustration
is based on the figure from [33].

The general architecture of the Estonian i-voting system can be compared to
the double envelope system used for advance voting in case the vote is cast outside the polling district of the voter. In the double envelope system, the voter is
5 Another likely reason is that the HSM-s did not support all of the cryptographic operations
used in IVXV.
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first identified in person with the help of a state-provided identity document and
then given a ballot sheet along with two envelopes. The voter privately fills in the
ballot, inserts it into a blank envelope and seals it. Next, the voter inserts the blank
envelope containing the ballot into the second envelope, which contains information about the voter, and seals the envelope. Finally, the resulting envelope is
inserted into the ballot box. Once the voting period is over, the ballot box containing the advance votes is opened, the outer envelopes removed, and the anonymous
blank envelopes mixed. After mixing the blank envelopes, the connections to the
voters’ identities should be removed, and thus the corresponding ballots can be
opened and tallied.
A similar process is happening also in the case of i-voting. First, the voter
downloads the voting application and runs it on a PC. The communication between the voting application and the voting system’s servers is protected by TLS.6
The voting application asks the voter to use an e-ID for authentication. Once it
succeeds, the candidate list is displayed,7 and the voter can choose who to vote for.
After the choice is made, the vote (cv ) is encrypted with ElGamal using encryption
randomness r generated by the voting application, and the election-specific public key, which is integrated into the voting application. The resulting cryptogram
Enc(cv , r) can be compared to the anonymous inner envelope from the double envelope system. To confirm the choice, the voter is asked to use an e-ID to sign
the encrypted ballot Enc(cv , r). The voter’s digital signature represents the outer
envelope from the double envelope system.
Next, the encrypted and signed ballot Sig(Enc(cv , r)) is sent to the vote collector service, which registers the vote with the help of an external registration
service that is independent of the rest of the back-end components. More specifically, the vote collector hashes the ballot Sig(Enc(cv , r)) and signs the result,
which is then sent to the registration service [160]. The registration service stores
the hash, adds a timestamp to the hash and signs it. The resulting signed value
(timestamp) is returned to the collector, who delivers it to the voting application.
The voting application uses the timestamp to verify that the registration service
registered the ballot.
Each ballot is tied to a vote reference (vr). The vote reference can be used
in a limited time frame after the vote has been cast to query the ballot from the
vote collector. This allows voters to verify their vote to check whether the cast
vote was correctly received and recorded in the voting system. Once the vote has
been cast, the voting application displays a QR-code that can be read by a special smartphone-based verification application.8 The QR-code encodes the vote
reference (vr) and the randomness (r) used for ElGamal encryption. If the voter
6 The

certificates of the servers with which the voting application communicates are pinned into
the voting application.
7 Depending on the type of elections, voter’s residential address in the electronic population
register may determine which candidate list is displayed in the voting application.
8 The verification application is available for iOS and Android.
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decides to verify the vote, the smartphone application asks the voter to scan the
QR-code displayed by the voting application. However, it is important to note that
to reduce the risk of coercion, the legislation sets a limit 9 for both the number of
times the cast vote can be verified and to the time window when the cast vote can
be verified [7]. The verification application uses the vote reference (vr) to download the signed and encrypted ballot Sig(Enc(cv , r)) along with the timestamp (ts)
issued by the registration service. Next, the timestamp is verified, and the candidate’s name (cv ) is displayed. The candidate’s name is recovered with the help
of the election public key and ElGamal randomness (r) that was read from the
QR-code.
Once the election period ends, the vote collector and the registration service
digitally sign their corresponding datasets and send them to the processing application. Thus, the processing application receives a set of signed ballots (DC )
from the vote collector and a set of signed timestamps (DRS ) from the registration
service. The processing application checks that the registration service registered
each ballot and that the collector delivered over all of the registered ballots to the
processing application. Next, the stored ballots are processed to remove ballots
that were cancelled by re-votes or paper votes. Thereafter, the signatures of the
remaining ballots are separated. The set of encrypted votes (B1 ) is sent through
a re-encryption mix-net that re-randomises the encrypted ballots to prevent the
ballots from being linked to voters’ signatures, and thereby to their identities. The
mixing application outputs a proof for the shuffle (Proo fmix ), which can be audited to verify that the mix-net behaved correctly. The proof shows that the set
of encrypted ballots B1 inserted into the mixing application was re-encrypted into
the set of ballots B2 without changing the votes contained in the ballots.
The resulting set of re-encrypted votes B2 is moved to an air-gapped machine
(vote counting server) for decryption and tallying. However, the election private
key is not available to that machine during the election period. After key generation, the private key was secret-shared and distributed between a predetermined
number of trustees [90, 91]. To perform decryption and tallying, a threshold number of trustees have to use their smart cards, which contain the key shares. Once
the private key has been restored, the air-gapped machine decrypts the votes. In
addition, it provides a proof of correct decryption (Proo fdec ), which lets auditors to verify that the election results were calculated from the set of re-encrypted
votes B2 that originated from the mixing application. The timestamps from the
registration service, proof from the mixing application (Proo fmix ), and proof of
correct decryption (Proo fdec ) make it possible for auditors to verify that all ballots were signed by eligible voters, the votes were correctly counted, and no votes
were added, modified, or removed.
Configuration of the i-voting system has to be changed for each election. For
example, a new key pair is generated, and the corresponding public key is dis9 https://www.riigiteataja.ee/en/eli/ee/513012020003/consolide/#para48b6
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tributed to the voters with an updated version of the voting application. For the
parliamentary elections in 2019, a 3072-bit ElGamal key pair was generated.10 It
is estimated that ElGamal encryption that uses 3072-bit keys can provide confidentiality at least until 2028 [12].
5.1.2. Security properties and trust assumptions
IVXV documentation does not contain an explicit list of security properties that
the voting system must fulfil. To give a better overview of IVXV, we describe
how the security properties rely on trust assumptions. Although some of the
trust assumptions have been described in the scientific literature [165], a broader
overview of the trust assumptions is provided in Table 6.

K of N trustees

Key generation

Registration Service

Vote Collector

Software used by auditors

Election observers/auditors

E-ID used only by voter

E-population register

Election website

Verification device

Voting application

Voting device

Voter

Table 6. Security properties vs trust assumptions in IVXV.

Ballot secrecy
Coercionresistance
Confidentiality of
partial tally
Cast-as-intended
verification
Recorded-as-cast
#
G #
H
verification
Tally integrity
#
G #
H
Only eligible
voters can vote
One vote per voter
Availability
= displays verification QR-code
#
H = does not to collude with Vote Collector
= is trusted
#
G = does not collude with Registration Service

Ballot secrecy. A malicious voting device, verification device, verification application, or voting application would be able to violate ballot secrecy. Similarly,
the voter can use the verification application to prove how the vote was cast. However, due to the possibility to re-vote, neither the malicious software nor the voter
10 The

same key length was also used for municipal elections in 2021.
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can prove whether the cast vote will reach the tallying phase. The server-side of
IVXV processes encrypted ballots and the ballots are anonymised before the tallying phase. Thus, to violate ballot secrecy, the election-specific decryption key
would have to leak either during key generation or at least K of N trustees would
have to collude to restore the private key.
Coercion-resistance. Re-voting is used to provide coercion-resistance. The
voter can also vote on paper, which cancels the i-vote. However, for the mitigation
measure to be effective, the voter must be aware and willing to use the possibility
to re-vote. In addition, to cast a new i-vote, voters must have control over their
e-ID. Furthermore, it is assumed that the coercer does not have control over the
voter’s voting device as otherwise, it would be possible to detect whether the voter
complies or casts a re-vote. It is also assumed that the election organiser does not
play the role of a coercer as the Vote Collector and Registration Service can see
which voters voted and whether re-votes were cast.
Confidentiality of partial tally. The voting application encrypts the vote with
the election-specific public key. Thus, a partial tally can not be found unless the
election-specific private key has leaked during key generation or at least K of N
trustees would have to collude to restore the private key.
Cast-as-intended verification. The voter can use the verification application to
fetch the cast ballot from the Vote Collector. The vote verification application
reads the contents of the QR-code displayed by the voting application to initiate vote verification. The verification application opens the downloaded ballot,
thereby letting the voter check whether the vote matches the vote that was cast.
Recorded-as-cast verification. The trust assumptions used for cast-as-intended
verification are expanded by having to trust that third parties cannot use voter’s
e-ID to cast a re-vote. In addition, the Vote Collector and Registration Service
must not collude as otherwise it would be possible to drop ballots.
Tally integrity. Similarly to recorded-as-cast verification, the Vote Collector
and Registration Service must not collude as otherwise it would be possible to
drop ballots. To verify tally integrity, election observers/auditors must not be malicious. They have to verify that the set of ballots collected by the Vote Collector
matches the set of ballots registered by the Registration Service and that the ballots were properly anonymised and decrypted. Some of these tasks are performed
with the help of verification software. For example, the software used to verify
mixing proofs and decryption proofs is a trusted component of the voting system.
Only eligible voters can vote. It is assumed that voters’ e-IDs are not used by
third parties. The election observers/auditors must not be malicious as they have
to check that the voting system only allows eligible voters to vote.
One vote per voter. The election observers/auditors have to verify that only the
last vote cast by each voter gets tallied. More specifically, it has to be checked that
the Processing Application functions correctly. In addition, third parties must not
be able to use the e-IDs belonging to other voters.
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Availability. The election website should be available as it is used to distribute
the voting application. Alternatively, another trusted communication channel between the election organisers and voters could be used to distribute the voting
application. To vote, both the Vote Collector and Registration Service have to be
available.
5.1.3. Electronic identities used by the Estonian i-voting system
Estonian i-voting system allows votes to be cast from a PC by using an ID card 11
or Mobile-ID. These e-IDs contain cryptographic keys that are bound to an identity via X.509 public-key certificates. While holding an ID card is mandatory for
Estonian citizens who are at least 15 years old [3], having a Mobile-ID is voluntary.
There have been multiple generations of ID cards used in Estonia. While the
first generations of ID cards used RSA keys, this is no longer the case. After a
flaw was found in Infineon’s RSA key generation algorithm in 2017, the cards
were updated to use elliptic curve cryptography (NIST P-384 curve) [254]. A
sample of the ID cards issued since 2018 is depicted in Figure 19.

Figure 19. A sample of an ID card (identity card) issued since 2018 [263].

The ID card is interfaced with a computer (or less commonly to a smartphone)
via a smart card reader, and dedicated software is required to communicate with
the chip. To unlock the private key operations on the ID card, a valid PIN code
has to be entered. However, unless a PIN pad-based smart card reader is used, the
PIN codes inserted from a keyboard could be read by malware that has infected the
corresponding computer. While such an attack is practically feasible to conduct,
by the time this thesis was written in mid-2021, there have not been any public
records of malware abusing access to the ID cards [254].
Mobile-ID is an e-ID designed to be used on mobile devices. The cryptographic functionalities of the Mobile-ID are provided by a smart card chip that is
distributed to the end-user in the form of a special SIM card.12 It can be acquired
11 It

is also possible to vote using other ID-card-based electronic identities, for example, digi-ID.
functions as a regular SIM card but, in addition, contains cryptographic keys and a USIM
application that provides the Mobile-ID functionalities [59].
12 It
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from a mobile operator, but an ID card must be used to activate the corresponding certificates [262]. Similarly to the ID cards, Mobile-ID also relies on elliptic
curve cryptography (NIST P-256 curve) with the Mobile-ID SIM card containing
separate key pairs for authentication and for issuing digital signatures [59, 25].
However, unlike ID cards, communication is implemented via OTA (Over The
Air) SMS messages [59].

5.2. Client-side issues in the Estonian i-voting system
Section 2.7 described the conflicting requirements for voting systems. As a result
of the conflicting requirements, i-voting protocols cannot completely fulfil all of
the security requirements that are usually expected from voting systems.
The design choices for the architecture and security features of the Estonian
i-voting scheme were made at the beginning of the new millennium. They were
affected by the available technology and computing resources. Thus, the initial
version of the Estonian i-voting system was made coercion-resistant, but neither
individual nor universal verifiability was implemented.13
The advancement of technology has made it possible to use zero-knowledge
proofs, run mix-nets and conduct end-to-end verifiable elections. However, applying these technologies is not straightforward.
By being end-to-end verifiable, the voting protocols provide a receipt for the
voter regarding their choice. The report about end-to-end verifiable internet voting by Kiniry et al. contains the following claim “No usable E2E-VIV protocol
in existing scientific literature has receipt freedom when the voting computer is
untrusted.” [188]. Thus, in the case of i-voting, end-to-end verifiability may simplify coercion by giving voters means to prove how the vote was cast. The risk of
coercion is one of the factors that complicate the decision-making regarding the
introduction of end-to-end verifiability.
The security guarantees offered by i-voting systems often depend on the correct implementation of mix-nets and zero-knowledge proofs, making these components a critical part of the voting system. The importance of these components
was illustrated in 2019 by the findings of severe implementation faults in zeroknowledge proofs and mix-nets, which were used in the Swiss i-voting system
developed by Scytl [154, 104]. This example once again supports the requirement to open-source the software components used for i-voting along with the
supporting documentation.
In addition to the advancement of technology, the capabilities of attackers have
also changed. The internet provides access to study materials and tools for people
who take the criminal path. Furthermore, it is now common for governments to
buy exploits and provide them for their cyber attack units [13]. Thus, the threat
13 Individual verifiability was implemented in 2013 [169], and the server-side was made verifiable
in 2017 [165].
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landscape is not the same as it was back in 2005 when the Estonian i-voting system was piloted. As the threats and risks can change over time, the security requirements and the existing protective measures used in voting systems have to
be regularly re-evaluated. In an ideal world, a fresh risk analysis would be made
before each election to find an optimal security configuration given the existing
threat level. That could be one of the inputs for deciding the balance between
coercion-resistance and verifiability.
Some of the weaknesses in the Estonian i-voting system are inherent to the
protocol’s design. As a by-product of providing coercion-resistance via re-voting,
the guarantees offered by individual verifiability are weakened. While the voter
can verify that the vote was correctly received and registered, it does not guarantee
that it is tallied. By using individual verification, the voter cannot detect whether
malware has cast or will cast a re-vote. Such an attack can endanger vote integrity
even when the server-side is auditable and works as intended.
Other general issues, not specific to the Estonian i-voting system, also affect
vote privacy. For example, when the voting protocol does not use code voting
to hide the names of the candidates, the voting device sees how the voter voted.
This can be a problem if the device is infected by malware or monitored by third
parties. In addition, information used for verification has to remain private as it
also could reveal how the vote was cast.
5.2.1. Malicious access to voter’s electronic identity
One of the weak spots in the Estonian i-voting system lies in the voter’s computer.
Malware on the voter’s device could attack both vote secrecy and vote integrity.
However, having control over the voter’s computer while the vote is being cast
may not be sufficient if an attacker aims to change the vote without being detected
by vote verification. The real risk lies in the possibility of an attacker having
access to the electronic identities belonging to the voters. That would give an
attacker the possibility to cast votes on behalf of voters without being detected by
the vote verification application.
In general, there are two ways how an attacker could access voters’ electronic
identities. First, an attacker could compromise the device interfaced with the eID. Second, a systematic failure related to the e-IDs could lead to an attacker
accessing the corresponding cryptographic keys. The former can happen when
the infected computer forwards attacker’s requests to the e-ID. The latter could
happen via novel cryptographic attacks, mismanagement of the issuing process
of e-IDs, and failure of the hardware used to store the cryptographic keys. While
there have been multiple security issues with the Estonian ID cards [253], they are
not known to have affected i-voting.
When comparing the ID card and Mobile-ID, one of the differences lies in the
fact that the Mobile-ID SIM card is always connected to the device while the ID
card may be detached or interfaced with a computer via a PIN pad-based reader.
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The possibility to use a PIN pad-based reader has multiple advantages. First, it
prevents keyloggers from accessing the PIN codes. Second, some card readers
contain a PIN-firewall, which only allows PIN codes to be entered by pressing
the buttons on the reader. This is an efficient measure against malware as it requires human interaction before the ID card can be used. Thereby, a PIN firewall
effectively prevents malware from being able to authorise private key operations.
Although the card readers that have a PIN firewall significantly increase the security level, they are rarely used, and the devices have mostly disappeared from the
local market.
Although an ID card could also be interfaced with a smartphone, it is uncommon due to the lack of suitable card readers and compatible web browsers. This
leaves Mobile-ID as the primary target when the attacker aims to use infected
smartphones to influence the election outcome.
Now, let us view a few options on how malware on a voter’s device could
attack vote integrity by having access to a voter’s e-ID. First, it is possible for
malware to silently interfere with the voting process to change the vote while
relying on the voter to use the e-ID to submit the modified vote. Second, malware
may capture the PIN codes and wait until an ID card is connected to the computer
to cast a vote in a background process [293]. A similar attack could be launched
on smartphones if malware is able to confirm Mobile-ID transactions. Third, if
malware can not access the PIN codes, it can wait until the victim uses the ID card
for everyday purposes like online banking, which offers a possibility to trick the
user into entering PIN codes and thereby unknowingly signing the ballot. Fourth,
suppose the attacker only wants to interfere with the way how the official voting
application functions. In this case, it is possible to trick the voter into voting twice
such that the verification information meant for the first voting session is reused in
the second voting session [258]. Such an attack would allow an attacker to change
the vote that is cast in the second voting session while providing the voter with
valid vote verification information about the vote cast in the first voting session.
The first option is not optimal for an attacker as the voter might use individual
verification to check whether the voting system correctly received the vote. The
success of the third and fourth attack depends on the victim’s behaviour that is
difficult to predict, and may thus result in the attack being detected.14 Therefore,
the best option for an attacker is to take the second path, that is, to access PIN
codes along with the targeted e-ID.
In case an attacker aims to use an ID card maliciously, the attack scenario
would be straightforward. The critical step of the attack lies in distributing and
using malware without being detected. Once the distribution hurdle is passed,
14 In

both cases, the victim notices anomalies, which may get investigated or reported. For example, suspicion may arise if the victim fails to complete a bank transaction after entering PIN2. If
the incident gets reported to a bank or the state, it is possible to identify which service requested a
timestamp for the signature. Similarly, if the voter fails to vote on the first try, the incident may get
reported and investigated.
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malware can try to capture PIN codes, detect voting events, and cast votes. Thus,
one option for an attacker is to integrate an independent voting client into malware
that would idle until the ID card becomes interfaced with the computer. Another
option is to forward the access to the smart card reader over the internet, which
would make it possible to use the official voting application on the attacker’s computer to cast a vote.
When Mobile-ID is targeted, there are three possibilities for an attacker to cast
a vote. First, an attacker could attempt to phish the voter into entering the PIN
codes and thereby unknowingly cast a vote. However, the Mobile-ID messages
display the name of the service requesting authentication or signature, thereby
making it easy to detect such attacks. Second, an attacker could initiate the voting
process himself and use a communication channel to request malware running
on the victim’s smartphone to authenticate the voter and sign the vote. Third, an
attacker could integrate an independent voting client into malware so that malware
could vote directly from the smartphone.
However, infecting the voter’s PC gives more information to the attacker as
it allows an attacker to monitor the voter. By having such knowledge, a re-vote
can be cast after the voter has voted to lower the probability of the malicious
vote being detected or accidentally overwritten by a re-vote of an honest voter.15
The voter would not detect such an attack as the Estonian i-voting system does
not provide end-to-end verifiability. In addition, there is no feedback channel to
notify the voter of a given vote. However, a large scale re-voting attack could be
detected by analysing the server-side logs to identify anomalies [166].
5.2.2. Freshness of vote verification
The design of individual vote verification used by the Estonian i-voting system
follows the general principle that a voting system should be coercion-resistant.
According to this principle, the system’s design has to limit the possibility of an
attacker accessing the verification result. Therefore, to prevent the voter from
vote-selling and being able to prove to a coercer how the vote was cast, the Estonian i-voting system lets a voter verify the vote up to three times during a limited
time window, which has historically been between half an hour and an hour.16
The vote verification protocol was not designed to check vote freshness, which
means voters are not notified whether the vote they are verifying is still valid.
Such a design was supposed to provide additional coercion-resistance by preventing coercers from identifying re-votes. As a downside, if the vote verification
15 The

voting application displays a notification if the authenticated voter has already cast a vote.
Therefore, malware could initiate a new voting session and decide whether to proceed or cancel the
voting session based on whether a vote has already been cast with the credentials available to the
malware. However, the cancelled sessions leave a trace to the logs that are stored on the server-side
of the voting system.
16 Riigikogu Election Act states that vote can be verified for a limited number of times during a
limited time window [7].
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application does not check vote freshness, it can not guarantee that the verified
vote has not already been invalidated by a re-vote. However, as of 2021, IVXV
can be configured to check the freshness of the vote. 17 Whether the functionality
will be enabled depends on the election organisers.
Individual vote verification was added to the Estonian i-voting system to detect
attacks that prevent the vote from reaching the voting system and attacks that
replace the candidate number during the vote casting process. However, the design
of the vote verification system leaves several options for performing an attack on
the client-side, which can not be detected by verifying the vote.
It was already described in Section 5.2.1 that malware having access to a
voter’s e-ID can re-vote and thereby cancel the original vote. Such an attack
can happen instantly after the voter has voted. If the verification system does not
check for vote freshness, a voter can successfully verify a vote that has already
been invalidated by a re-vote [161]. Thus, voters may falsely believe that the vote
is guaranteed to be tallied after it has been successfully verified. However, even
if vote freshness is checked, malware could cast a re-vote after the vote verification period has expired. One way to detect such attacks is to analyse server-side
logs to identify anomalies in the re-voting pattern [166]. Whether and how such
information could be used is up to the lawyers and the election organiser to decide.
As the lack of a freshness check has not been explicitly mentioned in the voting
application, it would be interesting to conduct a user study to determine how many
voters have the wrong perception about integrity guarantees provided by the vote
verification application.
5.2.3. Suppression of vote verification
As malware can influence the voting process, it can either drop or change the vote.
To deter and detect such malware, vote verification can be used, which allows
the voter to detect malicious intervention by checking whether the vote reached
the vote collection server. However, malware can try to outsmart the verification
system by first intervening in the voting process and then preventing the voter
from verifying the vote by leaving an impression of a software glitch.
In an ideal scenario, an attacker would be able to predict which voters will not
verify their votes and, based on that, selectively apply the attack. However, when
such prediction is not feasible, an attacker could crash the application after the
verification code is briefly shown on the screen or, as an alternative, slightly modify the displayed QR-code to make it unreadable by the verification application.
To better understand the attack, let us discuss the case when the voter wants to
verify the vote and the case when the voter ignores vote verification.
In case the target of the malware is a voter who does not verify the vote, the
attack remains undetected by the voter and is not reported to the election organ17 It

was not yet possible to check vote freshness in the local elections held in 2021.
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iser.18
If the voter was planning to verify the vote, an attack that prevents the vote
from being verified could lead to multiple possible outcomes. First, the voter
may ignore the crash or problems with displaying or reading the QR-code, which
leaves the attack undetected. Second, if vote verification fails, the voter may
try to re-vote, which may result in the attack being undetected in case the vote
verification succeeds. Third, the voter may inform the election organisers of not
being able to use vote verification, which may lead to detecting the attack.
Malware can reduce the probability of it being detected by only corrupting
the voter’s first voting attempt and remaining passive if the voter re-votes. The
probability of the aforementioned attack staying unnoticed depends on the scale
of the attack and the behaviour of the voters. The historical evidence in Estonia
shows that the percentage of voters who verify their votes ranges between 4–
5% [88, 161]. However, only some of these voters report the issues to the election
organiser, as the voter must do the reporting manually.19 Interestingly, in case
of verification errors, The Estonian National Electoral Committee suggested first
to re-vote and, if this does not resolve the issue, recast the vote on paper and
notify the election organiser [169, 86]. However, for some types of errors, the
vote verification application asks the voter to notify the election organiser (see
Figure 20).

Figure 20. The screenshot shows an error message displayed by the vote verification
application. The message says that there is a technical error and asks to notify the election
organiser. For example, such an error message that asks the voter to notify the election
organiser can be triggered if the verification application is unable to read the QR-code.
The screenshot was captured during the local elections in 2021.

5.2.4. Limited means for dispute resolution
By providing the voters with the means to verify their vote, a system is needed
to manage the issues detected by the voters. However, it was stated already in
2014 that one of the problems with the Estonian i-voting scheme is the lack of a
clear dispute resolution protocol [169]. For example, it is unclear how to distinguish valid claims about failed vote verifications from malicious ones, aiming to
18 Malware might be identified by honeypots or endpoint security software on the voters’ devices.
19 In

the European Parliament Elections held in 2014, the iOS-based vote verification application contained a bug which prevented some voters from verifying their votes. However, out of the
estimated 42 voters impacted by the bug, only four reported it to the National Electoral Committee [167].
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discredit the voting system.
The lack of a proper error handling system and a dispute resolution protocol
can result in two negative outcomes. First, malicious voters could falsely claim
that verification failed and thereby question the election integrity. This has not
happened so far. Second, the suggestion to re-vote in case of a single verification
error provides an attacker with a way to escape detection. For example, an informed attacker can interfere only when the first vote is cast and stay passive once
the voter tries to re-vote. Thus, the suggestion to notify the election organiser only
after failed re-vote verification 20 should be re-evaluated [86].
5.2.5. Privacy leak due to the untrusted voting or verification device
Besides endangering vote integrity, malware on an end-user device can violate
vote privacy in two different ways.
First, by having control over the voting device, malware can take screenshots
or screencasts of the voting process. The impact of such an attack depends on the
attacker’s goal. The success of a coercion attack is questionable if the attacker
threatens to publish the screenshots or screencasts as they do not provide strong
proof of how the vote was cast. However, the situation gets dire when the coercer
uses malware to monitor whether the coerced voters comply. When the monitoring is done without voter’s knowledge, the information regarding a re-vote can
leak, which could later be used for persecution.
Second, malware can violate vote privacy by copying the verification information displayed in the QR-code. The vote verification QR-code contains a reference
to the cast ballot and a random value used for ElGamal encryption of the vote.
Thus, malware could use the information to download the signed and encrypted
ballot from the voting system. However, if the voter uses up all three verification
queries, such an attack fails or is detected. Even when the verification API can not
be used to query the signed ballot, the same information could be found from the
voting application’s memory. By having access to the signed and encrypted ballot
along with the ElGamal randomness, it is possible to provide strong proof that the
voter cast the corresponding vote at the time when the signature was issued.21
Although the QR-code is available locally on the voting device, the verification
information can also be captured by a smartphone, which is used to verify the
vote. Thus, the contents of the QR-code can leak both through an infected voting
device and an infected verification device. However, the possibility to re-vote
offers partial mitigation as voters can claim that the information from the QRcode represented an initial vote that was replaced by a re-vote. The mitigation is
20 There is conflicting information regarding what should be done in case verification fails. The
verification application asks the voter to contact the election organiser but the instructions for vote
verification suggest the voter to re-vote first [86].
21 The registration service adds the timestamp after the ballot has been sent to the vote collector.
As the timestamp is returned to the voting application, it could be used as a cryptographic proof to
determine when the vote was cast.
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only partial, as the information could be used to discredit these voters, especially
if the targeted voters hold apolitical positions.
The privacy issues related to voters’ devices are not unique to the Estonian ivoting system as there are very limited options for assuring the vote is not leaked
on the client-side of the voting system.

5.3. Possible improvements to the client-side of the Estonian
i-voting system
The mitigation measures for an i-voting system can be classified into three categories: prevention, detection, and recovery. Out of these, the detection measures
are critical when the aim is to deter an attacker from large scale election manipulation. Thus, an i-voting system has to have means to detect manipulation of
vote integrity both on the voter’s side and on the server-side. However, detection
measures on their own are not sufficient to secure elections as deterrence may
not prevent an attack. For example, if attacking vote integrity is sufficiently easy
on the client-side, the attacker effectively has the means to raise the question of
whether i-voting should be postponed or cancelled and thereby affect elections.
Thus, the voting system should aim not only to detect attacks but also make them
very difficult to execute. Thereby, the prevention measures aim to reduce the
number of capable threat actors and the scalability of the attacks.
While it is possible to lower the probability of attacks, eliminating every single
one is not realistic. Thus, the election system also has to contain recovery measures, which can be activated if an attack or system failure is detected. For example, the Estonian legislature makes it possible to postpone or cancel i-voting if a
large scale attack is detected, which could affect the outcome of the elections [7].
Most of the improvements proposed in the following sections, along with the
security analysis, originate from a feasibility study regarding mobile voting [32]
and from our research papers [161, 120, 162].
5.3.1. Introduction of a feedback channel
One way to mitigate the misuse of e-IDs is to create a feedback channel to notify
the voters of votes given on their behalf [32, 161]. It would work as a detection measure that could be triggered every time a ballot is received by the Vote
Collector server and registered by the Registration Service.22
However, the feedback channel must not reveal information about the contents
of the vote to protect vote privacy. The notification system would make it possible
to detect when a vote is cast via unauthorised access to the voter’s e-ID. By getting
a notification, voters would realise that someone with either physical or logical
22 The Vote Collector and Registration Service are operated by different organisations.

According
to the trust assumptions stated in Section 5.1.2, the Vote Collector and Registration Service are
trusted not to collude.
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access to the e-ID has used it to cast a vote. Thus, the measure would help detect
malware that cast votes on behalf of the voter. Furthermore, it would also allow
eligible voters to detect if their e-ID has been misused to vote even when they did
not intend to participate in the elections or are not using the i-voting system to
vote.
While the feedback channel can increase the integrity guarantees by allowing to detect malicious re-votes, it also impacts coercion-resistance. However, to
analyse the coercion-resistance of a feedback channel, the details regarding the
implementation become relevant.
The cornerstone of coercion-resistance in the Estonian i-voting scheme is the
possibility to re-vote after being coerced. For the measure to be effective, the coercer should not be able to detect whether a re-vote was cast. This has direct implications for the design of the feedback channel. While the notification channel
must be easily accessible for all eligible voters, it also has to be somewhat covert
to prevent the coercer from finding out whether a re-vote was cast. In addition,
malware must not be able to invisibly manipulate or turn off the notifications.
The notification must be timely so that the voter would have sufficient time to
re-vote after detecting the misuse of the e-ID.23 Thus, it becomes clear that the
postal notification channel is not suitable for voters who vote from abroad as the
notification would not reach the voter in time. Out of the digital channels, two
cover a sufficiently large part of the electorate – the email channel and the SMS
channel. Unfortunately, neither of these channels provides end-to-end encryption
nor anonymity. Therefore, by monitoring the feedback channel, it may be possible
to identify the voters who cast an i-vote.24
The notification channel must be mandatory for it to be effective as otherwise,
an attacker could turn off the notifications. A slightly weaker alternative could be
based on an opt-out system that relies on an independent communication channel
to inform the voter if the notification functionality has been turned off.
One of the weaknesses of the feedback channel is the possibility of malware
intercepting and deleting the notifications. In general, there are three main ways
of mitigating such risks. The first option is to create a new e-service for storing
the notifications, which would provide the voters with read-only access to the
notifications for a fixed period of time. The second option is to require the voters
to use an independent authentication method or multiple authentication methods
to access information about the notification. The third option is to use multiple
notification channels to make it more difficult for malware to interfere.
The introduction of the feedback channel to the election context could be eased
by making it available for all digital signatures given with state-issued e-IDs. This
23 An

interesting situation appears if an eligible voter who does not want to participate in the
elections detects misuse of the e-ID. In that case, the suggestion to re-vote does not help alleviate
the situation.
24 In principle, it is also possible to use the feedback channel to notify the voters who cast a paper
vote. In that case, monitoring the feedback channel would reveal who participated in the elections.
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would also make it possible to create a generic notification about the usage of the
signing certificate. Thus, a coercer would have to distinguish the voting event
from a bank transaction or any other event which requires a digital signature to
be issued. However, introducing a feedback system for the whole Estonian e-ID
system is not straightforward as it would affect the everyday processes of most
businesses and individuals. In addition, overflowing the users with information
could result in the users turning off the notifications.
Further studies have to be conducted before the feedback channel can be implemented. For example, it should be analysed how to guarantee that the voter
receives the notification. In addition, it has to be evaluated how the new functionality would affect the coercion-resistance of the Estonian i-voting system. The
latter was studied by Koitmäe et al. in a paper published in 2021 [191].
5.3.2. Educating the voters
For re-voting to function as an efficient anti-coercion measure, voters have to be
aware of the possibility. The same also holds for individual vote verification.
Unless voters are aware of the risks, they may not bother to verify their votes,
which is also evident by the low verification rate among the cast votes [88, 161].
Furthermore, by being aware of the risks related to the inability to verify the vote,
it is likely that more voters would report the software glitches, which in turn would
help to detect attacks that suppress vote verification.
Similarly, unless voters acknowledge the risks posed by the end-user devices,
there is no incentive to use smart card readers that contain a PIN firewall. While
there is no demand for such smart card readers, the market has no reason to offer
them to consumers. In addition to the difficulty of finding compatible PIN padbased smart card readers, it is even more difficult to verify whether the reader
has the advertised functionalities. This is illustrated by an example from 2011
when a smart card reader integrated into a keyboard was falsely believed to use
a PIN pad [251, 254]. Thus, secure PIN pad-based smart card readers should
be specially labelled and promoted by the state’s election organisers. However,
voters are unlikely to acquire such devices unless they are aware of the risk that,
in principle, malware could access their ID cards.
In general, to increase the trust in the election system, voters who wish to understand how the system works should be able to access up to date information
about the inner workings of the voting system. Besides that, it should be possible
to find answers to the questions regarding the risks of both i-voting and traditional
paper voting. Therefore, the whole i-voting system should be well documented,
and the trade-offs made in the design choices explained, such that interested parties could access the information. This would effectively serve as a tool to counter
false claims regarding the i-voting system. Unfortunately, this is not the case as
there is a lack of such documentation and educational materials.
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5.3.3. Requirement of two signatures to confirm the vote
The individual verification solution used by the Estonian i-voting system relies on
the assumption that attackers do not simultaneously control both the voter’s PC
and smartphone. A similar assumption could be used to make it more difficult for
malware to cast a vote.
Currently, the voter can choose whether to sign the ballot with an ID card on a
PC or with a Mobile-ID on a smartphone. This could be changed by introducing
a prevention measure requiring signatures from two different e-IDs to cast a vote.
One of the e-IDs could be the ID card, and the other one a smartphone-based e-ID.
This would distribute the vote confirmation process between two physical devices.
While the ID card can be interfaced with a smartphone, this possibility is rarely
used due to the lack of suitable card readers. There is little incentive for buying
an additional card reader when other e-IDs are easier to use on a smartphone. In
addition, some of the ID card functionalities are not provided on smartphones.
For example, many mobile browsers do not support extensions, preventing ID
card-based authentication from functioning in the browser.
However, the new ID cards have near-field communication (NFC) interface [35],
which may lower the barrier of using the ID card on smartphones. Regardless,
while the official voting client is supported only on a PC, the requirement of having two signatures would force an attacker to compromise two devices to perform
the attack.
While the proposed requirement to use two signatures would make it more
difficult to conduct and scale attacks, it would also reduce the accessibility of ivoting as not all voters have access to a smartphone or to a second state-supported
e-ID.25 However, by decreasing the number of i-voters, the possible impact to the
election result from a successful malware attack on voters’ devices is reduced,
which on its own acts as a prevention measure. Thus, it has to be decided whether
requiring two signatures to cast a vote and thereby lowering the number of i-voters
is a proportional measure.
5.3.4. Freshness check of the ballot
The individual verification that has been used up to 2021 does not check the freshness of the ballot that is being verified. The aim to provide coercion-resistance
during vote verification makes it possible for malware to cast an instant re-vote
without the voter detecting it via vote verification. Thus, voters can not prevent a
re-vote attack by disconnecting an e-ID for the rest of the election period once the
vote has been cast and verified.
However, the individual verification protocol could be slightly extended to
check for the freshness of the ballot.26 Thereby it is possible to provide the voter
25 As of 2021, Smart-ID, which is widely used, but not issued by the state, can not be used to cast
a vote.
26 The issues with the lack of a freshness check were highlighted by the author of this thesis. This
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with a guarantee that the vote was not instantly overwritten by a malicious revote. Similarly, it would be possible to detect attacks that try to replay verification
info from previous voting sessions [258]. To provide the freshness guarantee, the
verification application must only verify votes that have not been re-voted. If the
back-end of the voting system detects that an invalidated vote is being verified,
the voter must be provided with a clear error message, which states that the vote
has been invalidated by a re-vote. Thereby, the freshness check would act both as
a detection measure and a deterrence measure.
As verification can only be performed in a limited time window, it can not
guarantee that malware will not re-vote later. However, a voter that is aware of
the risks could either remove the ID card from the reader for the duration of the ivoting period or vote at the end of the i-voting period to ensure that a re-vote could
be detected by vote verification. In this case, the voter should be able to verify the
vote after the i-voting period has ended, which would give a strong guarantee that
the original vote was not substituted by malware.
The freshness check would not have a significant negative effect on coercionresistance. If the original vote is cast under coercion, the voter can re-vote after
the brief verification time window has passed. However, if the voter is coerced at
the very end of the i-voting period, it is likely that the coercer is present and tries
to prevent the voter from re-voting. In addition, the voter still has the possibility to
go to the polling station to vote on paper. Starting from October 2021, i-voters can
cast a paper ballot also on the election day and thereby cancel the previously given
i-votes [10, 7]. Therefore, introducing the freshness check does not significantly
weaken a voter’s ability to re-vote if faced with coercion.
5.3.5. Zero-knowledge proof about vote validity
The official i-voting application does not provide an option to cast invalid votes.
However, there are no restrictions on the protocol level that would prevent a voter
from filling the ballot with a value that does not match any of the candidates [165,
195]. To do that, the voter would need to either modify how the official voting
client behaves or create an unofficial voting application.
Such an issue was highlighted in 2011 when an invalid vote was detected during the tabulation phase of the Riigikogu Elections [164]. Similarly, one invalid
vote was seen in 2015 [166, 303].
Invalid votes can give rise to bigger issues if they become more frequent. For
example, if invalid votes become frequent, voters may start to question whether
the voting application is functioning correctly. In 2011 it was decided that an
invalid vote would not be investigated further to prevent vote secrecy from being
violated [164].
led the way for a fix to be implemented in IVXV. As of 2021, IVXV can be configured to check the
freshness of the vote. However, this functionality was not enabled during the municipal elections
in October 2021. Whether the functionality will be used depends on the election organisers as they
have to decide how to balance coercion-resistance with the possibility of detecting re-voting attacks.
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As some voters wish to reflect their political preferences by casting invalid
or blank votes, this option could be provided in the official voting application.
However, it could open up a way for coercers to force voters to abstain from
elections [195]. In practice, such an attack would be effective only if the invalid
vote would leak in the tallying phase.
Therefore, it is recommended to study whether zero-knowledge proofs could
be added to IVXV to prevent invalid votes from reaching the tabulation phase. For
example, the voting client could add a zero-knowledge proof about set membership to make it possible for the vote collector or processing application to verify
that a ballot contains a valid vote.
5.3.6. Voting with special hardware
The official voting application for the Estonian i-voting system only works on
desktop platforms – Windows, macOS, and some Linux distributions [87]. As it
can not be guaranteed that these platforms do not have issues with malware or
that the voters themselves do not tamper with the application, it is not possible to
consider voting software running on one of these operating systems as a trusted
component.
One may claim that antivirus software can be used to counter the threat of
malware. However, the protection offered by antivirus products is not guaranteed
to detect every single threat. First, antivirus products are optimised for detecting
known malware and do not work as well for unknown threats [297]. Second, an
advanced attacker can test different antivirus products to see whether they detect
malware built on top of a fresh exploit. Third, an average voter is unlikely to use
an advanced endpoint security solution.
However, it turns out that in order to detect a large scale attack, only some
voters have to detect the malware. In the context of i-voting, it is sufficient to
identify a malware campaign targeted against i-voting, to call off or to postpone
the i-voting event. Thus, given a large number of voters along with a diverse set
of antiviruses and endpoint security systems, it is difficult for such malware to
remain completely undetected.
The next logical question to ask is how much damage a targeted malware campaign can do. The answer to this question depends on the percentage of affected
voters, whether the attack is detected and how it is mitigated. Thus, it has to be
evaluated what is the critical number of manipulated votes that could change the
outcome of the elections. However, even when that number is available, it may be
difficult to estimate the spread of malware among the voters, given that a malware
sample is detected. Therefore, selecting a threshold for postponing or cancelling
the i-voting for the given election becomes critical in deterring an attack. Unfortunately, finding out whether an attack could have changed the election outcome
can only be determined after counting the votes.
Some of these aforementioned issues can be mitigated by introducing addi-
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tional safeguards to the voting system. For example, malware attacks could be
deterred and detected by introducing end-to-end verifiability, providing a feedback channel, or requiring multiple signatures to cast votes.
However, the aforementioned mitigation measures would not solve privacy issues given the infection of the voting device. There are two main ways how to
prevent malware from violating vote privacy. First, a code-based voting protocol could be introduced to hide the candidate identities from malware. However,
this would require a complete overhaul of the existing voting protocol while also
reducing the usability of the voting system. Second, the voting device could be
made secure against malware. Unfortunately, it is not feasible to secure the PC of
an average voter.
However, there is also a third option. The issues with malware could be partially mitigated by introducing a personal single-purpose voting device, which
could only be used for voting. The following sections expand this idea by describing how a microcontroller-based voting device can be created for the Estonian i-voting system and thereby reduce the risk of vote privacy being violated.

5.4. Building an independent voting device for the Estonian
i-voting system
The back-end components of the Estonian i-voting system, along with the verification application are open-source since 2013 [159, 58]. However, the source code
of the official voting application has never been published. The decision to not
open-source the voting client has raised questions. For example, OSCE/ODIHR
missions have criticised the lack of transparency [293, 127].
The source code of the client application has not been published due to the
belief that thereby some attacks can be prevented. For example, by relying on an
open-source client application, it would be easy to create fake voting applications
similarly to a proof-of-concept malware demonstrated in 2011 [164, 239]. In
addition, it is claimed that the publication of the client application’s source code
would reveal the defensive measures used by the application [164].
While obfuscation-based mitigation measures built into the voting application
may have been a deterrent in the past, its usefulness nowadays is questionable,
especially as malware does not have to use the official voting application to cast
a vote. In addition, the threat agents who target elections with technical means
have most likely access to advanced reverse engineering capabilities. Such skills
have become more accessible over the years due to the publication of tutorials and
tools.27
Thus, obfuscation and relying on closed source software does not guarantee
that the functionalities of the software product remain hidden. This was illustrated already in 2014 when security researchers were able to reverse engineer
27 For example, the release of Ghidra in 2019 by the NSA gave free access to reverse engineering
tools to a wider community [112]
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parts of the Estonian i-voting client [293]. A more recent example originates
from 2020 when researchers were able to reverse engineer the Voatz voting application regardless of the obfuscation methods that attempted to hide its functionalities [291]. As a result of the research, multiple security issues were found in the
Voatz voting system. This further highlights the need to publish the source code
so that the community of researchers can review and audit the security-critical
software components.
As the documentation for the Estonian i-voting protocol along with the API description is public, it is possible to write an independent voting client. While this
has been claimed to be possible, such voting clients had not been open-sourced
for the public before 2021. Thus, we initiated a project to create the first opensource implementation of the voting client for the Estonian i-voting system. The
main aim of the project was to reduce the attack surface, thereby increasing vote
privacy. As a side-product, the proof-of-concept voting client also increases the
transparency of the voting system by showing that, in principle, the voters do not
have to rely on the official voting application [120].
If an independent voting application would run on a general-purpose desktop computer, it would face the same threats as the official voting client. Thus,
it would be affected by malware that could attack both integrity and privacy of
the ballot. However, these threats can be significantly reduced by replacing the
general-purpose PC platform with a single-purpose microcontroller that only runs
the voting application and the required firmware.
A voting client built on top of dedicated hardware would eliminate the threats
affecting commonly used operating systems. In addition, the voter would have
fewer means of accidentally infecting the voting device as it would not be usable
for other tasks. This would result in a significantly smaller attack surface. As a
by-product, the significance of bugs in the voting client would be reduced as it
would become difficult for an attacker to exploit them due to the limited number
of attack vectors.
This would partially solve the issue of having to trust the code quality of an
unofficial voting client, which the election organisers have not tested. In addition,
the voter may also have less trust in the functionalities of the unofficial voting
client. One way to partially solve this issue is to review the source code. However,
only a small fraction of voters are capable of that. An alternative is to ask the
community to test and audit the source code to improve its quality and ensure that
it does not leak the vote. Ballot integrity could still be checked with the individual
vote verification application. Nevertheless, the voter would have to assemble the
device and install the software to get the desired security guarantees. Thus, an
unofficial microcontroller-based voting client is unlikely to be widely used.
It is important to understand that while a microcontroller-based voting client
can prevent malware from interfering with the voting process, it can not prevent
malware from re-voting. This problem can not be solved solely by creating an
independent voting device, as the root of the issue lies in the possibility of malware
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having access to voter’s e-IDs.
In case either the ID card or the Mobile-ID are used for other activities besides
voting, they might be accessed by malware. The voter can, in principle, avoid
using the ID card by keeping it detached from the card reader during the i-voting
period, but such prevention measure is not available for Mobile-ID. The SIM card
of the Mobile-ID contains the signing key but also provides the calling functionality, which makes it inconvenient to remove the SIM. Unless the Mobile-ID SIM is
removed and a different SIM is used for making phone calls, the only guaranteed
way of preventing malware on an infected smartphone from using the Mobile-ID
signing key or authentication key is to suspend the corresponding certificate.
In a way, a microcontroller-based voting client can be compared to a personal
voting machine. Thus, before describing our proof-of-concept voting device, we
give a brief overview of voting machines.
5.4.1. A brief overview of voting machines
Voting machines were introduced in the United States at the end of the 19th century and the beginning of the 20th century as a part of election reforms. The
initiative for election reforms was caused by widespread fraud, which involved
vote-buying and ballot box stuffing [178, 157]. Along with the introduction of the
Australian ballot, voting machines were thought to reduce fraud.
The first type of voting machine widely used in elections was based on mechanical levers. This kind of a machine was first used in Lockport, New York, in
1892 [157]. By the middle of the 20th-century, lever voting machines had become
the standard voting technology in the US [177].
The next technological iteration of voting machines came in the 1960s with the
invention of punched cards systems and optical mark-sense scanners that allowed
ballots to be computer-tabulated [177]. However, the first direct-recording electronic voting machine was patented by McKay et al. in 1974 [219] and used in
elections in 1975 [177]. Such machines became known as Direct Recording Electronic (DRE) voting machines. They entered the market and became widespread
in the 1980s and by now have become the default voting technology in multiple
countries [29, 156].
However, DRE machines have had many security issues that can be linked to
the lack of documentation, lack of sufficient protective measures and questionable
design choices [111, 40, 27, 37, 28, 320]. For example, researchers have reverse
engineered and modified the software running in the voting machines to show that
the election result reported by the DRE machines can be tampered with [190, 142,
121].
Some of the security issues with these machines are likely to be caused by the
business model used by the companies that sell these machines. Unless there are
legal or contractual requirements, vendors do not have an incentive to be transparent regarding the design of the voting machines. Thus, if clients do not strongly
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demand transparency and independent audits, vendors can rely on the claim of
having business secrets, preventing the technical details from being published.
Therefore, it is difficult for auditors and researchers to evaluate DRE machines’
security.
One way to mitigate the issues with these machines is to require the devices to
produce receipts, which can be used for auditing. In addition, end-to-end verifiability could be integrated into these devices with the help of ElectionGuard [220].
Alternatively, some of the issues related to having to trust the voting devices
can be solved by giving the voter more control. There have been projects that
attempt to achieve that goal by designing personal voting machines. For example,
in 2009, a voting machine design based on Xilinx Spartan-3E 500 FPGA platform
was given by Öksüzoglu and Wallach [247]. However, the corresponding hardware was not cheap enough for large scale production as the price for the platform
was around $150. In addition, the source code for that project was not published.
5.4.2. Design and implementation of an independent voting client
We decided to build an independent voting client for the Estonian i-voting system
on top of a widely used microcontroller platform ESP32, which is a successor of
the popular ESP8266 and is also developed by Espressif [300].
That microcontroller was chosen for the voting client by combining the features and the price tag. ESP32 features a dual-core Tensilica Xtensa LX6 microprocessor that operates at 160 MHz or 240 MHz, has 520 KiB SRAM and
supports WiFi and Bluetooth v4.2 [302]. The processing power makes it suitable
for computing exponentiations for the 3072-bit ElGamal encryption, which is the
main bottleneck for creating a microcontroller-based voting client.
The main challenge in the project was to create a voting device that provides
all the required functionalities while being usable by the voters. To simplify the
development, we decided to only support Mobile-ID for authenticating the voter
and signing the ballot. To provide intuitive controls to the voter, we created two
different hardware configurations.
The first configuration (basic setup) is composed of a rotary encoder KY-040
and ESP32 that has a built-in 0.96 inch OLED display. The screen has a resolution
of 128×64 and is connected to the ESP32 via Inter-Integrated Circuit (I2C). The
device is shown in Figure 21. We used the following boards for testing this setup:
Wemos Lolin32 OLED and Heltec ESP32 Wifi Kit. These boards come with 4
MB of integrated flash memory. The built-in screen is sufficient for displaying
the list of candidates, and the rotary encoder provides the means to select the
candidate from that list. The schematics of the layout can be found in our paper
that gives a more detailed overview of how the device was built [120].
In addition to the previously mentioned hardware, a breadboard and jumper
cables are needed to assemble the device. While building the voting device, it
is important to know the pin layout of the corresponding board to interface the
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Figure 21. The displayed voting device is built on top of Wemos Lolin32 OLED and uses
a rotary encoder to get user input. The image originates from [120].

components correctly. In the basic setup, such information is required to connect
the rotary encoder and to configure the software to use the screen. The pin layout
for the tested boards is given in Table 7.
Table 7. The pin layout for Wemos Lolin32 OLED and Heltec ESP32 Wifi Kit [120].

Wemos Lolin32 OLED (40 MHz)
Heltec ESP32 Wifi Kit (26 MHz)

OLED pins
SDA SCL RST
5
4
14
13
16

KY-040 pins
CLK DT SW
16
13
14
19
21
23

The downside of the basic setup is its small screen size, which does not fit
the QR-code used for vote verification. As verification is a central piece of the
voting system, the functionality can not be omitted. Thus, as an alternative, the
official smartphone-based verification application was extended to use a Bluetooth
channel for reading the verification info.
The voter would have to pair the voting device with the verification application by entering a PIN code for Bluetooth pairing in order to create an encrypted
channel for the transmission of the verification info. However, having to rely on
an unofficial verification application is not optimal due to issues with distribution,
trust, and usability. In addition, Bluetooth has had multiple security issues in the
past.28 Some of the vulnerabilities are caused by the lengthy specification, which
28 An

estimate of the number of Bluetooth vulnerabilities can be found by searching the list of
publicly disclosed security vulnerabilities by the keyword “Bluetooth”:https://cve.mitre.or
g/cgi-bin/cvekey.cgi?keyword=Bluetooth
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is difficult to analyse. 29
We created a second configuration (extended setup) for the voting device to
resolve the aforementioned issues. The extended setup consists of ESP32 and a
touchscreen. As the touchscreen can be used to display the QR-code and get user
input, it was possible to remove the rotary encoder and the unofficial verification
application from the extended setup. This way, it is easier to build the device, and
the voter can rely on the official vote verification application. The voting device
that follows the extended setup is displayed in Figure 22.

Figure 22. The displayed voting device is built from DOIT ESP32 DevKit v1 and an
ILI9341 touchscreen. The image originates from [120].

We used Adafruit’s 2.8-inch ILI9341 touchscreen in the extended setup [95,
94]. It has a 240 × 320 pixel screen resolution, which fits the QR-code. The
touchscreen also has a reasonable price tag with ~30 USD for the original Adafruit
screen and cheaper options being available for the clones.
Table 8. The pin layout for DOIT DevKit v1 [120].

SPI pins
CLK MOSI
14
13

CS
15

ILI9341 pins
D/C Lite RST
21
5
16

Touch pins
Y+
Y- X+
X32(A4) 25 26 33(A5)

In the extended setup, the screen is connected to the board over a serial peripheral interface (SPI) so that the board is a master and the screen is a slave. We
used the DOIT DevKit v1 board for testing the extended setup. To follow the
tested build, the used PIN configuration for the given set-up is given in Table 8.
The schematics for the extended setup can be found from in our paper that gives
a more detailed overview of how the device was built [120].
29 The

specification for Bluetooth 5.2 contains 3256 pages [150].
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5.4.3. Trust base
The main contribution of developing an independent voting client for the Estonian
i-voting system comes from increased transparency. Its most visible aspect is
the publishing of the source code for the voting client. However, impact-wise,
limiting the trust base of the voting client could play a bigger role, as the trusted
components could affect vote privacy and vote integrity. An average voter has
no means of inspecting the hardware and software running on a general-purpose
computer. Thus, voters can not ensure that the trusted components do not contain
bugs, vulnerabilities, malware or backdoors.
When analysing the trust base of an official i-voting application, it becomes
apparent that the software components of the voting client are a small part of the
whole trust base. In addition to the voting software, the voter has to trust the PKI,
eID-s, operating system, firmware, third-party software, peripherals connected to
the device, and the hardware and software supply chain.
The official voting software is running on a general-purpose computer and is
thus affected by its security issues. First of all, it is practically impossible to have a
complete overview of the functionalities of the software running on a PC. Trusting
the operating system is not sufficient as users install third-party software, which
often contains vulnerabilities. Such software can contain bugs in its own code, but
also in the libraries, which it depends on. Thus, the supply chain of software also
has to be trusted. This can be an issue even when the software vendor is trusted,
as the vendor itself is a good target for spreading malware.
Supply chain attacks have become common over the past few years. For example, in 2017, attackers released a malicious update for CCleaner, which was
downloaded over two million times until being detected a month later [234]. In
the same year, NotPetya malware spread worldwide via a malicious update to the
M.E.Doc accounting software [147]. However, the recent incidents with SolarWind [233] and Kaseya [44] have finally started to raise awareness among the
wider audience regarding the threats posed by supply chains.
Besides the aforementioned risks, malicious software could also be installed
by accident, as an average computer user is not able to check if a downloaded
software binary contains a malicious component.
Unfortunately, anti-virus software along with endpoint detection and response
systems are not a silver bullet as they can not detect every threat and malware
sample [297, 184]. For example, they are not designed to prevent legitimate software from collecting telemetry. Furthermore, anti-virus software on its own is a
critical trusted component that runs with elevated privileges. Thus, the anti-virus
software vendors must be trusted not to include malicious code, as was suspected
in the case of Kaspersky [259, 143].
However, software vendors usually can not guarantee that their software does
not contain any bugs and the same holds for anti-virus vendors. There are multiple
examples of anti-virus software containing vulnerabilities, many of which have
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been discovered by Tavis Ormandy [248, 249, 43, 183]. While vulnerabilities
in software that runs with user permissions may not have severe consequences,
anti-virus software should be viewed as a parser that runs with administrative
permissions, making it a good attack vector.
Some anti-virus vendors add TLS interception functionality to their products
by including a self-generated root certificate to the trust store of the local browsers.
While such behaviour can simplify the traffic scanning, it also endangers privacy
and integrity of the communication protected by TLS. However, monitoring the
TLS traffic is not limited to anti-virus products; it is also common in the corporate
setting [115]. Thus, it is important to consider the effect that TLS interception and
removal can have on i-voting systems [64].
In the case of voting, it is insufficient only to use TLS to protect the integrity
and privacy of the exchanged data. Still, TLS is required to prevent the leakage
of both identifying information and encrypted votes, which may become decryptable in the future due to the lack of everlasting privacy. Therefore, the official
voting client must be configured to prevent traffic from being intercepted. For
example, the voting application should pin the certificates that are used to authenticate the server. This has to be done on the application level as it is non-trivial
to limit the number of supported root certificates in a general-purpose computer
without reducing its usability. Fortunately, such limitations do not hold for a
microcontroller-based single-purpose voting device. Thus, to limit the trust base
for the microcontroller-based implementation, only one root certificate can be included in its firmware so that it would be possible to initiate a TLS connection
to the voting servers. Another option that prevents the TLS traffic from being
intercepted is to rely on client certificate authentication [252].
Once the microcontroller is flashed with the voting software, it can be considered a single-purpose device. Thus, it is not affected by unrelated software
components, unlike the PC-based voting software. This also limits the number of
available communication channels with the outside world for the voting device.
Therefore, the risks from the code quality of the unofficial voting client are somewhat reduced as it becomes difficult to deliver an exploit in case vulnerabilities
are found in the voting client. Still, the downloading and installing phase of the
voting software remains vulnerable to external threats.
That leads to the main part of the trust base of the voting device, namely the
software running on the microcontroller. It is not reasonable to independently
write all of the required software components for a proof of concept device, especially if open-source alternatives are available. Therefore, we used open-source
software components for building the microcontroller-based voting client. The
source code for the voting client is available on GitHub [119].
The voting client was built using the Espressif IoT Development Framework
(ESP-IDF), created by Espressif Systems. It is an open-source framework built
on top of FreeRTOS [301]. ESP-IDF contains libraries and modules that can be
selectively enabled in the firmware while developing a new application. The in-
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structions for using the ESP-IDF toolchain are available from the ESP-IDF website [299]. In addition, the voting client software also depends on the following
libraries:
• miniz data compression library [134],
• ESP32 Arduino core [298],
• library for the rotary encoder [26] (basic configuration),
• U8g2 library [192] for the display and UI (basic configuration),
• QRCode library [222] (extended configuration),
• Adafruit Touchscreen library [174] (extended configuration),
• LittlevGL for display connection and UI [189] (extended configuration).
5.4.4. Discussion
Publication of the source code for the unofficial voting client marks the first time
that voters can cast an i-vote in Estonia using a system where all components are
open-source. While the official voting application remains closed source, the possibility to create an independent voting client shows that voters have an alternative
to trusting the official voting application.
The reason for not disclosing the source code of the official voting application
was to make the life of the attackers more difficult. Thus, publication of the source
code for an unofficial voting client prompts questions about the possible negative
side effects. So, could the source code of an unofficial voting client help the
attackers in any significant way?
It can be claimed that without the source code of the voting application, the
attackers would have difficulties creating malware that interferes with the voting process. However, this claim can be rejected by arguing that the necessary
information is already available. The API used to communicate with the vote collection server is described both by the server-side source code and the technical
documentation. In addition, a motivated and resourceful attacker has the ability
to reverse engineer the official voting application.
Of course, it can be claimed that the server-side source code of the voting
system could be published just before the elections start to force the attackers to
race against the time. However, by preventing early release of the source code and
technical documentation, the positive effects of publishing the source code would
disappear, as there would not be sufficient time for independent researchers to
conduct an audit.
Furthermore, the preventive measure from the late publication of the source
code relies on a few assumptions. First, the attacker must not have gotten access
to the source code during the development phase. Second, the voting system
must have a different API than the system used during the previous elections.
Thus, while the publication of the source code for an unofficial voting client may
make it easier to use the vote casting API, it is very likely that a motivated and a
resourceful threat actor already has the means to identify the API.
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The hardware required for assembling the voting device is relatively cheap,
costing between 10-40 US dollars depending on the selected parts. However, it
is unclear how much it would cost to build an official voting device that could be
distributed to the voters. For example, the security requirements would have to
be re-evaluated if such voting devices were distributed or sold to the voters. The
design of the proof-of-concept voting device assumes that the voters assemble the
device on their own, which significantly lowers the probability that the hardware
components would be modified in bulk during delivery or assembly.
However, if voters would not build the devices themselves, they would have to
verify that the software running on the device is not malicious. As vote integrity
can be verified with the smartphone-based verification application, integrity is not
a significant issue in the context of the voting device. However, the voters would
somehow have to ensure that the voting device can not leak the vote as this is
supposed to be one of the main differences compared to software that runs on a
general-purpose computer. It is currently unclear how similar privacy assurances
could be achieved on a general-purpose computer without significantly modifying
the voting protocol.
While the proof-of-concept voting device could provide an alternative for a
limited number of security-conscious voters, it is not ready to be used by the general population.30 Furthermore, the concept of having to use a personal voting
device to protect vote privacy illustrates how difficult it is to build i-voting systems. However, as vulnerable end-user devices remain a critical issue for i-voting
systems, it is worth continuing to research whether creating malware-resistant
personal voting devices is feasible.

5.5. Should mobile voting be introduced to the Estonian
i-voting system?
Along with the diffusion of smartphones, questions have started to appear about
the possibility of using mobile devices for voting [322]. It is envisioned that
smartphones could replace many of the use cases currently associated with PCs. This has already led to experimental deployments of smartphone-based voting
solutions [113, 14, 291].
One argument for introducing a smartphone-based voting client is the need to
adapt to the changing environment to increase accessibly and prevent the participation rate from falling. As a counterargument, there are concerns regarding the
security of internet voting, which also covers mobile voting [188, 291]. However,
the security risks of a specific voting channel have to be evaluated in the context
of the whole election system. For example, the risks of introducing a smartphonebased voting client are likely to be more severe if the existing election system
30 The proof-of-concept voting device was field-tested during the municipal elections in 2021.
However, the ballot cast with the device turned out to be invalid and was not included in the tallying
phase [209].
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does not provide the option to i-vote. If i-voting is already enabled, it has to be
analysed how the risk landscape would be affected by introducing a new voting
channel. Recent studies show that there are still multiple unsolved issues that
complicate the introduction of a smartphone-based voting client [163, 32]. These
mainly affect voters’ privacy, election integrity, and usability of the voting client.
However, the possibility to cast a vote with a mobile device could also have
some advantages. For example, by having more mobility for voting, coercionresistance could be improved. In addition, the mainstream operating systems used
by smartphones are tightly controlled, and mobile devices typically have a smaller
attack surface than PC-s [221].
When considering the deployment of a smartphone-based voting solution, there
are two ways how a voting client could be delivered to the voter. First, a voting
application could be implemented as an interactive web page that could be accessed via a web browser. Second, a voting application could be packaged into
a stand-alone Android or iOS application that the voters would have to acquire
and install. Both of these approaches have relatively unique implications for the
security and privacy of voting.
5.5.1. Browser-based voting client
The simplest way to distribute the voting application is via a dynamic web page.
While the possibility to vote from a browser is convenient, it also complicates the
security analysis as browsers are not tied to a specific operating system. Thus, by
offering the option to participate in elections via a web page, voters can vote from
PC-s, smartphones and perhaps even from cars bundled with web browsers [236].
This brings us to the question regarding which browsers should be supported and
how to prevent voters from using legacy versions that contain vulnerabilities.
However, even when only the mainstream browsers are supported for voting,
there are still significant differences between desktop browsers and smartphone
browsers. For example, it is questionable whether ID card could be used in mobile
browsers [32]. In addition, two longitudinal studies on security features of mobile
browsers revealed that new security features are ported to mobile devices with a
long delay, thereby making them less secure than desktop browsers [215, 214].
Furthermore, desktop browsers can be augmented with extensions, which is usually not the case with mobile browsers.
Browser extensions can ask the permission to read and modify the content of
the visited web pages, as illustrated by Figure 23. Unlike Firefox, Google Chrome
allows users to limit extension permissions for selected websites, but this has to
be done manually after the extension is already installed, see Figure 24. However,
such an option is not available for extensions installed via enterprise policy, see
Figure 25. When considering the impact of browser extensions, it is clear that they
could endanger both integrity and secrecy of the vote. Furthermore, this threat is
difficult to mitigate as the risk depends on the behaviour of the voter.
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(a) Google Chrome extension (desktop)

(b) Firefox extension (desktop)

Figure 23. The user has to accept all permissions while installing the extension.

Figure 24. Regular Google Chrome extensions allow users to limit site access manually.

Figure 25. Screenshot of Google Chrome’s Token signing extension, which makes it
possible to use the Estonian ID card in the browser. The extension is added by policy,
which prevents users from limiting site access.
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Besides browser extensions, the browsers themselves can leak information
about user’s behaviour via telemetry. For example, it is common for browsers
to analyse the URL-s and downloads to identify phishing sites and malware. In
addition, using the URL bar as a search box can leak information. The issues with
browser telemetry were studied in 2020 by Leith [208]. The study revealed that
Microsoft Edge and Yandex browsers leaked the most information while Brave
Browser had the least of such issues. Thus, when considering deploying a voting
application via a website, it has to be understood that browsers are not equal in
regards to their privacy guarantees.
In addition to the aforementioned risks, also the possibility of network-level
traffic interception has to be considered. If the traffic is intercepted, it becomes
possible to deliver a modified voting application to the voter, which could influence both the integrity and privacy of the vote. Such an attack could happen in
corporate environments where network monitoring is common. By attacking such
systems, it becomes possible to target the end-users whose traffic is being intercepted. For example, according to a paper published in 2017, the interception rate
of TLS traffic was around 4-11% [115]. A follow-up study conducted by Cloudflare in 2019 revealed that such interception had become more widespread [123].
While previously it was possible to bypass such monitoring by pinning certificates
via HTTP Public Key Pinning (HPKP), this is no longer the case as HPKP was
removed from browsers. Although Certificate Transparency (CT) can be seen as
a replacement that prevents man-in-the-middle attacks, it is only mandatory for
certificates issued by publicly-trusted certificate authorities [206]. Thus, CT is
not designed nor guaranteed to protect against local interception that uses locally
issued certificates [145]. Thereby, if votes are cast using corporate infrastructure,
it is difficult to avoid privacy violations, especially in voting systems where TLS
is used as the main measure to protect vote privacy [64]. This further highlights
that the API-s used in i-voting systems should be designed to be public. Thus, the
voting protocol has to use additional cryptographic means to prevent the contents
of the queries from being read and modified.
Another significant issue with browser-based voting lies in the widely differing
screen sizes. Thus, desktop browsers and mobile browsers have to display candidates differently. Besides the layout of the voting web page, mobile browsers also
behave differently than desktop browsers as they attempt to optimise the available
screen area. For example, it is common for mobile browsers to hide the URL bar.
In addition, as smartphones are commonly used in portrait mode, the URL of the
visited web page often does not fit into the URL bar. Thus, web browsers have
prioritised showing only part of the URL. However, to prevent phishing attacks,
users should be able to view the domain name of the visited web page. Unfortunately, there is historical evidence that mobile browsers have incorrectly displayed
long URL-s [215].
We tested the common mobile browsers to check whether this is still the case.
Empirical testing revealed that several browsers did not prioritise displaying the
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website’s domain in the URL bar. As an outlier, UC Browser on Android displayed the web page’s title instead of the URL. Such configuration issues make
phishing attacks trivial and further highlight the issues with browser-based voting.
The URL bars of the affected browsers are displayed in Figure 26.

(a) Microsoft Edge (iOS)

(b) Microsoft Edge (Android)

(c) Opera Touch (iOS)

(d) Opera Mini (Android)

(e) UC Browser (iOS)

(f) UC Browser (Android)

(g) Firefox (iOS)

(h) Brave (Android)

(i) Safari (iOS)

(j) UC Browser (Android) – screenshot is
taken while visiting paypal.com

Figure 26. URL bars of the mobile browsers that did not properly display the domain of
the website. The screenshots were captured in June 2020. The images a-i display a long
URL that contains three subdomains, with the real domain being hidden from the user.
Surprisingly, UC Browser on Android displayed the title of the page instead of the URL.

5.5.2. Standalone voting application
Another way to implement the voting client is to create a native Android or iOS
application. These applications are by default distributed via official application
stores in the form of signed package files.
Compared to the voting application distributed as a web page, it would be
possible to support the ID card for authenticating voters and signing ballots [32].
In addition, the native application provides more options to control security of
the voting environment. For example, both iOS and Android applications can pin
certificates to prevent man-in-the-middle attacks. In addition, official application
stores provide an option to limit the devices where the application can be installed.
Thereby, it is possible to prevent insecure legacy devices from being able to install
the voting application.
While the aforementioned restrictions would increase the security level, they
would also prevent some eligible voters from using the mobile voting channel. In
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addition, by limiting the distribution of the official voting application, an incentive could be created for building an independent voting client. However, unofficial voting applications may create new security issues as they are unlikely to
get a similar scrutiny level as the official voting application. In addition, the ability to choose among multiple voting applications increases the risk of a fake or
malicious voting application being distributed.
While deploying the voting application via an official app store is convenient,
it also has downsides. For example, the app store owner has the power to decide
whether to accept or remove the application from the app store. It is also possible
to remotely remove applications from end-user devices [221]. In addition, the
owner of the app store gets access to the profiles of voters who have installed
the voting or verification applications. If such information leaks into the hands
of malicious parties, it could be used to launch targeted malware attacks with
the aim of changing the election outcome. For example, by only infecting the
desktop computers of users who have not installed a verification application, it is
less likely for the attack to be detected.
Furthermore, research has shown that Google Play Store has issues with applications being signed with weak keys [323] and applications being signed with
legacy APK signature schemes [163]. Interestingly, Google requires the certificates for keys that were used to sign the applications to be valid at least until
October 22nd 2033 [118]. As the developer signing key is needed to release updates, rotating the keys without creating a new application is difficult. Thus, key
rotation functionality was added with the introduction of APK Signature scheme
v3, released in August 2018 [144]. However, it is not mandatory to use this APK
signature scheme as it is not compatible with versions older than Android 9.
While previously the signing key of an Android application was under the control and responsibility of the developer, this is going to change. In 2017, Google
introduced a new application signing functionality called Google Play App Signing, allowing Google to store and handle the signing key [137]. In 2020, Google
announced that App Bundles would replace the APK format in 2021 [116]. However, to use App Bundle, Google Play App Signing must be used, which effectively ends developers control over the signing keys [117, 23]. As a compensation
mechanism, Google offers developers the option to use another signing key for
Code Transparency, allowing developers to check that Google has not tampered
with the source code. However, the check would have to be performed manually
as Android does not check the Code Transparency signature at install time [146].
In addition, the documentation for Code Transparency mentions that only DEX
files and native libraries are covered under the signature, which leaves other files
without a guarantee.
Although it could be claimed that to release an update to the application, both
the signing key and upload key are required, it is actually not the case as Google
can reset the upload key [137]. Therefore, when both of these keys are accessible
to Google, it is in principle possible to release updates without the permission of
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the application developer. However, this is something that should not be allowed
for a critical application used in elections. The election organiser must control the
signing key for the voting application, as otherwise voting application’s integrity
could be questioned.
5.5.3. Discussion
Both the PC-based voting applications and their smartphone-based counterparts
are vulnerable to malware. However, getting administrative access to the device
is slightly more difficult on mobile devices than common PC-based operating systems. Regardless of whether a web browser or a native application is used to cast
a vote, if the device is infected, malware on the device could violate vote privacy.
The only way to counter such a threat would be to rely on code voting, which
would require a complete overhaul of the voting protocol.
When considering the risk profile of a web application-based voting client, it
has to be understood that browsers themselves significantly increase the attack
surface compared to native applications.
When leaving aside the need to trust the end-user device, the properties of
different types of voting applications can be compared. For example, it is easier
for voters to verify the integrity of a PC-based voting application as it is possible
to verify digital signatures and compare hash values of the corresponding binary.
The election organiser signs the Estonian i-voting application, and both Windows
and macOS automatically verify the signature.31 However, when the voting application would be delivered as a web application, it would be difficult for voters to
ensure that valid source code was sent to their browsers.
Although Subresource Integrity (SRI) could be used to check the integrity
of the code fetched from the server, it does not protect against compromised
servers and man-in-the-middle attacks [18]. Furthermore, when considering mobile browsers, is it rare to have an option to view information about the TLS
configuration and certificate [163]. When combining the lack of information
regarding the certificate and the issues with displaying long URL-s in mobile
browsers, it becomes apparent that phishing could become a real problem when a
web application-based voting client is introduced.
Similarly, it is difficult for regular voters to verify the integrity of native Android and iOS applications. Therefore, they would have to trust that a valid and
non-tampered application is delivered from the application store. However, the
necessity to trust parts of the voting system or its supporting systems goes against
the aim of making the voting system transparent and verifiable. Thus, additional
trust assumptions should not be introduced into the voting system as these can be
seen as possible attack vectors.
Many of the aforementioned issues are related to the limited screen area avail31 While the operating system can automatically verify that a binary is signed, a human must
check that the correct entity signed it.
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able on smartphones, which has resulted in optimisations that have a negative impact on security. However, in addition to the limited screen area, it would also be
difficult for voters to verify the authenticity of smartphone-based voting applications regardless of the deployment methods. For example, counterfeit applications
have been found both from Play Store and iOS App Store [139, 268]. Thus, there
is a risk that voters could be tricked into using fake voting applications.
Smartphone-based voting also introduces the question of whether the existing method for checking individual verifiability has to be modified. By using a
PC-based voting application, the voter can verify the vote on a smartphone. However, if the vote is cast on a smartphone, a voter may not have access to a second
smartphone to verify the vote. Thus, introducing smartphone-based voting has an
impact on the existing vote verification system [32].
Due to many security issues, it is currently not recommended to introduce
mobile voting to the Estonian i-voting system. However, it has to be taken into
account that by not providing an official smartphone-based voting application,
an incentive is created to develop an unofficial voting client for mobile devices.
Thus, if the technical shortcomings get fixed, the situation has to be re-evaluated.
However, even when the technical issues are solved, it remains unclear how mobile voting would affect individual verifiability and coercion-resistance. Further
studies have to be conducted to answer these questions.
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6. CONCLUSION
This thesis focused on the privacy and coercion-resistance properties of voting
systems. We described new attacks against traditional paper-based voting systems, analysed the applicability of existing anti-coercion measures and proposed
mitigation measures for some of the issues present in the Estonian i-voting system.
The security guarantees offered by election systems are not constant as they
are affected by changes in society and by the advancement of technology. For
example, the privacy assurances provided by polling booths were significantly
lowered by the adoption of smartphones. However, advances in cryptography have
made it possible to increase integrity guarantees by using end-to-end verifiable
voting systems.
As the first contribution of this thesis, we highlighted the impact of technology by creating two new proof-of-concept attacks against vote privacy in the traditional paper-based voting system. The attacks utilise an acoustic side-channel
caused by the acoustic emanations of the voter filling in the ballot. The attacks that
bypass the protective environment provided by the polling booth prompt the question of where to set the baseline when considering the level of coercion-resistance
that is achievable in practice. Determining a sufficient level of coercion-resistance
becomes more and more relevant with the push towards end-to-end verifiable voting systems.
As the second contribution of this thesis, we studied a selection of modern
i-voting systems to find the optimal method for providing coercion-resistance in
the remote setting. The research revealed that the systems that attempt to simultaneously provide integrity and privacy assurances rely on assumptions that are
difficult to apply in practice. While re-voting is a rare example of an easily usable
anti-coercion measure, it also has its downsides when considering the verifiability
properties of the election system. Thus, finding the balance between the conflicting security requirements ultimately leads to a political or legal decision.
Security requirements set for a voting system have to be viewed in the context
of the surrounding environment. This also holds for the Estonian i-voting system,
which targets one possible equilibrium between integrity and coercion-resistance
properties. As the third contribution, we described issues that affected the voting
and verification protocol used by the Estonian i-voting system. In addition, we
proposed mitigation measures that could be applied within the existing i-voting
protocol.
One of the central issues with remote voting is the untrustworthiness of voters’
computers. Malware on the voter’s computer has the potential to jeopardise both
vote privacy and vote integrity. Thus, as the fourth contribution, we described
how a microcontroller-based voting client could be built for the Estonian i-voting
system. The proof-of-concept device only runs the voting client, which significantly reduces its attack surface. Along with the device’s description and security
analysis, we also published the source code for the voting client. This marked the
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first time that the source code for the Estonian i-voting client was made available.
As the fifth and final contribution, we assessed the potential security impact of
creating a smartphone-based voting client. In general, there are two possibilities
for deploying such a voting option. First, the voting client can be presented to
the voter in the form of a dynamic web page. In this case, the voter would have
to rely on a web browser to navigate to the voting website. Alternatively, the
voting client could be packaged into an independent application delivered to the
voters via official application stores. Both of these options have their upsides and
downsides. However, the website-based voting client clearly stood out due to the
number of additional security risks. Many of the risks are inherent to smartphonebased browsers, which means that the security landscape must be reassessed once
the issues have been resolved.
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ODIHR
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PKI
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SIM

analog-to-digital converter
Application Programming Interface
Android Package
alternative vote
Certificate Transparency
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
DomainKeys Identified Mail
Direct Recording Electronic voting machine
End-to-End
fast Fourier transform
field programmable gate array
HTTP Public Key Pinning
hardware security module
Internet Protocol
instant-runoff voting
Inter-Integrated Circuit
a voting scheme designed by Juels, Catalano, and Jakobsson
k-nearest neighbors algorithm, an algorithm used for classification
Multi-layer Perceptron classifier algorithm
National Electoral Committee
Near-Field Communication
The National Institute of Standards and Technology
The National Security Agency
Online Certificate Status Protocol
Office for Democratic Institutions and Human Rights
an organic light-emitting diode
The Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe
personal computer
plaintext equivalence test
personal identification number
public key infrastructure
a public-key cryptosystem created by Ron Rivest, Adi Shamir
and Leonard Adleman
subscriber identity module
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URL
VPN
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serial peripheral interface
Subresource Integrity
System Security Integration Through Hardware and Firmware
single transferable vote
time difference of arrival
Transport Layer Security
The Onion Router
Uniform Resource Locator
virtual private network
Waveform Similarity Based Overlap-Add algorithm
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SISUKOKKUVÕTE
Valimiste privaatsus ja mõjutuskindlus
Demokraatia lahutamatuks osaks on inimeste õigus osaleda valimistel ning seeläbi
määrata endale esindajad. Kuidas täpsemalt esindajad valitakse sõltub nii valimissüsteemist kui ka hääletamise korrast. Demokraatia toimimiseks on vaja tagada
vabade ja ausate valimiste läbiviimine. Seetõttu on valimiste turvamine kriitilise
tähtsusega. Selle eesmärgi täitmiseks tuleb täpselt aru saada kehtivatest turvanõuetest, hääletamissüsteemide arhitektuurist ning võimalikest turvanõrkustest. Olukorra muudavad keerukamaks valimistele rakendatavad vastuolulised turvanõuded, mis samaaegselt nõuavad nii hääletamise salajasust kui valimistega seotud
protsesside auditeeritavust.
Seoses elektrooniliste hääletamismasinate kasutuselevõtuga kasvas valimissüsteemide auditeeritavuse ja läbipaistvuse osatähtsus. Samad põhimõtted kandusid üle ka internetihääletamissüsteemidele. Kuid kaughääletamine pole samaväärne traditsioonilise valimisjaoskonnas toimuva hääletamisprotsessiga. Erinevalt kaughääletamisest on valimisjaoskonnas hääletav valija ümbritsetud privaatsust tagava valimiskabiiniga. Seetõttu rakendatakse internetihääletamise korral
meetmeid nii mõjutuskindluse suurendamiseks kui ka valimiste tervikluse tagamiseks.
Käesolev töö kirjeldab hääletamise privaatsuse ja mõjutuskindluse saavutamiseks vajalikke meetmeid ning analüüsib nende praktilist rakendatavust. Pikemalt keskendutakse tänapäevaste internetihääletusprotokollide mõjutuskindluse
uurimisele. Kuna turvanõuete kohaselt on enamasti vaja tagada nii hääle kontrollitavus kui valija mõjutamatus, tuleb leida optimaalne tasakaal nende omaduste vahel. Tänapäevaste internetihääletusprotokollide analüüsimise tulemusena selgub,
et hääle kontrollitavuse ja valija mõjutamatuse samaaegseks saavutamiseks on vaja aluseks võtta mitmeid eeldusi, mida on praktikas raske täita. Seetõttu tuleb teha
järeleandmisi kas valimissüsteemi terviklusgarantiide või mõjutuskindluse osas.
Võrreldes internetihääletussüsteemidega on traditsiooniliste paberhääletussüsteemide turvalisust tänapäevase tehnoloogia kontekstis oluliselt vähem uuritud.
Heaks näiteks on valimiskabiin, mis peaks tagama hääle privaatsuse ja valija mõjutamatuse. Samas on selge, et valijad saavad nutiseadmete abil salvestada hääletamisprotseduuri ning seeläbi tõestada mõjutajale, kelle poolt hääletati. Kui valijal
on lihtne tõestada kuidas ta hääletas, siis muutub võimalikuks ka häälte müümine.
Mõlemal juhul rikutaks valimiste salajasuse põhimõtet. Lisaks eelnevalt mainitule
oleks tänapäevase tehnoloogia abil teoreetiliselt võimalik valimissedelitelt tuvastada ka valijate sõrmejälgi.
Siiani polnud uuritud, kas analoogselt elektroonilistele süsteemidele leidub ka
paberhääletamise vastu suunatud külgkanaliründeid. Väitekirjas kirjeldame paberhääletamise protsessist leitud audiokõrvalkanalit, mis lekitab infot valija poolt
tehtud valiku osas. Leiu illustreerimiseks ja tõendamiseks ehitasime kaks proto-
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tüüpi, mis võimaldasid sedeli täitmisel tekkiva heli põhjal tuvastada, mis numbrid
sedelile kirjutati ja kuhu sedelile märge tehti. Eelnevalt kirjeldatud näidete põhjal saab väita, et traditsiooniline paberhääletamine ei garanteeri hääle absoluutset
privaatsust ega valija mõjutamatust. Seeläbi tekib uus võrdlusbaas kaughääletamissüsteemidele seatavate turvanõuete osas.
Sarnaselt teistele valimissüsteemidele oli ka Eestis kasutusel olevas internetihääletussüsteemis vaja leida tasakaal mõjutuskindluse ja terviklusomaduste vahel.
Valija mõjutamatuse suurendamiseks on Eesti süsteemis kasutusel korduvhääletamise võimalus. Tervikluse tagamiseks on valijal võimalik verifitseerimisrakenduse abil kontrollida, et tema hääl jõudis kohale. Kuna serveri poolel tehtavatest toimingutest jäävad järele krüptograafilised tõestused, on audiitoritel võimalik kontrollida, et kõik kehtivad hääled loeti kokku ning hääli ei lisatud, muudetud ega eemaldatud. Siiski leidub ka Eesti internetihääletussüsteemis mitmeid
nõrkusi, mis tulenevad otseselt turvanõuetes olevatest vastuoludest. Doktoritöö
ühe osana kirjeldame hääletamisprotseduuri ja verifitseerimisprotseduuriga seotud nõrkusi ning pakume välja meetodeid tuvastatud probleemide lahendamiseks.
Üheks keerukamaks lahendamist vajavaks probleemiks on valijate poolt kasutatavate arvutite usaldatavuse puudumine. Kahjurvaraga kaasnevad riskid mõjutavad nii valija poolt antud hääle terviklust kui privaatsust. Kahjuks pole sellele
probleemile lihtsat lahendust.
Kui hääle tervikluse tagamiseks saab lisada verifitseerimismeetodeid ning teavitusi, siis hääle privaatsust on keerukam kaitsta. Üheks võimalikuks lahenduseks
oleks valikute kodeerimine nii, et arvutis olev kahjurvara ei mõistaks, kelle poolt
hääl antakse. Paraku ei ole koodhääletamine kasutajasõbralik ning nõuaks terve
hääletussüsteemi ümberehitamist. Alternatiivseks lahenduseks on turvaliste hääletamisseadmete kasutamine. Niisuguse lähenemise katsetamiseks töötasime välja mikrokontrolleril põhineva personaalse hääletamisseadme prototüübi. Sellise
seadme kasutamine võimaldaks teadlikul valijal vähendada kahjurvara poolse sekkumise tõenäosust. Lisaks seadme kirjeldusele publitseerisime ka turvaanalüüsi ja
seadme tööks vajaliku tarkvara lähtekoodi.
Viimase aspektina analüüsisime mobiilihääletamisega seonduvaid riske. Nutitelefonidel põhineva hääletamisrakenduse ehitamiseks on kaks alternatiivi. Esimeseks võimaluseks on tugineda eraldiseisvale hääletamisrakendusele, mille valija peaks ametlikust rakendustepoest alla laadima. Teiseks variandiks on kasutada brauseripõhist lähenemist, mis tähendaks hääletamisrakenduse esitamist dünaamilise veebilehena. Analüüsi tulemusena leidsime, et mõlema alternatiiviga
kaasnevad turvariskid. Brauseripõhine lahendus eristus täiendavate riskide poolest, mis paljuski tulenesid mobiilsete brauseritega seotud probleemidest. Seetõttu tuleks enne mobiilhääletamise kasutuselevõttu maandada riskid, mis tulenevad
mobiilseadmete riistvaralistest ja tarkvaralistest omapäradest.
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